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INTRODUCTION

background

In the time since the original resort development (West 
Beach), when the sign system was designed, the develop-
ers have expanded the resort development (East Beach) 
and its amenities, made significant strides in the expansion 
of  residential development, added conference facilities, a 
park, private amenities and a five-star luxury hotel. The 
resort has served a marketing role for the sales of  residen-
tial property over the years and the island is now much 
more a balance or residential community (vacation homes 
and year-round residents) and luxury resort.

Additional changes have included the incorporation of  
the Town of  Kiawah Island in 1988 and more recently the 
registration of  roadways with Charleston County, which 
requires that traffic regulatory signs now conform to DOT 
standards following the federal guidelines outlined in the 
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD.)
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INTRODUCTION

The KICA expressed three primary objectives for updating 
the existing sign system:

1. To update the appearance of  the existing system.

2. To maintain the brand identity of  the Kiawah Island.

3. To reduce maintenance and related costs.

The design of  signs for planned communities has two pri-
mary objectives; pragmatically to enable visitors to more 
easily navigate unfamiliar surroundings and strategically to 
help brand the community. 

From a creative perspective we look to enhance the visitor’s 
experience and help to create a “sense of  place” that sets 
the community apart from its competition.

Based on the results of  the design audit, the following 
objectives were added to the overall goals for the Master 
Sign Plan:

1. Improve the effectiveness of  wayfinding.

2. Enhance the main entry point to create a better 
“sense of  arrival.”

3. Enhance the visitor experience with the resort’s trails 
through improvements to wayfinding and interpretive 
signage.

objectives
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INTRODUCTION

The design of  signs for planned communities has two primary objectives; pragmatically to enable visitors to more easily 
navigate unfamiliar surroundings and  strategically to help brand the community. From a creative perspective we look to 
enhance the visitor’s experience and help to create a “sense of  place” that sets the community apart from its competition.  
To that end our design of  the master sign plan encompasses the following design principles:

•	 Provide means for visitors to create a “mental map” of  the area.

•	 Divide large areas into “districts” to make it easier to navigate.

•	 The speed at which one is traveling determines the size of  lettering required for a sign type.

•	 Speed also determines the amount of  information that can be  read.

•	 Use a hierarchy of  information, providing more detail the closer one gets to their destination.

•	 Identify arrival points, so visitors will know when they have reached their destination.

design principles
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WAYFINDING ANALYSIS

PRIMARY DISTRICTS

orientation

ANALYSIS

Currently the island is divided into three primary districts; East Beach 
Village, West Beach Village and Vanderhorst Plantation. While there 
are no natural landmarks that help to distinctly delineate the districts, 
it is helpful in orienting visitor’s “mental map” of  the island.

Development over time has increased significantly within Vanderhorst 
Plantation, which accounts for almost two thirds of  the entire island. 
The size of  this district and a meandering system of  roadways compli-
cates a visitor’s ability to orient themselves within this district.
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WAYFINDING ANALYSIS

SUB-DISTRICTS

orientation

STRATEGY

To help visitors orient themselves within the island we have shortened 
the names of  the three primary districts to their everyday vernacular; 
West Beach Village to West Beach, East Beach Village to East Beach 
and Vanderhorst Plantation to Vanderhorst.  Much like Federal Ex-
press changing to FedEx, this makes it easier for visitor’s to remember 
and lessens the amount of  copy required on signage.

To enhance navigation and assist orienting visitors within the Van-
derhorst district, we have created eight sub-districts using existing 
neighborhoods and primary roadways to define the subdistricts. The 
subdistricts within Vanderhorst are:

•	 The Settlement

•	 Rhett’s Bluff

•	 West Vanderhorst

•	 East Vanderhorst

•	 The Preserve

•	 Falcon Point

•	 Otter Island

•	 Ocean Park

To assist navigation and help visitor’s orient themselves on the island, 
we will add the district or subdistrict name to the bottom of  street 
signs and on trail signs.
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WAYFINDING ANALYSIS

PRIMARY ROADS SECONDARY ROADS TERTIARY ROADS

vehicular navigation

Kiawah Island Parkway and Governor’s Drive are the primary road-
ways, forming a central spline for vehicular traffic.  Major amenities 
and residences are reached by secondary roadways that intersect the 
spline.  Once within the “districts” a series of  tertiary roadways form 
connections to allow efficient movement of  vehicular traffic.

Roadways are laid out to maximize privacy and enhance the natural 
beauty of  the island, but, this is different from traditional city block 
layouts that most visitors are accustomed to navigating at home and it 
also minimizes the site distances and time one has to prepare for mak-
ing turns.

ANALYSIS
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WAYFINDING ANALYSIS

vehicular navigation

It is important to address traffic on the primary spline, Kiawah Island 
Parkway/Governor’s Drive, coming from both ends of  the island.  The 
strategy is to place primary vehicular directional signs on the spline 
oriented perpendicular to the roadway.  The signs will use a hierarchy 
of  information, guiding visitors first to a district, then when within 
that district to major destinations.  These will be larger signs based on 
the size of  lettering required for a 35 mph speed limit.

Where secondary roadways intersect the spline, there will be smaller 
directional signs indicating directions to major destinations, using the 
same hierarchical system utilized by the primary directional signs.  
These signs will also be located within the districts where roadways 
make major intersections leading to amenities or major destinations.

To assist navigation and help visitor’s orient themselves on the island, 
we will add the district or subdistrict name to the bottom of  street 
signs and on trail signs.

STRATEGY

PRIMARY VEHICULAR DIRECTIONAL SIGNS SECONDARY VEHICULAR DIRECTIONAL SIGNS
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WAYFINDING ANALYSIS

PRIMARY TRAILS SECONDARY TRAILS CONNECTOR TRAILS

pedestrian navigation - trails

ANALYSIS

Unlike typical park trails, the trails at Kiawah Island are primarily 
designed for pedestrian navigation, functioning much like a sidewalk 
in a metropolitan area. A primary trail parallels the primary vehicular 
spline and secondary trails intersect this primary trail leading to both 
amenities and the beach.  A series of  tertiary trails within the districts 
cross connect to the secondary trails for easy access to amenities on the 
island.

Where trails cross roadways it is not always easy to see street signs 
from the trails, making it difficult to orient yourself  to your location.  
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WAYFINDING ANALYSIS

TRAILHEAD SIGNS TRAIL MARKERS TRAIL DIRECTIONAL SIGNS

pedestrian navigation - trails

STRATEGY

To enhance the visitors experience on the trails it is important to pro-
vide them with information on where the trails lead, what amenities 
are nearby and information that helps them to orient themselves and 
provide information at trail intersections or interruptions that allow for 
easier navigation and ability to provide information in case of  emer-
gencies.  We are also enhancing the visitor’s experience by upgrading 
interpretive graphics on flora and fauna, making it more of  a park-like 
trail setting.

Where secondary trails intersect the primary trail paralleling the 
Parkway or Governor’s Drive leading to amenities or primary destina-
tions, we will place trailhead signs that provide an orientation map and 
information on what is nearby.  

Where the primary trails intersect roadways and where trails are 
interrupted by roadways or other geographic features we will use trail 
directional signs that provide information marking position by mileage 
marker, corresponding to the map and primary destinations.

Where trails start from secondary points and where trails intersect one 
another we will place trail markers that indicate which district they are 
in, position and destinations.
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WAYFINDING ANALYSIS

PRIMARY TRAILS SECONDARY TRAILS CONNECTOR TRAILS PUBLIC BOARDWALKS

pedestrian navigation - beach

ANALYSIS

Beach access points are not consistently marked and not always visible 
from the street or trails.  Information regarding rules and regulations 
while posted are not consistent. There are also incontinencies in ac-
cess point information regarding whether they are able to accessed by 
bicycles or wheelchairs.

On the beach there is no signage to distinguish public boardwalks 
from those of  private residences or facilities.

The beach is also zoned for regulations concerning visitors walking 
their dogs on the beach.  There a three zones of  use, dogs must be on 
a leash (from March 16 to October 31), a dog use are where dogs can 
be off  leash under voice command and critical habitat areas where 
dogs are not allowed.
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WAYFINDING ANALYSIS

BEACH ACCESS SIGNS BOARDWALK ID DOG ZONE SIGNS DOG ZONE TRANSITION SIGNSBEACH INFORMATION SIGNS

pedestrian navigation - beach

STRATEGY

Access points to the beach will be noted on signs placed at the start 
of  boardwalks of  pathways leading to the boardwalks. Each public 
boardwalk will be numbered ant correspond to the map.  The access 
signs will incorporate symbols indicating accessibility by bicycle and 
handicap accessibility.  The backside of  the signs, for those coming 
from the beach, will incorporate an orientation map.

Because the beach forms a natural link with the trail system it is im-
portant to provide navigational indicators to assist pedestrian naviga-
tion.  It is also critical to distinguish public boardwalks from private 
ones.  These signs will also incorporate universal icons to indicate 
what amenities are accessible from the boardwalk, as well as an indica-
tion of  which district the boardwalk is within.

There is also important information to provide regarding rules and 
regulations.  This will be located on the boardwalk near entry points 
and the back will incorporate a map of  the local area to assist visitors 
with orientation and wayfinding.

The beach is zoned for those walking their dogs and information on 
the zone will be incorporated into beach regulation signs and the 
boardwalk identification signs.
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COLOR  ANALYSIS

Colors

ANALYSIS

The brand that is Kiawah Island is entrenched in the beauty of  
the solitary enivironment that is Kiawah. The color palette iof  
the new sign system is  derived from the colors of  the island’s 
natural environment from the beach to the inland fauna... creat-
ing a palette that reflects the natural beauty and enhances the 
resort’s brand identity. 
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STANDARDS

The color palette for signs are predominantly a dark grey with a 
color accent. Colors are determined by the sign type and location. 
The color schemes are designed to compliment the natural sur-
roundings and ARB guidelines for architecture.

Trail signs are dark grey and green.

Beach signs are dark grey and blue.

A palette of  accent colors is available for signs with changeable 
graphic panels and for temporary signs.

color palette

Type A - Primary ID Type B - District ID Type C - Villa ID Type D - Amenity ID

Type E & F - Primary & Secondary Vehicular Directional Type G - Vehicular Regulatory Type H - Street Signs

Type I, J, K  - Trail Signs Type L - Interpretive Signs Type M - Fishing Regulations Type N & P - Beach Access, Boardwalk ID, Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Type O - Beach Regulations Type Q - Digital Sign Type R - Warning Signs Type T - Temporary Signs Type X - Alligator Warning
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STANDARDS

DIN Regular

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

DIN Medium

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

typography

Minion Pro Regular

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

Minion Pro Medium

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

Minion Pro Bold

AB CDE F GH I J K LMNOPQR S TUVWXY Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

The typography for information and directions is the sans-serif  
font, DIN, which is designed for optimal legibility and to meet 
ADA requirements. 

Typography identifying an amenity or place are to be in a serif  
font, Minion Pro regular.
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STANDARDS

logo

The Kiawah Island logo is to only be used on signs as designed.

The use of  other logos must be approved on an individual basis.
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STANDARDS

arrows

A1 A2

A3

The arrows are a negative shape within a colored circle.  The size 
of  the arrows should be approximately 125% of  the cap height of  
letters used on the sign.
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STANDARDS

dog leash zone identification

The graphic identifies the various “dog zones” on the beach and 
are for use with sign types O and P.

  

CC
ritical H abitat Are

a

No  Dog  Zone

G 100

G 102

  
 G 101

B
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STANDARDS

symbols/icons

S1 S2 S3

S4 S5 S6

S7 S8 S9

These are the approved symbols and icons for use on signs.  

S1  Handicapped accessible

S2  Public Restrooms

S3  Bicycle accessible

S4  Public drinking fountain

S5  Public dining facility

S6  Public Parking

S7  Beach

S8  Playground

S9  Frisbee Golf  
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sign family

Please Clean Up

Dog Waste Bags

Boardwalk

KIAWAH ISLAND MAP

1

3

WEST BEACH VILLAGE

5 6
7 8 9

2

THE 
SANDCASTLE

10

12
13 14

TENNIS CENTER

WEST BEACH

FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT

West Beach

5

1350 -1353

1354 -1357

Windswept
5101-5144

Straw
MARKET

WEST BEACH 
Tennis 

C L U B

Captain Maynards
Rhett’s Bluff

West Beach

Kiawah Island 
West Beach

Parkway

Beach 
Access

The Straw
 Market

East Beach

Beach 
Access

The Straw
 Market

FISHING AND 
CRABBING RULES

the Dunes

No Glass on
the Beach

Dog must be
under voice

control

West Beach

 B
E

A
C

H

ACCESS
T O  T H E

5
West Beach

5

A C C E S S I B L E

Event
Parking 

Only

Event
Parking 

All Access
Passes 

Only

Sign Type A Sign Type B Sign Type C1 Sign Type C2 Sign Type E Sign Type F

Sign Type D1 Sign Type D2 Sign Type G   Sign Type H1

Sign Type Q Sign Type X

Sign Type H2 Sign Type T

Sign Types I, J, K Sign Types L1, L2 Sign Type M Sign Type N Sign Type O Sign Type P
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SIGN DESIGNS

Location Plan

Primary Identity Sign

Type A

primary identity

design rationale

The purpose of  these signs are to provide visitor’s with a “sense of  
arrival.” It sets the stage for their Kiawah Island experience and 
conveys the island’s brand.  The use of  large scale timbers reflects 
the previous signage design, yet with a more contemporary look.  
The dimensional metal letters signify the quality and lasting value 
of  Kiawah Island while reflecting the surrounding beauty of  its 
environment.

message criteria

Only the Kiawah Island script logo is to be used on these 
signs.

placement & orientation

These signs are to replace the existing primary identity signs; 
one at the roundabout to guide visitor’s on to the parkway 
and one at the Main Entrance gate.  The sign on the round-
about is to be tangent to the roundabout.  The sign at Main 
Entrance gate is to be perpendicular to roadway.

ElevationElevation
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SIGN DESIGNS

Elevation

design rationale
The purpose of  these signs is to denote each of  the three primary 
districts; helping visitors to orient themselves within the island. 
The large scale timbers are similar to the primary identity signs, 
but, on a smaller scale. The lettering is hand-carved with a V-
groove lettering; which is rustic, yet elegant.  The lettering is filled 
with paint for legibility in a variety of  light conditions. The signs 
will be lit with subtle floodlights at night. 

message criteria

The signs will only have the name of  the district; in upper and 
lower case letters.

placement & orientation

The signs will replace the existing signs in terms of  location and 
orientation.  The West Beach and Vanderhorst signs are one-sided 
and the East Beach sign will be two-sided.

district identity
Type B

PRIMARY DISTRICTS

Location Plan

West Beach 
District Identity Sign

Elevation
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SIGN DESIGNS

C1 - Elevation C2 - Elevation

1350 -1353

1354 -1357

Type C

villa identity

PRIMARY  & SECONDARY

design rationale
These signs are to identify the villas within West Beach and East 
Beach.  The design is simple yet elegant;  with a color scheme that 
blends with the landscaping yet allows the lettering to be easily 
seen.  The signs will incorporate villa addresses in a subtle color 
scheme; and an option for one of  four background graphics. The 
primary signs may be one-sided or two-sided and are internally 
illuminated at night with a “halo lighting” around the edges of  
the letters.  The secondary signs are to provide direction within 
the more complex villas.  They reflect the primary identity sign 
design, but use reflective lettering rather than being internally 
illuminated. 

message criteria

The primary identity signs will carry the name of  the villa and 
where required the building addresses.  Secondary signs are to 
only have the addresses and appropriate directional arrows.

placement & orientation

The signs are to be placed near the driveways into the villa park-
ing areas, adjacent to the street.  Orientation is to be at the best 
sight line on approach from the road leading to the villa.  Where 
villa complexes are divided such that there are separate driveways 
to a complex, then there should be a sign with the villa addresses 
near the driveway entrance.  Secondary signs are to be placed 
within planting areas adjacent to parking areas; oriented to pro-
vide directions to villas based on address.

C1 -Primary  Elevation C2 - Secondary  Elevation

Shipwatch Villas
Primary Identity Sign

Shipwatch Villas
Secondary Identity Signs

Location Plan
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SIGN DESIGNS

AM

Night Heron
Park

�e
Straw
MARKET

Type D

amenity identity

PARKS & AMENITIES

design rationale
The signs are designed to have similarity yet provide for unique 
identification of  each amenity.  For the parks, Mingo Point, Night 
Heron Park and Ocean Park, the sign will include a silhouette 
image, park activity icons and a changeable panel about upcom-
ing events.  Other amenities will feature a post & panel design, 
each with a unique shape and graphics, yet retaining the same 
color scheme.  The graphics will be reflective vinyl for night time 
viewing. 

message criteria

For park signs, the name of  the park in upper and lower case let-
ters, icons of  activities and changeable events panel.  Amenities 
will include the name of  the amenity and graphic unique to the 
amenity.

placement & orientation

Park signs are to be two-sided and placed perpendicular to the 
primary roadway near entry points to the park.  Amenity signs are 
to be place perpendicular to primary roadways near pedestrian 
entry points to the facility.

D1 -Parks  Elevation D2 -Amenities  Elevation
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SIGN DESIGNS

 

The Sanctuary

Villa Resort Check In

Conference Center

Secondary Vehicular
Directional

Primary Vehicular
Directional

Type E

vehicular directional

PRIMARY

design rationale
These signs are one of  the most prominent signs on the island, 
they have been designed to incorporate a natural look with the use 
of  stained timbers and reflect the laid-back elegance of  Kiawah 
with their clean lines and simple design.  The signs feature pin-
mounted dimensional letters with reflective vinyl on the faces to 
eliminate the need for supplemental lighting at night. Textured 
concrete bases will reduce maintenance associated with ground-
mounted wood signs.

message criteria
Messaging is intended to direct visitors to the major amenities on 
the island. The intent is to have a maximum of  six destinations 
listed on the signs to enhance legibility at the posted speed limits.  
The messaging is listed in order of  hierarchy of  approach to the 
destinations.

placement & orientation
These signs are designed for use on primary roadways, Kiawah 
Island Parkway and Governor’s Drive. Signs are to be placed per-
pendicular to the direction of  travel to ensure maximum visibility 
and legibility.  Signs are to be placed approximately 200 feet from 
where a visitor is directed to turn.  Location should allow enough 
time to for the sign to be read and begin preparation for the turn.

Elevation

Location Plan
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SIGN DESIGNS

Secondary Vehicular
Directional

Primary Vehicular
Directional

Type F

vehicular directional

SECONDARY

design rationale
These signs are designed to mimic the design of  the primary 
vehicular directionals on a smaller scale.  The signs feature wood 
plank sign face and routed graphics with a reflective paint fill.  
The sign panels can be replaced individually for easy updating 
and maintenance.

message criteria

The signs are intended to support the primary vehicular signs, 
providing directions to primary amenities and destinations.  
Because they are placed on secondary roadways on approach to 
intersections where a stop is required, where vehicles will be trav-
eling slowly, they can carry more information than the primary 
vehicular directional signs; a maximum of  eight destinations is 
recommended.

placement & orientation
The signs are to be used on secondary roadways.  There place-
ment is to be perpendicular to the direction of  travel and a mini-
mum of  50 feet prior to an indicated turn.

Location Plan

Night Heron Park

The Sanctuary

Mingo Point
West Beach

Charleston

Vanderhorst

Elevation
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SIGN DESIGNS

Type G

vehicular regulatory

design rationale
The frames for the signs provide support for DOT regulation 
signs with an open “border” to accent the sign face.  Signs are 
made of  aluminum tubing with a paint finish to provide minimal 
maintenance.  Sign faces are to meet DOT regulations, printed on 
retroreflective vinyl mounted to an aluminum sign face.

message criteria
Sign messages and sign type are determined by roadway condi-
tions.

placement & orientation
Signs are to be placed and oriented in accordance with MUTCD 
guidelines.  Typical placement is 6 to 12 feet from the edge of  the 
roadway.

Elevations

Details

G1 G2 G3
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SIGN DESIGNS

Kiawah Beach 
West Beach

Drive

Rhett’s Bluff

Rhett’s Bluff Drive

Kiawah Island 
West Beach

Rhett’s Bluff

Rhett’s Bluff Drive

Si
de

 A

Si
de

 B

Side A

Side B

 Kiawah Island Parkway

Ki
aw

ah
 B

ea
ch

 D
r

Type G

street signs

design rationale
The physical design is an evolution of  the original street sign 
design.  The sign blade graphics are divided into two color zones; 
the upper color carrying the name of  the streets and the lower 
color bar carrying the name of  the district/subdistrict to help 
orient visitors.  The sign blades are printed on retroreflective 
material to enhance visibility at night and under low light condi-
tions.  Primary street signs are slightly taller and larger to increase 
legibility at higher rates of  travel on the primary roadways.

message criteria
The upper color bar of  the signs are to list the names of  the 
streets. If  the length of  name exceeds 35” then the street designa-
tion should be abbreviated according to accepted guidelines. The 
lower color bar of  the signs will have the name of  the district or 
subdistrict that the sign is located in.

placement & orientation
Signs should be placed where there is maximum visibility from all 
directions of  travel.  Typical location will be the opposite side of  
the street from a stop sign.  The lateral offset from the edge of  the 
road should be approximately 3 feet from the edge of  the road-
way.  Signs are oriented so that the sign blade with the sign name 
is parallel to the road named. 

PRIMARY  & SECONDARY

G1 - Elevation G2 - Elevation

G1 - Elevation G2 - Elevation

Plan - Sign Orientation
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SIGN DESIGNS

East Beach General Store
Mingo Point
Freshfields

Beach Access

Cougar Point
Golf Course

The Straw 
Market

Beach 
Access

The Straw
 Market

Trail Markers

Trailhead Sign

Trail Directional

Type I, J, K

trailway signs

design rationale
The trailhead signs are designed to help orient visitors and 
provide critical information.  Trail directional signs help visitors 
navigate the trails and trail markers denote major destinations 
traveling the trail in that direction.  The signs feature Western Red 
Cedar wood post bases with a stain finish and painted aluminum 
tops with vinyl graphics.  The trailhead signs also feature a printed 
map infused in a laminated board.  Graphics denote the district 
that each sign is located in to help orient visitors.

message criteria

Trailhead signs provide directions to major amenities and are 
supported by graphic icons denoting important information for 
visitors such as public rest rooms, water fountains and dining fa-
cilities.  Trail directionals should be limited to providing directions 
that help visitors navigate to major destinations and amenities.  
Trail markers should limit information to major destinations that 
visitors will arrive at if  traveling in that direction on the trail.

placement & orientation
Trailhead signs are placed where secondary trailways intersect 
with the trails running parallel to Kiawah Island Parkway and 
Governor’s Drive; they should be placed for maximum visibility, a 
minimum of  18 inches from the edge of  the trail, allowing visitors 
to stand off of  the trailway, and oriented with the map parallel 
to the trail.  Directional signs are to placed at the intersection of  
trails and where a trail stops and starts farther down a roadway 
; orientation should be based on directional information. Trail 
markers are to be placed at entry points to the trails  or midpoints 
where visitors may start toward a destination that is not apparent.

TRAILHEADS, DIRECTIONALS & TRAIL MARKERS

Trailhead Directional Trail Marker

Location Plan

I - Side A J - Elevation K - ElevationI - Front I - Side B
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SIGN DESIGNS

Type L

interpretive trailway signs

design rationale
The purpose of  these signs are to provide visitors with informa-
tion about the unique flora and fauna of  Kiawah Island.  The 
large displays are for parks and major destinations such as ponds 
and lakes.  The smaller signs are for locations along the trailways.  
The larger signs are an aluminum frames with digital laminate 
composite graphic panels inserted into the frames; mounted to 
stained wood posts.  The smaller signs are an aluminum frames 
with digital laminate composite graphic panels inserted into the 
frames; mounted to painted aluminum posts.  The graphics are 
designed to be easily changed with seasonal information.

message criteria
Message criteria is to be determined by staff.

placement & orientation

The signs should be placed off of  trails or pathways at a distance 
that will not impede normal traffic; a minimum or three feet from 
the edge of  a trail.  The signs should be oriented towards the 
subject matter or parallel to the trail.

LARGE & SMALL DISPLAYS

L1 - Elevation

L1 - Elevation

 Graphic Detail

L2 - Elevation L2 - Side
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SIGN DESIGNS

FISHING AND 
CRABBING RULES

FISHING AND 
CRABBING RULES

Removable cap, to
allow changing of graphic

Locator map

Information on local
crabs and fish

Rules and regulations

Type M

fishing information

design rationale
The signs are  to provide information and regulations concerning 
fishing and crabbing.  The post and panel design features a remov-
able cap to allow the sign panel to be easily changed based on sea-
sonal fishing conditions.  To reduce maintenance the materials are 
aluminum with painted posts and anodized cap and cross beams. 
The insertable sign panels  are digitally printed on composite 
aluminum panels.

message criteria
Message criteria is to be determined by staff.

placement & orientation

Signs are to be placed at fishing piers and designated points on 
lakes and ponds.  Placement should be to the side of  piers, prefer-
ably on the right side when facing the pier; for other locations it 
should be located where conditions are most appropriate.  The 
signs are to oriented so they are visible when approaching the 
water feature.

RULES & REGULATIONS

Elevation Detail
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SIGN DESIGNS

5
West Beach

5
West Beach

Type N

beach access

design rationale
These signs are designed to mark access points to the beach.  The 
design is similar to trail signage as they typically intersect with the 
trails.  They use a similar wood post and painted aluminum cap.  
The blue cap color distinguishes it from the trailways green color 
caps. Graphics on the sides of  the posts denote beach access and 
boardwalk identification on the cap.  The front of  the posts have 
graphic icons denoting bicycle and/or wheelchair access and the 
top cap notes the boardwalk identification number.

message criteria
The painted aluminum caps denote the district location and 
boardwalk identification on the sides and front of  the post. “Access 
to Beach” are routed on the sides of  the post and icons denoting 
bicycle and/or wheelchair access  are routed on the front of  the 
wood post, only where applicable.

placement & orientation
The posts should be located approximately 18” from the edge of  
the pathway and 2 to 3 feet from the edge of  the adjacent road-
way, sidewalk or trail.  The posts should be oriented so that the 
face of  sign posts are parallel to the roadway or pedestrian path 
such that the sides of  the posts parallel the beach access pathway.  
Because the conditions vary based on the landscape, the priority 
should be to have the sides of  the signs perpendicular to major 
direction of  travel.

Beach Access Sign Boardwalk Info Sign Boardwalk ID

Location Plan

Elevation Sides
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SIGN DESIGNS

West Beach

5
West Beach

5
KIAWAH ISLAND MAPKIAWAH ISLAND MAP

Please Keep Off
the Dunes

No Glass on
the Beach

Dogs must
be leashed

March 16 - Oct. 31

Do
g L

eash Zone

D
ogs M

ust Be Leashed March 16 - O

cto
be

r 3
1A

Type O

boardwalk

design rationale
The purpose of  the signs are to provide visitors with regulations 
regarding use of  the beach. To reduce maintenance the design is a 
simple painted aluminum monolithic sign with vinyl graphics and 
a colored textured concrete base.  Graphics on the sides repeat 
the boardwalk identification number and district. The back of  the 
signs feature a locator map to help orient visitors and location of  
nearby amenities. The map is a print infused in a high pressure 
laminate material to reduce maintenance and is graffiti resistant.

message criteria
The front of  the signs are to carry beach regulations, dog zone 
identification/information.  The sides are to denote district and 
boardwalk identification number.  The back of  the sign is to have 
a locator map limited to a 10 minute walking distance from the 
location of  the boardwalk.

placement & orientation
The signs are to be placed at the beginning of  boardwalks (from 
the land side) either on the left or right side perpendicular to the 
boardwalk.  Height should be even with the top of  the handrail or 
lower.

Beach Access Sign Boardwalk Info Sign Boardwalk ID

INFORMATION & REGULATIONS

Location Plan

Elevation Sides Back
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SIGN DESIGNS

Please Clean Up
A�er Your Pet

Dog Waste Bags

Boardwalk West Beach

No Glass
on Beach

Do
g L

eash Zone

D
ogs M

ust Be Leashed  March 16 - O

cto
be

r 
31A

Type P1

boardwalk

design rationale
The signs are designed to identify the boardwalks by map loca-
tion, define dog walking zones and provide information on ameni-
ties available from that boardwalk. The signs are placed on trash 
corrals located near each boardwalk.  The signs are to designed to 
be visible at distances on the beach.

message criteria
Facing the boardwalk the sign features the number of  the board-
walk.  Located on the side of  the trash corral is a sign denoting 
the dog walking zone and Kiawah Island district.

placement & orientation
Boardwalk number is centered on the front of  the trash corral and 
dog zone identification is located on the end of  the trash corral 
closest to the boardwalk.

Beach Access Sign Boardwalk Info Sign Boardwalk ID

IDENTITY

Location Plan

Elevation Sides
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SIGN DESIGNS

Emergency Vehicle Access Sign

design rationale
The signs are designed to identify the transition of  dog zones and 
identify the location of  emergency vehicle access points on the 
beach. The signs feature Western Redwood Cedar posts with a 
stained finish, routed graphics with paint fill; painted aluminum 
post tops with vinyl graphics.  The signs are to designed to be 
visible at distances on the beach, yet set at a height that does not 
make them visible from the land side of  the boardwalk.

message criteria
For both sign types he name of  the district that the sign is located 
in is listed on the top of  two sides of  the signs.  For emergency 
access signs the sides facing inland and the beach, the top of  the 
post identifies the emergency access designation with the words 
“emergency access” routed into the face of  the post.  For dog zone 
signs he sides of  the sign denote the dog walking district on the 
top and for dog zone B the words “dog zone” are routed on the 
post; and for dog zone C the words “no dog zone” are routed on 
the post.

placement & orientation
The posts should be located beach side of  dune formations, inline 
with Boardwalk ID signs.   The dog zone identifications are to be 
perpendicular to the waterline and emergency access designations 
are to be parallel to the waterline.

IDENTITY

dog zones/emergency accesss
Type P2 &   P3

Location Plan
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SIGN DESIGNS

Type T

temporary

design rationale
These signs are designed for events on the island requiring tem-
porary signs.  The post and panel design features a removable top 
to allow sign faces to be easily changed.  Sign panels are painted 
expanded PVC (Sintra, Trovicel, etc.) with applied vinyl graphics.

message criteria
Messages are to be determined by staff.

placement & orientation

Placement and orientation depends on intended use.  When used 
along roadways it is recommended that they be place a minimum 
of  24” from the edge of  the roadway.  The bottom of  signs placed 
adjacent to trails or sidewalks must be no lower than 80” to con-
form to ADA regulations.

IDENTITY

Event
Parking 

Only

Event
Parking 

Only

All Access
Passes 

Only

Event
Parking 

T1 - Elevation T1 - Elevation T2 - Elevation T3 - Elevation
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12. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

1'-5 1/4"

1/4"
Reveal

1'-5 1/4"

8'-5" nom.
3"

Concrete base, gray color
with travertine texture finish

11'-6"

18” X 18” western red cedar
timbers, stained gray

Mount to 3000 psi concrete base

10 11/16"

11 1/2"

1/2” thick dimensional metal logo; 
satin finish; pin-mounted on 1 1/2”
standoffs

Finish Grade
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Kiawah Island Community Association
Master Sign Pla n

KI-327

Sign Type A1

7/18/15 As Shown

Construction Details

INSTALLATION :  

 

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, footings and 
concrete base .

MATERIALS: Sign fabricated from S4S smooth finished Western Red 
Cedar timbers; logo is 1/2” titanium with lightly brushed 
finish, pin-mounted to face with 1 1/2” stainless steel  
standoffs; base is colored textured concrete with stain  
finish.

Sign is installed onto internal steel tubes directly buried 
into poured concrete footers. Footer to have concrete 
pad; top of pad is to be level with finish grade level .
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P11 Stain finish

P6
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n
Master Sign Plan

KI-327

Sign Type A1

As Shown

WING S

7/18/15

Graphics Detail s
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1/4”
Reveal

Finish Grade

8'-4"

11 1/4"

11 1/4"

11 1/4"

1'- 0" nom.

12” X 12” nominal S4S western
 red cedar, stain finish

Gray concrete base, travertine finish

1/4” Reveal, painted

V-carved letters, centered on face,
paint filled
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Kiawah Island Community Association
Master Sign Pla n

KI-327

Sign Type B1

As Shown7/18/15

 

Construction Details

INSTALLATION :  

 

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, footings and 
concrete base .

MATERIALS: Sign fabricated from S4S smooth finished Western Red 
Cedar timbers with stain finish; lettering is v-carved into  
face of timbers with paint fill; base is precast colored 
textured concrete with stain finish.

Sign is installed onto internal steel tubes directly buried 
into poured concrete footers. Footer to have concrete 
pad; top of pad is to be level with finish grade level .
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P11

P6

10 "

V-carved letters; Minion Pro medium;
center on sign face; paint filled gray MP12534 Fogbank 

Paint reveal black
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n
Master Sign Plan

KI-327

Sign Type B1

As Shown7/18/15

Graphics Details
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Finish Grade

1'- 0" nom.

12” X 12” nominal S4S 
western red cedar, stain finish

Gray concrete base, travertine 
finish

1/4” Reveal, painted

V-carved letters, centered on
face, paint filled, same on both sides

1/4”
Reveal

11 1/4"

11 1/4"

8'-4"

11 1/4"
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

Sign Type B2 - Two sided

As Shown12/15/15

Master Sign Plan - First Phase Installatio n
KI-334

Construction Details

INSTALLATION :  

 

 
Fabricator responsible for engineering framing,  
concrete base and footings .

MATERIALS: Sign fabricated from S4S smooth finished Western Red 
Cedar, Grade1, timbers with stain finish; lettering is  
v-carved into face of timbers and finished with paint fill; 
base is precast colored textured concrete with stain  
finish.

Sign is installed onto internal steel tubes directly buried 
into poured concrete footers. Footer to have concrete 
pad; top of pad is to be level with finish grade level .

FINISHES:  Wood: Olympic Maximum Stain & Sealant In One (Semi 
Transparent, Neutral), Stain Color: 913 Ebony, Paint  
Color: White; Mix Ratio is 10 Parts Ebony to 1 part White
Number of Coats: 2

Letter Fill: Matthews Paint to match MP12534 Fogbank 
gray. 

Concrete: ECO STAIN By SureCrete Design Products;  
Color-Magnet MA02115 ( 1 to 1 mixture with water); 
Number of Coats: 2; seal with SureCrete Design Product s
XS327 / Part A and Part B (3 parts A, 2 Parts B); 
Number of Coats: 1

 

District ID
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type C1.1

 

As Shown1/2/17 9/2/17

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Example of Travertine stone texture

Shipwatch Villas
2163 -2479

1/8” Reveal

5'-8"

2'- 2"

1'-6"

5" 11"

1'-4"

Mount to 3000 psi
concrete base

Aluminum sign box;
painted finish

Acrylic push thru letters;
with colored vinyl overlay

Acrylic push thru letters;
with white vinyl overlay

Steel-reinforced concrete
sign structure; travertine
texture finish; grey colored

Construction Details

  

INSTALLATION :  

  

Sign cabinet to mount to poured concrete base.

MATERIALS:

Villa ID - Primary Identity for Shipwatch Villas

FINISHES:  Aluminum : Matthews MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

Concrete: ECO STAIN By SureCrete Design Products;  
Color-Magnet MA02115 ( 1 to 1 mixture with  
water); Number of Coats: 2; seal with SureCrete  
Design Products XS327 / Part A and Part B (3  
parts A, 2 Parts B); Number of Coats: 1

 

Concrete Sign Structure - fabricated from steel-rein -
forced colored concret, surface finish to replicate travertine 
stone, stain finish.

Sign Cabinet - fabricated from heavy gauge aluminum  
with aluminum angle internal frame, paint finish. Top 
access panel of heavy gauge aluminum sheet fasted to  
sign box with tamper-  resistant countersunk screws, paint  
heads to match color of sign box. Push-thru clear acyrilic  
letters with applied vinyl faces, internally illuminated with  
LED lighting.  Electrical for lighting to be on a photoelectric  
sensor that automatically turns the lighting on at dusk and 
off at dawn.

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, footings, base 
and installation details .

3"

5"

5 7/8"

7 1/2"

Access panel; secure
with countersunk
tamper-resistant screws;
paint heads to match
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

 

As Shown

Sign Type C1.1

1/2/17

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

9/2/17

Graphic Detail s

Name is Minion Pro Medium

Numbers are DIN medium    

FONT:

Conform as close as possible to design intent .LETTERSPACING :

Drawings define letter height and leading size for typical  
message layouts. See message schedule for exact  
message content .

LAYOUT:

Conform as close as possible to design intent .WORDSPACING:

Villa ID - Primary Identity for Shipwatch Villas

Shipwatch Villas
2163 -2479

P2

P6

P4

P3

Minion Pro Medium, centered

Din Medium, centere d
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Example of Travertine stone texture

Turtle Point Villas
4959-5014

5'-8"
1'-4"

Aluminum sign box;
painted finish

Acrylic push thru letters;
with colored vinyl overlay

Acrylic push thru letters;
with white vinyl overlay

Steel-reinforced concrete
sign structure; travertine
texture finish; grey colored

3"

5"

5 7/8"

7 1/2"

Mount to 3000 psi
concrete base, to be
engineered by fabricator

1/8” Reveal

Access panel; secure
with countersunk
tamper-resistant screws;
engineer so top is flush
with top of sign faces
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type C1.2

 

As Shown1/2/17

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

9/2/17, 9/7/17

Construction Details

 

Villa ID - Primary Identity/2-Sided

 

  

INSTALLATION :  

  

Sign cabinet to mount to poured concrete base.

MATERIALS:

FINISHES:  Aluminum : Matthews MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

Concrete: ECO STAIN By SureCrete Design Products;  
Color-Magnet MA02115 ( 1 to 1 mixture with  
water); Number of Coats: 2; seal with SureCrete  
Design Products XS327 / Part A and Part B (3  
parts A, 2 Parts B); Number of Coats: 1

 

Concrete Sign Structure - fabricated from steel-rein -
forced colored concret, surface finish to replicate travertine 
stone, stain finish.

Sign Cabinet - fabricated from heavy gauge aluminum  
with aluminum angle internal frame, paint finish. Top 
access panel of heavy gauge aluminum sheet fasted to  
sign box with tamper-  resistant countersunk screws, paint  
heads to match color of sign box. Push-thru clear acyrilic  
letters with applied vinyl faces, internally illuminated with  
LED lighting.  Electrical for lighting to be on a photoelectric  
sensor that automatically turns the lighting on at dusk and 
off at dawn.

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, footings, base 
and installation details .
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Turtle Point Villas
4959-5014

P4

P3

P5

P2

Minion Pro Medium, centered

DIN Medium, centered
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

 

As Shown1/2/17

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Sign Type C1.2

9/2/17, 9/7/17

Name - Minion Pro Medium e

Numbers - DIN medium

FONT:

Conform as close as possible to design intent .LETTERSPACING :

Drawings define letter height and leading size for typical  
message layouts. See message schedule for exact 
message content .

LAYOUT:

Mask and paint graphic with Matthews paint. Designer to  
provide artwork.

GRAPHIC:

Graphics Detail s

Villa ID - Primary Identity/2-Sided

Note:New Color P18
Medium Light Green

Matthews Paint 804 Seventies Avacado Stov e
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Graphic A

Graphic C

Graphic B

Graphic D

Graphic Options
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

 

As Shown1/2/17

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

9/2/17, 9/7/17

Sign Type C1.1 & C1.2 Graphic Options

Graphics Detail s

Villa ID - Primary Identity
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Finish Grade

4959 - 4969

4970 - 5014

6"

Arrows are printed
on retroreflective
die-cut vinyl

Retroreflective
die-cut vinyl

Aluminum sign box;
painted finish

Example of Travertine stone texture

Steel-reinforced concrete
sign structure; travertine
texture finish; grey colored

Mount to 3000 psi
concrete base, to be
engineered by fabricator

1'-8"

2'-4"

6 1/2"
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type C2

As Shown

Construction Details

Villa ID - Secondary Identity

1/2/17 9/5/17

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

  

INSTALLATION :  

 

Sign cabinet to mount to poured concrete base.

MATERIALS:

FINISHES:  Aluminum : Matthews MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

Concrete: ECO STAIN By SureCrete Design Products; 
Color-Magnet MA02115 ( 1 to 1 mixture with  
water); Number of Coats: 2; seal with SureCrete  
Design Products XS327 / Part A and Part B (3  
parts A, 2 Parts B); Number of Coats: 1

 

Concrete Sign Structure - fabricated from steel-rein -
forced colored concret, surface finish to replicate travertine 
stone, stain finish.

Sign Cabinet - fabricated from heavy gauge aluminum  
with aluminum angle internal frame, paint finish.

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, footings, base 
and installation details .
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4959 - 4969

4970 - 5014

P12DIN, regular, flush left

P3

P5

2 7/8"

4 1/16"

2 7/8"

2"

9"

9 9/16"

5 7/16"

6 1/8"
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

As Shown

Graphic Detail s

AW INGS

Sign Type C2

9/5/171/2/17

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Villa ID - Secondary Identity

 

DIN regularFONT:

Conform as close as possible to design intent .LETTERSPACING :

Drawings define letter height and leading size for typical  
message layouts. See message schedule for exact  
message content .

LAYOUT:

Printed on Scotchcal vinyl

P2
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Night Heron
Park

AM

4"12 1/2"

11"

29 3/4"

6 1/2"

1 1/4"

55 1/2"

1 1/4"

1/2"
26 1/8"

48"

6 1/4"

3mm alucobond panel 
with digitally printed
graphics on both sides

10’-8”
INSTALL
HEIGHT

Reflective vinyl letters;
on both sides

58"

1.25” square aluminum
tube frame; satin acrylic
polyurethane finish
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Kiawah Island Community Association
Master Sign Plan

KI-327

Sign Type D1

 

7/30/15 As Shown

Amenity ID - Parks

Construction Details

INSTALLATION :  

 

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, footings and 
concrete base .

Sign to mount in concrete base.

MATERIALS: Sign post is heavy gauge extruded aluminum tube; sign frame is  
aluminum tube and bar stock welded together; main sign face is  
.1875” aluminum sheet, with laser or waterjet cut graphic welded to  
frame; insert panel at bottom and on side are digitally printed (both 
sides) 3mm Alucobond.

Side panel is held in place with countersunk set-screws.

Bottom panel is held in place with end cap machined from 
aluminum bar stock; end cap fastens to frame with countersunk 
set-screws.

Paint heads of screws to match frame color .
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End-cap machined from
1.25” square aluminum bar,
fastens to frame with 
countersunk screws
(see dwg. 2.12 for details)

1.25” square aluminum 
bar with machined slot 
to accept 3mm Alucobond 
panel
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n
Master Sign Pla n

KI-327

Sign Type D1

 

As Shown

Amenity ID - Parks

7/30/15

Construction Details
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SCALE: HALF

FRONT VIEW

1

SCALE: HALF

TOP VIEW

2 SIDE VIEW
SCALE: HALF

3

LOWER PANEL END CAP DETAIL

PERSPECTIVE - END CAP DETAIL
SCALE: NTS

4

DETAIL
SCALE: NTS

5

5/16"

Slot sized to accept
3mm Alucobond panel

6 1/4"

5/8"

5/8"

1 1/4"

1 1/4"

7/8"
size holes for countersunk
set screws

End cap secures lower panel in place
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n
Master Sign Plan

KI-327

Sign Type D1

 

As Shown

Amenity ID - Parks

7/30/15

© Rodger Motiska Design, LLC

Construction Details
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3"

4"3"

1 1/4"

White reflective vinyl,
Minion Pro, Medium,
centered

P12

P14

P14

P5

P5

P5

Art D1.a.1

Art D1.b.1

Art D1.c.1
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Kiawah Island Community Association
Master Sign Pla n

KI-327

Sign Type D1

 

As Shown

Amenity ID - Parks

8/4/15
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Graphics Details
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Night Heron Park

Guest Check-in

The Sanctuary

Vanderhorst
6'- 9"

7 1/4"
Typical

5'-5 1/16"

1'- 4"

4"

3 1/4"

2 7/8"

6 3/4"

1/4"
Reveal

1/8"

8” X 8” S4S western red cedar,
with 1/4” X 1/8” reveal routed
along bottom edge, stain finish

Lettering cut from .250 aluminum
sheet, with reflective vinyl
faces, pin-mounted, stand-off 1/2” 

Concrete base

Finish Grade

4'-2"

7 1/4"2.5
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type E

As Shown

  

INSTALLATION :  

 

MATERIALS: Sign is constructed of smooth finished Western Red 
Cedar, Grade 2, air-dried 8” X 8“ S4S timbers (finished 
size 7 1/4” X 7 1/4“,) with 1/4” reveal painted black (see 
graphic details,) stained finish; timbers are drilled to  
mount on 2” diameter aluminum tubing embedded in  
concrete base and secured from the back with  
countersunk stainless steel lag bolts. 

Letters are cut from .250” aluminum, faces have applied 
reflective vinyl and are pin-mounted to timbers with 1/2” 
standoffs, using two-part epoxy adhesive.  

Base is precast colored textured concrete with stain  
finish.

Sign is installed onto internal aluminum tubes directly  
buried into poured concrete footers. Footer to have 
concrete pad; top of pad is to be below finish grade 
level.

Construction Details

FINISHES:  Wood: Olympic Maximum Stain & Sealant In One (Semi 
Transparent, Neutral), Stain Color: 913 Ebony, Paint  
Color: White; Mix Ratio is 10 Parts Ebony to 1 part White
Number of Coats: 2

Letters: "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting; print to  
match color specs on drawing. Apply clear UV resistant  
finish to letters and seal edges with 3M Edge Sealer  
3950. 

Concrete: ECO STAIN By SureCrete Design Products;  
Color-Magnet MA02115 ( 1 to 1 mixture with water); 
Number of Coats: 2; seal with SureCrete Design Product s
XS327 / Part A and Part B (3 parts A, 2 Parts B); 
Number of Coats: 1

12/15/15

Master Sign Plan - First Phase Installation
KI-334

Vehicular Directional - Primary

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing,  
concrete base, footings and installation methods.



182. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

Finish Grade

Secure timbers to posts
with counter-sunk lag screws

Concrete base, cast to receive
2” square aluminum posts

Mount posts into concrete
foundation

2” Dia. round aluminum post

Mortise timber to mount 
to 2” square aluminum posts

© Rodger Motiska Design, LLC

THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY
CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.

DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

 

Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

Sign Type E

As Shown

Construction Details

12/15/15

Master Sign Plan - First Phase Installation
KI-334

Vehicular Directional - Primary
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SCALE: NTS
ELEVATION1

P11

P3

P12

.250” aluminium 
letters; printed 

reflective vinyl applied
to face and sealed with

edge sealer

P6

.250” aluminium 
letters; white
reflective vinyl applied
to face and sealed with
edge sealer
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

Sign Type E

As Shown12/15/15

DIN mediumFONT:

Conform as close as possible to design intent .LETTERSPACING :

Drawings define letter height and leading size for typical  
message layouts. See message schedule for exact  
message content .

LAYOUT:

Master Sign Plan - First Phase Installatio n
KI-334

Vehicular Directional - Primary
Graphics Details
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West Beach Village

East Beach

The Sanctuary

Cougar Point Golf Club

Right Lane

3 1/4"

2 7/8"

2 1/2"

10"

4"

Adjust letter spacing (kerning) 
to maintain at least 2" border at 

right edge of sign face
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type E - 107

As Shown3/22/16

Master Sign Plan - First Phase Installation
KI-334

 

DIN mediumFONT:

Conform as close as possible to design intent.LETTERSPACING :

Vehicular Directional - Primary
Graphics Detail s
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Osprey Point

Ocean Course

3.5 mi

6.4 mi

3 1/4"

2 7/8"

4"

36 1/2"

2"
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type E - 120

As Shown3/22/16

Master Sign Plan - First Phase Installation
KI-334

 

DIN mediumFONT:

Conform as close as possible to design intent.LETTERSPACING :

Vehicular Directional - Primary
Graphics Detail s
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Mingo Point
Charleston

East Beach
Night Heron Park
The Sanctuary 5 1/2” X 5 1/2” smooth finished

 western red cedar

Concrete base, gray colored with
travertine textured face

1" nom.

5 1/2"

1" nom.

2'-10"

1'-11"

P11

P6

Detail “A”
3 1/2"

4'-1"

1'-0"

1/8” reveal (see Detail “A”)

P111” X 3 1/2” Western Red Cedar;
smooth finished with 1/4” reveal
painted black 

Mount to 3000 psi concrete base
Finish Grade

2.9

2.
10
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type F

2/2/16 2/1/17 As Shown

 

Construction Details

INSTALLATION :  

 

MATERIALS: Sign face and back panels are 1” X 3 1/2” Western Red 
Cedar; smooth finished with 1/4” reveal painted black 
(see graphic details) stained finish; faces are secured to  
internal framework from back side of panels; graphics 
and lettering is routed into face of panels and filled with  
white reflective paint (see graphic details); back panels 
are secured to framework with counter-sunk tamper-re -
sistant stainless steel screws. Side posts are 5 1/2” X 5  
1/2” smooth finished western red cedar with stain finish;  
attach to aluminum sub-frame with stainless steel  
screws; base is precast colored textured concrete with  
stain finish(two coats and clear matte finish sealant.)

Sign is installed onto internal aluminum tubes directly  
buried into poured concrete footers. Footer to have 
concrete pad; top of pad is to be below finish grade 
level.

FINISHES:  Wood: Olympic Maximum Stain & Sealant In One (Semi 
Transparent, Neutral), Stain Color: 913 Ebony, Paint  
Color: White; Mix Ratio is 10 Parts Ebony to 1 part White
Number of Coats: 2

Concrete: ECO STAIN By SureCrete Design Products;  
Color-Magnet MA02115 ( 1 to 1 mixture with water); 
Number of Coats: 2; seal with SureCrete Design Product s
XS327 / Part A and Part B (3 parts A, 2 Parts B); 
Number of Coats: 1

 
Fabricator responsible for engineering framing,  
concrete base, footings and installation methods.

Master Sign Plan - First Phase Installatio n
KI-334

Vehicular Directional - Secondary
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Mingo Point
Charleston

East Beach
Night Heron Park
The Sanctuary

A1 Arrow

P11 Stain wood timbers
 

1/2"
2" letter height

1 1/16" baseline

1 3/4"

4 3/4"

Paint reveals black
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

As Shown

Sign Type F

MATERIALS: Arrow graphics and lettering are routed into face of  
panels and filled with two-part white reflective paint 
and reflective glass beads (such as Liquidreflector.)

DIN mediumFONT:

Conform as close as possible to design intent .LETTERSPACING :

Drawings define letter height and leading size for typical 
message layouts. See message schedule for exact  
message content .

LAYOUT:

Conform as close as possible to design intent .WORDSPACING:

2/2/16

Master Sign Plan - First Phase Installatio n
KI-334

2/1/17

Graphics Detail s

Vehicular Directional - Secondary

DIN Medium; routed letters and filled
with white paint 

Routed and filled with white paint 1

1
How to Paint Fast, Loose and 
Bold
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2” X 5” Aluminum angle5 1/2” X 5 1/2” Western Red Cedar
post, attach to aluminum angle

with stainless steel wood screws

1” X 3 1/2” Western Red Cedar panels,
attach to posts with counter-sunk

stainless steel wood screws

Face panels; 1” X 3 1/2” Western Red Cedar
with aluminum panels adhered to face; 

attach to aluminum angle with wood screws

3 1/4"

1/4"

3 1/2"

1/4"
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Kiawah Island Community Association

As Shown

Sign Type F

2/2/16

Master Sign Plan - First Phase Installatio n
KI-334

Construction Detail s
Vehicular Directional - Secondary
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Cast concrete base with travertine 
texture on face

.250” aluminum panel;
attach to aluminum frame

with countersunk screws

5 1/2” X 5 1/2” Western Red Cedar;
attach to aluminum frame with

stainless steel wood screws

Sign face panels; attach to
aluminum frame with stainless

steel wood screws

Aluminum support frame;
2” X 5” extruded aluminum angle

Size legs to appropriate length for
mounting method to be engineered
by fabricator
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Kiawah Island Community Association

As Shown

Sign Type F

2/2/16

Master Sign Plan - First Phase Installation
KI-334

Construction Detail s
Vehicular Directional - Secondary
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60" nom.

27 1/4"

5/8" 1 1/2"24" 1"
5/8"

24" 1"
5/8"

Standard 24” DOT sign

1” X 1 1/2” aluminum
tube frame welded to
support; satin paint finish

27 1/4"

Install posts in concrete;
to be engineered by fabricator

3” square aluminum post; satin
acrylic polyurethane paint finish

Frame support;
see dwg.  2.8

for details

Finish Grade

Secure to frame with
stainless steel metal round
head screws
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type G1.1

Construction Details

MATERIAL:   

INSTALLATION:    

 

As Shown

Face is standard DOT heavy gauge aluminum sign with 
retroreflective faces (to meet local sign standards.)  Post 
is heavy gauge 3” square aluminum tube; support 
framework is  1” square aluminum tube welded together 
and to post; decorative frame is 1” X 1 1/2” aluminum 
tube.  All seams are to be ground smooth. 

Sign post to be installed in concrete footing as engineered 
by fabricator.

Traffic Regulatory - Stop Sign

FINISHES:   

 

All aluminum elements are painted with be Matthews 
MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

Sign face is "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting 
manufactured by 3M; with 3M Protective Overlay Film. 
Seal edges with 3M Edge Sealer 3950.  

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, and  
footings.

1/2/17

KI-344
Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan
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CL

SCALE: 1 1/2” = 1’ - 0”
1 FABRICATION DETAILS  (SIGN FACE REMOVED)

SCALE: NTS
2 PERSPECTIVE - DETAIL

2'-3 1/4"

11 1/4"

5"

1 1/2"

1'-4 3/4"

2 1/2"

1

1’ X 1 1/2” aluminum tube
decorative frame; welded to
aluminum supports; satin paint
finish

1” square aluminum tube
support welded to post; satin
paint finish

1 1/2” X 1/2” aluminum bar
welded to support; holes
for sign face screws; satin 
paint finish

2 3/4” solid aluminum bar
welded to post, machined
for upright support and
welded in place

135°

1 5/8"
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

Sign Type G1.1

 

As Shown

Traffic Regulatory - Stop Sign

Construction Details

KI-339

Corrected Dim. 1/22/171/2/17

Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan
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SCALE: NTS
1 FRONT VIEW

SCALE: NTS
2 BACK VIEW

Standard 24” X 24” DOT 
retroreflective sign; must meet 

MUTCD R1-1 requirements; 
apply 3M Protective Overlay Film P5

P5

P5
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

 

As Shown

Traffic Regulatory - Stop Sign

Graphic Detail s

Sign Type G1.1

KI-339

1/2/17

Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Sign to conform to MUTCD R1-1 requirements.



292. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

3

60" nom.

27 1/4"

5/8" 1 1/2"24" 1"
5/8"

24" 1"
5/8"

Standard 24” DOT sign

1” X 1 1/2” aluminum
tube frame welded to
support; satin paint finish

3” square aluminum post; satin
acrylic polyurethane paint finish

Frame support;
see dwg.  2.4 

for details

Finish Grade

Secure to frame with
stainless steel metal round
head screws

27 1/4"

Install posts in concrete;
to be engineered by fabricator

6"

12"

2 1/2"

Standard R1-3 DOT plaque;
mount to heavy guage
aluminum, mount to sign
post with VHB tape

© Rodger Motiska Design, LLC
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type G1.2 

Construction Detail s

MATERIAL:   

INSTALLATION:   

 

As Shown

Face is standard DOT heavy gauge aluminum sign with 
retroreflective faces (to meet local sign standards.)  Post 
is heavy gauge 3” square aluminum tube; support 
framework is  1” square aluminum tube and 3/8” square 
aluminum bar welded together and to post; decorative 
frame is 1” X 1 1/2” aluminum tube.  All seams are to be 
ground smooth. 

Sign post to be installed in concrete footing as engineered 
by fabricator.

Traffic Regulatory - Stop Sign/3-Way

ESIGN INTENT DR

FINISHES:   

 

All aluminum elements are painted with be Matthews 
MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

Sign face is "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting 
manufactured by 3M; with 3M Protective Overlay Film. 
Seal edges with 3M Edge Sealer 3950.  

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, and  
footings.

1/2/17

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan



302. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

3

SCALE: NTS
1 FRONT VIEW

SCALE: NTS
2 BACK VIEW

Standard 24” X 24” DOT 
retroreflective sign; must meet 

MUTCD R1-1 requirements; 
apply 3M Protective Overlay Film P5

P5

P5

P5
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type G1.2

 

As Shown

Graphic Detail s

1/2/17

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Traffic Regulatory - Stop Sign/3-Way

Sign to conform to MUTCD R1-1 requirements.

3-Way plaque to conform to MUTCD R1-3 requirements.



312. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

60" nom.

27 1/4"

5/8" 1 1/2"

5/8"

5/8"

24" 1"
5/8"

24" 1"
5/8"

Standard 24” DOT sign

1” X 1 1/2” aluminum
tube frame welded to
support; satin paint finish

3” square aluminum post; satin
acrylic polyurethane paint finish

Frame support;
see dwg.  2.8

for details

Finish Grade

Secure to frame with
stainless steel metal round
head screws

1” X 1 1/2” aluminum tube frame 
welded to post; satin paint finish

Custom 12” X 12”warning sign; 
use art G103; secure to post with
VHB double-sided tape

27 1/4"

Install posts in concrete;
to be engineered by fabricator

Round over edge to eliminate
“sharp” joint

2"

13 1/8" nom.
12"

© Rodger Motiska Design, LLC
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Construction Details

MATERIAL:   

INSTALLATION:    

 

As Shown

Stop sign is standard DOT heavy gauge aluminum sign 
with retroreflective faces (to meet local sign standards.) 
Bicycle crossing sign is custom with retroreflective faces. 
Post is heavy gauge 3” square aluminum tube; support 
framework is  1” square aluminum tube welded together 
and to post; decorative frame is 1” X 1 1/2” aluminum 
tube.  All seams are to be ground smooth. 

Sign post to be installed in concrete footing as engineered 
by fabricator.

Traffic Regulatory - Stop Sign at Trail Crossing

FINISHES:   

 

All aluminum elements are painted with be Matthews 
MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

Sign facea are "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting 
manufactured by 3M; with 3M Protective Overlay Film. 
Seal edges with 3M Edge Sealer 3950.  

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, and  
footings.

5/10/17

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Sign Type G1.3
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ALL WAY

60" nom.

27 1/4"

85 3/4"

5/8" 1 1/2"24" 1"
5/8"

24" 1"
5/8"

Standard 24” DOT sign

1” X 1 1/2” aluminum
tube frame welded to
support; satin paint finish

3” square aluminum post; satin
acrylic polyurethane paint finish

Frame support;
see dwg.          

for details

Finish Grade

Secure to frame with
stainless steel metal round
head screws

27 1/4"

Install posts in concrete;
to be engineered by fabricator

6"

18"

2 1/2"

Standard R1-3P DOT plaque;
mount to heavy guage
aluminum, mount to sign
post with VHB tape
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type G1.4

Construction Detail s

MATERIAL:   

INSTALLATION:   

 

As Shown

Face is standard DOT heavy gauge aluminum sign with 
retroreflective faces (to meet local sign standards.)  Post 
is heavy gauge 3” square aluminum tube; support 
framework is  1” square aluminum tube and 3/8” square 
aluminum bar welded together and to post; decorative 
frame is 1” X 1 1/2” aluminum tube.  All seams are to be 
ground smooth. 

Sign post to be installed in concrete footing as engineered 
by fabricator.

Traffic Regulatory - Stop Sign

2/18/18

FINISHES:   

 

All aluminum elements are painted with be Matthews 
MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

Sign face is "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting 
manufactured by 3M; with 3M Protective Overlay Film. 
Seal edges with 3M Edge Sealer 3950.  

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, and  
footings.

KI-344
Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan
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SCALE: NTS
1 FRONT VIEW

SCALE: NTS
2 BACK VIEW

P5

P5

P5

P5

Standard 24” X 24” DOT 
retroreflective sign; must meet 

MUTCD R1-1 requirements; 
apply 3M Protective Overlay Film
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type G1.4

 

As Shown

Traffic Regulatory - Stop Sign

Graphic Detail s

2/18/18

KI-344
Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Sign to conform to MUTCD R1-1 requirements.

All-Way plaque to conform to MUTCD R1-3P requirements.



342. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

3

60" nom.

5/8" 1 1/2" 5/8"
30"

5/8"

Standard 30” DOT sign

1” X 1 1/2” aluminum
tube frame welded to
support; satin paint finish

3” square aluminum post; satin
acrylic polyurethane paint finish

Frame support;
see dwg.  2.13

for details

Finish Grade

Secure to frame with
stainless steel metal round
head screws

6"

12"

Standard R1-3 DOT plaque;
mount to heavy guage
aluminum, mount to sign
post with VHB tape

Install posts with break-away
supports; to be engineered 
by fabricator

2'-9 1/4"
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type G1.11

Construction Details

MATERIAL:   

INSTALLATION:    

 

As Shown

Face is standard DOT heavy gauge aluminum sign with 
retroreflective faces (to meet local sign standards.)  Post 
is heavy gauge 3” square aluminum tube; support 
framework is  1” square aluminum tube welded together 
and to post; decorative frame is 1” X 1 1/2” aluminum 
tube.  All seams are to be ground smooth. 

FINISHES:   

 

All aluminum elements are painted with be Matthews 
MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

Sign face is "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting 
manufactured by 3M; with 3M Protective Overlay Film. 
Seal edges with 3M Edge Sealer 3950.  

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, and  
footings.

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Sign post mounted to break-away base that meets SDOT 
standards. Footing to be engineered by fabricator.

Traffic Regulatory - Stop Sign/3-Way

1/16/17
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1” square aluminum tube
support welded to post; satin
paint finish

1 1/2” X 1/2” aluminum bar
welded to support; holes
for sign face screws; satin 
paint finish

2 3/4” solid aluminum bar
welded to post, machined
for upright support and
welded in place

135°

1'-3"

1'-1 3/4"

1'-1 3/4"
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Kiawah Island Community Association

 

As Shown

Traffic Regulatory - Stop Sign/3-Way

Construction Details

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Sign Type G1.11

1/16/17
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3

SCALE: NTS
1 FRONT VIEW

SCALE: NTS
2 BACK VIEW

P5

P5

Standard 30” X 30” DOT 
retroreflective sign; must meet 

MUTCD R1-1 requirements; 
apply 3M Protective Overlay Film

P5

P5
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Kiawah Island Community Association

 

As Shown

Graphic Detail s

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Traffic Regulatory - Stop Sign/3-Way

Sign Type G1.11

1/16/17

Sign to conform to MUTCD R1-1 requirements.

3-Way plaque to conform to MUTCD R1-3 requirements.
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25

5/8" 1 1/2"

Standard 18” X 24” DOT sign face

1” X 1 1/2” aluminum
tube frame welded to
support; satin paint finish

3” square aluminum post; satin
acrylic polyurethane paint finish

Frame support;
see dwg.  2.16

for details

Finish Grade

Secure to frame with
stainless steel metal round
head screws

Install posts in concrete;
to be engineered by fabricator

2'-3 1/4"

1'-9 1/4"

5/8"

24"

5/8"

5/8"

18"
5/8"
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type G2.1

Construction Details

MATERIAL:   

INSTALLATION:    

 

As Shown

Face is standard DOT heavy gauge aluminum sign with 
retroreflective faces (to meet local sign standards.)  Post 
is heavy gauge 3” square aluminum tube; support 
framework is  1” square aluminum tube and 3/8” square 
aluminum bar welded together and to post; decorative 
frame is 1” X 1 1/2” aluminum tube.  All seams are to be 
ground smooth. 

Sign post to be installed in concrete footing as engineered 
by fabricator.

FINISHES:   

 

All aluminum elements are painted with be Matthews 
MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

Sign face is "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting 
manufactured by 3M; with 3M Protective Overlay Film. 
Seal edges with 3M Edge Sealer 3950.  

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, and  
footings.

Traffic Regulatory - Speed Limit

5/18/17

KI-344
Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan
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1 5/8"

1 1/2” X 1/2” aluminum bar
welded to support; holes
for sign face screws; satin 
paint finish

1” square aluminum tube
support welded to post; satin
paint finish

2 3/4” solid aluminum bar
welded to post, machined
for upright support and
welded in place

1 1/2” X 1/2” aluminum bar
welded to support; holes
for sign face screws; satin 
paint finish

1 5/8"

18 1/2"

2 3/8"

27 1/4"

21 1/4"

12 1/8"
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

 

As Shown

Construction Details

Traffic Regulatory - Speed Limit

Sign Type G2.1

KI-344

5/18/17

Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan
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25

SCALE: NTS
1 FRONT VIEW

SCALE: NTS
2 BACK VIEW

P5

Standard 18” X 24” DOT 
retroreflective sign; must meet 

MUTCD R2-1 requirements; 
apply 3M Protective Overlay Film P5

P5
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

 

As Shown

Traffic Regulatory - Speed Limit

Graphic Detail s

Sign Type G2.1

KI-344

5/18/17

Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Sign to conform to MUTCD R2-1 requirements.
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SCALE: NTS
1 SIGN TYPE G2.1

SCALE: NTS
2 SIGN TYPE G2.2

SCALE: NTS
3 SIGN TYPE G2.3

SCALE: NTS
4 SIGN TYPE G2.4

SCALE: NTS
5 SIGN TYPE G2.5

SCALE: NTS
6 SIGN TYPE G2.6

SCALE: NTS
7 SIGN TYPE G2.7

SCALE: NTS
8 SIGN TYPE G2.8

25

10
SCALE: NTS

9 SIGN TYPE G2.9

15
VISITORS

WITHOUT

PASS USE
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NO
FISHING
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35
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THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY
CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.

DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

Kiawah Island Community Association

 

As Shown1/2/17 5/16/17 - Added G2.9

KI-339

Sign Types G2.1 - G2.9

Traffic Regulatory - Graphics

Graphic Detail s

Signs to be made with retroreflective matterials conforming to MUTCD 
requirements.

Apply 3M clear protective overlay.

Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan



412. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

35
Standard 24” X 30” DOT sign face

1” X 1 1/2” aluminum
tube frame welded to
support; satin paint finish

3” square aluminum post; satin
acrylic polyurethane paint finish

Frame support;
see dwg.  2.19

for details

Finish Grade

Secure to frame with
stainless steel metal round
head screws

5/8"

30"

5/8"

5/8"
24"

5/8"

Install posts with break-away
supports; to be engineered 
by fabricator

2'-9 1/4"

2'-3 1/4" 1 1/2"5/8"
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THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY
CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.

DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type G2.10

Construction Details

MATERIAL:   

INSTALLATION:    

 

As Shown

Face is standard DOT heavy gauge aluminum sign with 
retroreflective faces (to meet local sign standards.)  Post 
is heavy gauge 3” square aluminum tube; support 
framework is  1” square aluminum tube and 3/8” square 
aluminum bar welded together and to post; decorative 
frame is 1” X 1 1/2” aluminum tube.  All seams are to be 
ground smooth. 

FINISHES:   

 

All aluminum elements are painted with be Matthews 
MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

Sign face is "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting 
manufactured by 3M; with 3M Protective Overlay Film. 
Seal edges with 3M Edge Sealer 3950.  

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, and  
footings.

Traffic Regulatory - Speed Limit

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Sign post mounted to break-away base that meets SDOT 
standards. Footing to be engineered by fabricator.

1/16/17



422. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

1 1/2” X 1/2” aluminum bar
welded to support; holes
for sign face screws; satin 
paint finish

1” square aluminum tube
support welded to post; satin
paint finish

2 3/4” solid aluminum bar
welded to post, machined
for upright support and
welded in place

1 1/2” X 1/2” aluminum bar
welded to support; holes
for sign face screws; satin 
paint finish

1 5/8"

1'-3"
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CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.

DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

 

As Shown

Construction Details

Traffic Regulatory - Speed Limit

Sign Type G2.10

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

1/16/17



432. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

35

SCALE: NTS
1 FRONT VIEW

SCALE: NTS
2 BACK VIEW

Standard 24” X 30” DOT 
retroreflective sign; must meet 

MUTCD R2-1 requirements; 
apply 3M Protective Overlay Film

P5

P5
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THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY
CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.

DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

 

As Shown

Traffic Regulatory - Speed Limit

Graphic Detail s

Sign Type G2.10

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

1/16/17

Sign to conform to MUTCD R2-1 requirements.



442. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

Standard 24” X 24” DOT sign face

1” X 1 1/2” aluminum
tube frame welded to
support; satin paint finish

3” square aluminum post; satin
acrylic polyurethane paint finish

Frame support;
see dwg.          

for details

Finish Grade

Secure to frame with
stainless steel metal round
head screws

Install posts in concrete;
to be engineered by fabricator

60" nom.

24"

5/8"

5/8"

8"
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CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type G3

Construction Details

MATERIAL:   

INSTALLATION:    

 

As Shown

Face is standard DOT heavy gauge aluminum sign with 
retroreflective faces (to meet local sign standards.)  Post 
is heavy gauge 3” square aluminum tube; support 
framework is  1” square aluminum tube and 3/8” square 
aluminum bar welded together and to post; decorative 
frame is 1” X 1 1/2” aluminum tube.  All seams are to be 
ground smooth. 

Sign post to be installed in concrete footing as engineered 
by fabricator.

12/15/15

FINISHES:   

 

All aluminum elements are painted with be Matthews 
MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

Sign face is "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting 
manufactured by 3M; with 3M Protective Overlay Film. 
Seal edges with 3M Edge Sealer 3950.  

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, and  
footings.

Traffic Regulatory - Caution Sign

Master Sign Plan - First Phase Installation
KI-334



452. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

1 1/2” X 1/2” aluminum bar
welded to support; holes
for sign face screws; satin 
paint finish

1” square aluminum tube
support welded to post; satin
paint finish

2 3/4” solid aluminum bar
welded to post, machined
for upright support and
welded in place

1 5/8"

3/8” square aluminum solid bar
welded to upright support; satin
paint finish

12"

12"

27"

24 7/8"
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CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.

DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

Sign Type G3

 

As Shown

Construction Details

12/15/15

Traffic Regulatory - Caution Sign

Master Sign Plan - First Phase Installation
KI-334



462. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

© Rodger Motiska Design, LLC

THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY
CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.

DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

Sign Type G3

 

As Shown

Traffic Regulatory - Caution Sign

Graphic Detail s

DESIGN INTENT DR AW INGS

12/15/15

Master Sign Plan - First Phase Installatio n
KI-334

Sign to conform to MUTCD R1-1 requirements.

SCALE: NTS
1 FRONT VIEW

SCALE: NTS
2 BACK VIEW

P5

P5

P5

Standard 18” X 24” DOT 
retroreflective sign; must meet 

MUTCD R1-1 requirements; 
apply 3M Protective Overlay Film



472. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

© Rodger Motiska Design, LLC

THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY
CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.

DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

Kiawah Island Community Association

 

As Shown12/15/16

Sign Types G3.3 - G3.11

Graphic Detail s

Signs to be made with retroreflective matterials conforming to MUTCD 
requirements.

Apply 3M clear protective overlay.

Traffic Regulatory - Warning Signs

KI-344
Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

15

15

NO
OUTLET

NOT A
THROUGH
STREET

SLOW



482. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

25

1 1/2"5/8"

Standard 30” X 30” DOT sign face

1” X 1 1/2” aluminum
tube frame welded to
support; satin paint finish

3” square aluminum post; satin
acrylic polyurethane paint finish

Frame support;
see dwg. 2.25

for details

Finish Grade

Secure to frame with
stainless steel metal round
head screws

60" nom.

30"

5/8"

5/8"

Install posts with break-away
supports; to be engineered 
by fabricator

© Rodger Motiska Design, LLC
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CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type G3.12

Construction Details

MATERIAL:   

INSTALLATION:    

 

As Shown

Face is standard DOT heavy gauge aluminum sign with 
retroreflective faces (to meet local sign standards.)  Post 
is heavy gauge 3” square aluminum tube; support 
framework is  1” square aluminum tube and 3/8” square 
aluminum bar welded together and to post; decorative 
frame is 1” X 1 1/2” aluminum tube.  All seams are to be 
ground smooth. 

1/16/17

FINISHES:   

 

All aluminum elements are painted with be Matthews 
MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

Sign face is "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting 
manufactured by 3M; with 3M Protective Overlay Film. 
Seal edges with 3M Edge Sealer 3950.  

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, and  
footings.

Traffic Regulatory - Caution Sign

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Sign post mounted to break-away base that meets SDOT 
standards. Footing to be engineered by fabricator.



492. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

1 1/2” X 1/2” aluminum bar
welded to support; holes
for sign face screws; satin 
paint finish

1” square aluminum tube
support welded to post; satin
paint finish

2 3/4” solid aluminum bar
welded to post, machined
for upright support and
welded in place

1 5/8"

2'-7 3/16" nom.

2'-9 1/4"
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CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.

DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

 

As Shown

Construction Details

Traffic Regulatory - Caution Sign

Sign Type G3.12

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

1/16/17



502. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

25

SCALE: NTS
1 FRONT VIEW

SCALE: NTS
2 BACK VIEW

P5Standard 30” X 30” DOT 
retroreflective sign; must meet 
MUTCD W1-2a requirements; 

apply 3M Protective Overlay Film

P5

P5
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THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY
CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.

DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

 

As Shown

Traffic Regulatory - Caution Sign

Graphic Detail s

DESIGN INTENT DR AW INGS

Sign Type G3.12

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

1/16/17

Sign to conform to MUTCD W1-2a requirements.



512. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

© Rodger Motiska Design, LLC

THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY
CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.

DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

Kiawah Island Community Association

 

As Shown

KI-339

Traffic Regulatory - Graphics

Graphic Detail s

Signs to be made with retroreflective matterials conforming to MUTCD 
requirements.

Apply 3M clear protective overlay.

Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

1/16/17

2525

TRUCKS
ENTERING
HIGHWAY

Sign Types G3.12 - G3.16



522. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

Standard 36” X 36” DOT sign face

1” X 1 1/2” aluminum
tube frame welded to
support; satin paint finish

3” square aluminum post; satin
acrylic polyurethane paint finish

Frame support;
see dwg.  2.28 

for details

Finish Grade

Secure to frame with
stainless steel metal round
head screws

60" nom.

5/8"

5/8" 5/8"

Install posts with break-away
supports; to be engineered 
by fabricator

3'-5 3/4" nom.

3'-2 5/8" nom.

1 1/2"5/8"
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CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.

DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type G4.1

Construction Details

MATERIAL:   

INSTALLATION:    

 

As Shown

Face is standard DOT heavy gauge aluminum sign with 
retroreflective faces (to meet local sign standards.)  Post 
is heavy gauge 3” square aluminum tube; support 
framework is  1” square aluminum tube welded together 
and to post; decorative frame is 1” X 1 1/2” aluminum 
tube.  All seams are to be ground smooth. 

Sign post mounted to break-away base that meets SDOT 
standards. Footing to be engineered by fabricator.

FINISHES:   

 

All aluminum elements are painted with be Matthews 
MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

Sign face is "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting 
manufactured by 3M; with 3M Protective Overlay Film. 
Seal edges with 3M Edge Sealer 3950.  

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, and  
footings.

Traffic Regulatory - Yield Sign

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

1/16/17



532. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

1” X 1/2” aluminum bar
welded to support; holes
for sign face screws; satin 
paint finish

1” square aluminum tube
support welded to post; satin
paint finish

2 3/4” solid aluminum bar
welded to post, machined
for upright support and
welded in place

60°

11 7/16"
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CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.

DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

 

As Shown

Construction Details

Traffic Regulatory - Yield Sign

KI-339

Sign Type G4.1

Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

1/16/17



542. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

SCALE: NTS
1 FRONT VIEW

SCALE: NTS
2 BACK VIEW

P5

Standard 36” DOT 
retroreflective sign; must meet 

MUTCD R1-2 requirements; 
apply 3M Protective Overlay Film

P5

P5
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DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

 

As Shown

Traffic Regulatory - Yield Sign

Graphic Detail s

1/16/17

KI-339

Sign Type G4.1

Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Sign to conform to MUTCD R1-2 requirements.



552. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

ONEWAY Standard 36” 
DOT sign face

1” X 1 1/2” aluminum 
tube frame welded to 
support; satin paint finish

3” square aluminum post; satin
acrylic polyurethane paint finish

Frame support;
see dwg.  2.31

for details

Finish Grade

Secure to frame with
stainless steel metal round
head screws

60" nom.

39 1/4"
5/8" 5/8"

36"

5/8"

12"

5/8"

Install posts with break-away
supports; to be engineered 
by fabricator

1 1/2"5/8"

15 1/4"
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CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type G5.1

Construction Details

MATERIAL:   

INSTALLATION:    

 

As Shown

Face is standard DOT heavy gauge aluminum sign with 
retroreflective faces (to meet local sign standards.)  Post 
is heavy gauge 3” square aluminum tube; support 
framework is  1” square aluminum tube and 3/8” square 
aluminum bar welded together and to post; decorative 
frame is 1” X 1 1/2” aluminum tube.  All seams are to be 
ground smooth. 

FINISHES:   

 

All aluminum elements are painted with be Matthews 
MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

Sign face is "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting 
manufactured by 3M; with 3M Protective Overlay Film. 
Seal edges with 3M Edge Sealer 3950.  

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, and  
footings.

Traffic Regulatory - One Way Street

12/15/16

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Sign post mounted to break-away base that meets SDOT 
standards. Footing to be engineered by fabricator.



562. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

1 1/2” X 1/2” aluminum bar
welded to support; holes
for sign face screws; satin 
paint finish

1” square aluminum tube
support welded to post; satin
paint finish

2 3/4” solid aluminum bar
welded to post, machined
for upright support and
welded in place

39 1/4"

15 1/4"

9"
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

 

As Shown

Construction Details

Sign Type G5.1

12/15/16

KI-339

Traffic Regulatory - One Way Street

Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan



572. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

ONEWAY

SCALE: NTS
1 FRONT VIEW

SCALE: NTS
2 BACK VIEW

P5

Standard 36” DOT 
retroreflective sign; must meet 

MUTCD R6-1 requirements; 
apply 3M Protective Overlay Film P5

P5
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

 

As Shown

Graphic Detail s

Sign Type G5.1

12/15/16

KI-339

Traffic Regulatory - One Way Street

Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Sign to conform to MUTCD R6-1 requirements.



582. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

ONEWAY

ONEWAY

Sign Type G5.1

Sign Type G5.2

© Rodger Motiska Design, LLC

THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY
CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.

DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

Kiawah Island Community Association

 

As Shown

Graphic Detail s

Sign Types G5.1 & G5.2

12/15/16

KI-339

Traffic Regulatory - One Way Street

Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Sign to conform to MUTCD R6-1 requirements.
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© Rodger Motiska Design, LLC
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Kiawah Island Community Association

 

As Shown

Traffic Regulatory - One Way Street/Cul-de-sac

DESIGN INTENT DR AW INGS

Sign Type G5.3

12/15/16

KI-339

MATERIAL:   

INSTALLATION:   

 

Face is standard DOT heavy gauge aluminum sign with 
retroreflective faces (to meet local sign standards.)  Post 
is heavy gauge 2 1/2” square aluminum tube; support 
framework is  3/4” square aluminum tube welded together 
and to post; decorative frame is 3/4”  square aluminum 
tube.  All seams are to be ground smooth. 

Sign post to be installed in concrete footing as engineered 
by fabricator.

FINISHES:   

 

All aluminum elements are painted with be Matthews 
MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

Sign face is "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting 
manufactured by 3M; with 3M Protective Overlay Film. 
Seal edges with 3M Edge Sealer 3950.  

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, and  
footings.

Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

For cul-de-sacs
ending with a
roundabout

ONEWAY

1/2"

1/2"

8"

1/2" 1/2"
24"

15" nom.

26 1/2"

10 1/2"10 1/2"

Sign Type G5.3

2 1/2” square aluminum post; satin
acrylic polyurethane paint finish

3/4” square alum-
inum tube frame 
welded to support; 
satin paint finish

18” X 24” 
traffic sign face

Install posts in concrete;
to be engineered by fabricator

Finish Grade

3/4"

3/4” square
aluminum tube
support frame

P5

P5

P5

P5

3/4"1/2"

ONEWAY

SCALE: NTS
4 FRONT VIEW



602. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

NO
PARKING

ANY
TIME

TOW AWAY ZONE

5/8" 1 1/2"

Custom 12” X 18” sign face;
graphic G601

1” X 1 1/2” aluminum
tube frame welded to
support; satin paint finish

3” square aluminum post; satin
acrylic polyurethane paint finish

Frame support;
see dwg.  2.38

for details

Finish Grade

Secure to frame with
stainless steel metal round
head screws

Install posts in concrete;
to be engineered by fabricator

60" nom.

5/8"

18"

5/8"

5/8"
12"

5/8"
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CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type G6.1

Construction Details

MATERIAL:   

INSTALLATION:    

 

As Shown

Face is custom heavy gauge aluminum sign with 
retroreflective faces (to meet local sign standards.)  Post 
is heavy gauge 3” square aluminum tube; support 
framework is  1” square aluminum tube and 3/8” square 
aluminum bar welded together and to post; decorative 
frame is 1” X 1 1/2” aluminum tube.  All seams are to be 
ground smooth. 

Sign post to be installed in concrete footing as engineered
 by fabricator.

NOTE: Signs to be installed parallel to the road.

FINISHES:   

 

All aluminum elements are painted with be Matthews 
MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

Sign face is "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting 
manufactured by 3M; with 3M Protective Overlay Film. 
Seal edges with 3M Edge Sealer 3950.  

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, and  
footings.

Traffic Regulatory - No Parking

5/10/17

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan



612. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

9 3/16 in

1 5/8 in
1 1/2 in

1 ft - 3 1/4 in

1 ft - 9 1/4 in

1” square aluminum tube
support welded to post; satin
paint finish

2 3/4” solid aluminum bar
welded to post, machined
for upright support and
welded in place

1 1/2” X 1/2” aluminum bar
welded to support; holes
for sign face screws; satin 
paint finish

1 1/2” X 1/2” aluminum bar
welded to support; holes
for sign face screws; satin 
paint finish
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

 

As Shown

Construction Details

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Sign Type G6.1

Traffic Regulatory - No Parking

5/10/17



622. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

NO
PARKING

ANY
TIME

TOW AWAY ZONE

SCALE: NTS
1 FRONT VIEW

SCALE: NTS
2 BACK VIEW

Custom 12” X 18”
retroreflective sign; 
apply 3M Protective

Overlay Film
P5

P5
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

 

As Shown

Graphic Detail s

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Sign Type G6.1

Traffic Regulatory - No Parking

5/10/17



632. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS
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Kiawah Island Community Association

 

As Shown

Graphic 

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Sign Type G6.1

Traffic Regulatory - No Parking

5/10/17



642. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

Finish Grade

20
M.P.H.

30"

5/8"

5/8"

Standard 30” X 30” DOT sign face

1” X 1 1/2” aluminum
tube frame welded to
support; satin paint finish

3” square aluminum post; satin
acrylic polyurethane paint finish

Secure to frame with
stainless steel metal round
head screws

Install posts with break-away
supports; to be engineered 
by fabricator

1 1/2"5/8"

Frame support;
see dwg. 2.25

for details

60" nom.

Standard DOT 12” X 12” advisory 
warning sign; secure to post with
VHB double-sided tape

15 1/4"
12"

6 1/8"

5/8"

5/8"

15 1/4"

47"
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CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type G7.1

Construction Details

MATERIAL:   

INSTALLATION:    

 

As Shown

Warning sign is standard DOT heavy gauge aluminum 
sign with retroreflective faces (to meet local sign 
standards.) Speed limit sign is custom with retroreflective 
faces. Post is heavy gauge 3” square aluminum tube; 
support framework is  1” square aluminum tube welded 
together and to post; decorative frame is 1” X 1 1/2” 
aluminum tube.  All seams are to be ground smooth. 

Sign post to be installed in concrete footing as engineered 
by fabricator.

Traffic Regulatory - Roundabout Warning

DESIGN INTENT DR AW ING S

FINISHES:   

 

All aluminum elements are painted with be Matthews 
MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

Sign facea are "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting 
manufactured by 3M; with 3M Protective Overlay Film. 
Seal edges with 3M Edge Sealer 3950.  

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, and  
footings.

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

5/16/17



652. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS

20
M.P.H.

Standard 12” X 12” DOT
 retroreflective advisory warning 

sign; must meet MUTCD
W13-1-20 requirements;

apply 3M Protective
Overlay Film                  

SCALE: NTS
1 FRONT VIEW

SCALE: NTS
2 BACK VIEW

Standard 30” X 30” DOT 
retroreflective sign; must meet 

MUTCD W2-6 requirements; 
apply 3M Protective Overlay Film P5

P5

P5

P5
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

 

As Shown

Graphic Detail s

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

5/16/17

Sign Type G7.1

Traffic Regulatory - Roundabout Warning

Sign to conform to MUTCD W2-6 and W13-1-20 requirements.



662. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGS
1 1/2"5/8"

Standard 24” X 24” DOT sign face

1” X 1 1/2” aluminum
tube frame welded to
support; satin paint finish

3” square aluminum post; satin
acrylic polyurethane paint finish

Frame support;
see dwg. 2.22

for details

Finish Grade

Secure to frame with
stainless steel metal round
head screws

Install posts in concrete;
to be engineered by fabricator

60" nom.

24"

5/8"

5/8"

1” X 1 1/2” aluminum
tube frame welded to
post; satin paint finish

19"

Custom 12” X 16” Warning Sign
1/2"

1/2"

16"

6"

15"

12"

3"
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DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type G8.1

Construction Details

MATERIAL:   

INSTALLATION:    

 

As Shown

Face is standard DOT heavy gauge aluminum sign with 
retroreflective faces (to meet local sign standards.)  Post 
is heavy gauge 3” square aluminum tube; support 
framework is  1” square aluminum tube and 3/8” square 
aluminum bar welded together and to post; decorative 
frame is 1” X 1 1/2” aluminum tube.  All seams are to be 
ground smooth. 

Sign post to be installed in concrete footing as engineered 
by fabricator.

2/15/18

FINISHES:   

 

All aluminum elements are painted with be Matthews 
MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

Sign face is "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting 
manufactured by 3M; with 3M Protective Overlay Film. 
Seal edges with 3M Edge Sealer 3950.  

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, and  
footings.

Traffic Regulatory - Children Playing Warning

KI-344
Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan
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1 1/2” X 1/2” aluminum bar
welded to support; holes
for sign face screws; satin 
paint finish

1” square aluminum tube
support welded to post; satin
paint finish

2 3/4” solid aluminum bar
welded to post, machined
for upright support and
welded in place

1 5/8"

12"

12"

27"

24 7/8"
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

 

As Shown

Construction Details

Sign Type G8.1

2/15/18

KI-344
Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Traffic Regulatory - Children Playing Warning
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SCALE: NTS
1 FRONT VIEW

SCALE: NTS
2 BACK VIEW

P5

P5
Standard 24” X 24” DOT 

retroreflective sign; must meet 
MUTCD W3-1 requirements; 

apply 3M Protective Overlay Film

P5

Custom 12” X 16”
warning sign; retroreflective
materials; apply 3M Protective
Overlay Film

© Rodger Motiska Design, LLC
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DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

 

As Shown

Graphic Detail s

Sign Type G8.1

2/15/18

KI-344
Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Traffic Regulatory - Children Playing Warning

Sign to conform to MUTCD W3-1 requirements.
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Parkwa yKiawah Beach  
West Beach

Driv e

Kiawah Island 
West Beach

Park wa y

Finish Grade

Blade A

Blade B

.250” aluminum sign
blade; mask and paint
color blocks; lettering is
reflective vinyl graphics

6” square aluminum tube,
seal top; satin acrylic
polyurethane paint finish

Install post into concrete;
details to be engineered
by fabricator

Weld aluminum plate to
top, finish edges so post

appears to be solid

40 5/8"

12"

67"

79"

20"

59"

P5
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type H1

As Shown

Street Signs - Primary

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

6/26/18

MATERIAL:   

INSTALLATION:   

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, footings and 
formed concrete base .

Sign blade is .250” aluminum, brake-formed with 
aluminum bar welded to blade.  Post is heavy gauge 
aluminum tube; notches are routed into post to mount 
sign blades, mount with tamper-resistant screws.  Cap top 
of post with aluminum sheet material, seams to be ground 
smooth so post has a solid appearance. All aluminum 
components are to be finished with satin acrylic 
polyurethane paint.   

Sign post to be installed in concrete footing as engineered 
by fabricator.

Construction Details
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6/26/18

1 5/8" 1/4"1/4"

1 5/8"

Detail “A”

Cutout tube to
mount sign blade Drill holes for 

mounting sign 
blade

© Rodger Motiska Design, LLC

THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY
CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.

DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

As Shown

Sign Type H1

Street Signs - Primary

Construction Details

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

6/26/18
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SCALE: 1 1/2” = 1’ - 0”
2 FRONT VIEW 

SCALE: 1 1/2” = 1’ - 0”
3 BLADE MOUNTING DETAIL

VIEW “4” VIEW “2” 

Secure sign blade to post with tamper-
resistant counter-sunk screws

7 1/4"

Driv e

Park wa yKiawah Beach  
West Beach

Driv e

36 5/8"

8"

SCALE: 1 1/2” = 1’ - 0”
1 SECTION VIEW - SIGN BLADE 

SCALE: 1 1/2” = 1’ - 0”
4 BLADE MOUNTING DETAIL

5” x 1-1/2” x  3/8” (cut to size); Welded to Sign Blade;
Tap & Drill Holes for inserts

1/4"

A

A

1 3/4"
6"

1 3/4"

6"

3/4"

1/4"
3/4"

3 1/2"

3 1/2"
Structural Angle

5” x 1-1/2” x 3/8”
(cut to size)(TYP)

36 5/8"

35"
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THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY
CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.

DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

As Shown

Sign Type H1

Street Signs - Primary

Construction Detail s

6/26/18

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan
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© Rodger Motiska Design, LLC

THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY
CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.

DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

Kiawah Island Community Association

As Shown

Sign Type H1

Street Signs - Primary

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

6/26/18

Graphic Details

NOTE: Graphics are the same on both sides of each blade.

DINOT-Condensed with added outline as specified on  
drawing.

FONT:

Conform as close as possible to design intent.LETTERSPACING :

Drawings define letter height and leading size for typical 
message layouts. See message schedule for exact 
message content.

LAYOUT:

Conform as close as possible to design intent.WORDSPACING:

West Beach

West Beach

1 7/8"
White reflective vinyl;
DINOT-Condensed with
.5 pt. stroke outline;
character tracking +50

Mask and paint,
faces and edges

White reflective vinyl;
DINOT-Condensed with
.25 pt. stroke outline;
character tracking +50

Mask and paint,
faces and edges

33"  Maximum Line Length
Adjust character 

tracking as 
necessary to 
maintain this 

width of border

P7P12

P9

P12

4 3/8" 3 1/2"

1/2"

1 1/8"

2 3/16"
3 1/16"

6 5/16"

1 11/16"

8"
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Sign Orientation

Kiawah Island 
West Beach

Parkway

KIAWAH ISLAND PARKWAYH1 Front

Si
de

 A

Si
de

 B

Side A

Side B

 Kiawah Island Parkway

Ki
aw

ah
 B

ea
ch

 D
r

24" from edge of curb

24" from edge of curb
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CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.
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Kiawah Island Community Association

As Shown

Sign Type H1

Street Signs - Primary

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

6/26/18

Location Detail s

• Sign blades should be oriented to parallel the direction of 
travel for the road.

• Preferred lateral offset from edge of the curbing is 24”, but 
not less than 12” to accommodate natural or man-made 
obstructions.

• Minimum unobstructed view of sign should be 100 ft.

• Typical location is opposite side of road from location of a 
stop sign. See sign location plan for location of sign.

• Sign Blade A, the top most sign blade, is oriented parallel to 
the roadway of highest use. See sign plan and message 
schedule for details.
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Blade A

Blade B

3 1/4"

7 1/4"

54"

10 1/2"

31 3/8"

1 1/2"

6"

35 7/8"

.250” aluminum sign
blade; mask and paint

color blocks; lettering is
reflective vinyl graphics

6” square aluminum tube,
seal top; satin acrylic

polyurethane paint finish

Install post into concrete;
details to be engineered
by fabricator

Weld aluminum plate to
top, finish edges so post

appears to be solid

36 1/4"

© Rodger Motiska Design, LLC

THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY
CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.

DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

Kiawah Island Community Association

As Shown

Sign Type H2

Street Signs - Secondary

2/15/18

KI-344
Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

MATERIAL:   

INSTALLATION:   

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, footings and 
formed concrete base .

Sign blade is .250” aluminum, brake-formed with 
aluminum bar welded to blade.  Post is heavy gauge 
aluminum tube; notches are routed into post to mount 
sign blades, mount with tamper-resistant screws.  Cap top 
of post with aluminum sheet material, seams to be ground 
smooth so post has a solid appearance. All aluminum 
components are to be finished with satin acrylic 
polyurethane paint.   

Sign post to be installed in concrete footing as engineered 
by fabricator.

Construction Details
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1 5/8"

7 1/4"

1/4"
1/4"

1 5/8"

10 1/2"

7 1/4"

Detail “A”

Cutout tube for
sign blade

Drill holes for 
mounting sign blade

3 1/4"
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CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.

DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

As Shown

Sign Type H2

Street Signs - Secondary

2/15/18

KI-344
Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Construction Details
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

As Shown

Sign Type H2

Street Signs - Secondary

2/15/18

KI-344
Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Construction Detail s

SCALE: 1 1/2” = 1’ - 0”
1 SECTION VIEW - SIGN BLADE 

SCALE: 1 1/2” = 1’ - 0”
2 FRONT VIEW - SIGN BLADE

SCALE: 1 1/2” = 1’ - 0”
3 BLADE MOUNTING DETAIL

SCALE: 1 1/2” = 1’ - 0”
4 BLADE MOUNTING DETAIL

VIEW “4” VIEW “2” 

5” x 1-1/2” x  3/8” (cut to size); Welded to Sign Blade;
Tap & Drill Holes for inserts

35 

34 1/8"

7/8"

1/4"

A

A

1 3/4"
6"

1 3/4"

6"

3/4"

1/4"
3/4"

3 1/2"

3 1/2"
Structural Angle

5” x 1-1/2” x 3/8”
(cut to size)(TYP)

Secure sign blade to post with tamper-
resistant counter-sunk screws

7 1/4"

31 3/8"
7 1/4"
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5 5/8"

1 7/8"

White reflective vinyl;
DINOT-Condensed with
.5 pt. stroke outline;
character tracking +50

Mask and paint,
faces and edges

3"

1 13/16"

1"

7/16"

1 5/8"

White reflective vinyl;
DINOT-Condensed with
.25 pt. stroke outline;
character tracking +50

Mask and paint,
faces and edges

1 1/2"28"  Maximum Line Length

Adjust character tracking
as necessary to maintain
this width of border

P7P12

P9P12

2"
2 3/4"
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Kiawah Island Community Association

As Shown

Sign Type H2

Street Signs - Secondary

2/15/18

KI-344
Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Graphic Details

NOTE: Graphics are the same on both sides of each blade.

DINOT-Condensed with added outline as specified on  
drawing.

FONT:

Conform as close as possible to design intent.LETTERSPACING :

Drawings define letter height and leading size for typical 
message layouts. See message schedule for exact 
message content.

LAYOUT:

Conform as close as possible to design intent.WORDSPACING:
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Sign Orientation

KIAWAH ISLAND PARKWAYH2 Front

Si
de

 A

Si
de

 B

Side A

Side B

H
al

on
a 

La
ne

Rhett’s Bluff

Rhett’s Bluff Drive

24" from edge of curb

24" from edge of curb
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Kiawah Island Community Association

As Shown

Sign Type H2

Street Signs - Secondary

2/15/18

KI-344
Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Location Detail s

• Sign blades should be oriented to parallel the direction of 
travel for the road.

• Preferred lateral offset from edge of the curbing is 24”, but 
not less than 12” to accommodate natural or man-made 
obstructions.

• Minimum unobstructed view of sign should be 100 ft.

• Typical location is opposite side of road from location of a 
stop sign. See sign location plan for location of sign.

• Sign Blade A, the top most sign blade, is oriented parallel to 
the roadway of highest use. See sign plan and message 
schedule for details.
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NOTE: There are no graphics on the back side

East Beach

West Beach

The Straw Market

West Beach
Tennis Club

Cougar Point
Golf Club

Beach
Boardwalk 5

West Beach

34"

19 7/8"

1/8”

Installation  to concrete base
method to be determined;
must be suitable for coastal environment
and maximize life of installation

1/8” reveal; painted black

Digital image impregnated
HPL (iZone or equivalent) map;
.090” material

Aluminum sign box; aluminum
sub-frame attached to wood timber
base; satin acrylic polyurethane paint
finish

Silk-screened graphics using epoxy
based inks

Western red cedar 12” X 12”
timber base; rough textured
finish; solvent based semi-
transparent stain finish

10 3/4"

12"

8 5/16"

Modular slat type aluminum sign
system with tamper-resistant mounting,
suitable for outdoor use

12"

Recessed cap; attach with
counter-sunk tamper-resistant
screws; paint heads to match
sign box

© Rodger Motiska Design, LLC
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CLIENT/PROJECT: PROJECT NO.

DATE: REVISIONS: SCALE:

 

Kiawah Island Community Association
Master Sign Pla n

KI-327

7/30/15 As Shown

AW INGS

 

INSTALLATION :  

 

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, footings and 
concrete base .

Sign to mount to concrete base.

MATERIALS: Sign box fabricated from sheet aluminum, with satin acrylic  
polyurethane paint finish; internal aluminum tube framing (to  
be engineered by fabricator;) copy and graphics are 
silk-screen printed with epoxy based inks. Base is western 
red cedar 12” X 12” timber, rough texture finish, stained with  
semi-transparent solvent based stain; caulk all joints with  
silicone sealant. Fabricator to engineer attachment of sign 
box to timber base.   

Construction Details

Sign Type I

Trailhead
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© Rodger Motiska Design, LLC
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n
Master Sign Plan

KI-327

As Shown

Graphics Detail s

Sign Type I

Trailhead

7/30/15

P3

P3

P1

P9

Art I.a.4
Digital image
impregnated
HPL graphic
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n
Master Sign Plan

KI-327

As Shown

Graphics Details

Sign Type I

Trailhead

7/30/15

1 1/4"

1 13/16"

2 9/16"

2 1/4"

1 1/16"

15/16"

1 1/2"

5/8"

7/8"

1/4"
5/8"

3/16"
1/2"

1 5/16"

1/2"

1 13/16"

Silkscreen, Minion Pro, regular, centered

Silkscreen

Silkscreen, DIN, regular, flush left

P3

P3

P1
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Beach Access

Cougar Point
Golf Course

The Straw 
Market

To Beach
Boardwalk 14

34

35

G
R

E
E

N
 D

O
L

P
H

IN
 W

A
Y

TURTLE BEACH LANE

Tr ail continues
500 yar ds up r oad

West Beach

Aluminum cap, paint finish
with silk-screened graphics;
chamfer top of post so that
face of cap is flush with face
of post

1/8” reveal; stained finish

Western red cedar 8” X 8”
timber base; rough textured
finish; semi-transparent stain finish

Installation  in concrete 
method to be determined;
must be suitable for coastal 
environment and maximize life 
of installation

8"

56"

12"

43 7/8" nom.

Finish Grade
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Kiawah Island Community Association
Master Sign Pla n

KI-327

 

7/30/15 As Shown

Sign Type J

Trail Directional

INSTALLATION :  

 

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, footings and 
concrete base .

MATERIALS: Sign cap fabricated from sheet aluminum, with satin acrylic  
polyurethane paint finish; size cap and chamfer top edges of  
post so that the face of the cap is flush with the face of the 
post, grind welded edges smooth; copy and graphics are 
silk-screen printed with epoxy based inks. Post is western red 
cedar  8” X 8” timber, rough texture finish, stained with  
semi-transparent solvent based stain; caulk all joints with  
silicone sealant. 

Construction Details

Sign to be embeded in concrete footer below ground 
level, back filled with matching landscape material.
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West Beach

To Beach
Boardwalk 14

34

35

GR
EE

N
 D

OL
PH

IN
 

W
A

Y

TURTLE BEACH LANE

Tr ail continues
500 ya rd s up ro ad

Beach Access

Cougar Point
Golf Course

The Straw 
Market

1 3/16”

1 9/16”

Minon Pro Regular,
centered 

DIN regular;
 flush left

P9

P3

P9

P1

P3

P1Custom Map

A3 Arrow

1"

1 3/4"

1/2"

1 1/2"

3/16"

3/16"

1/8"
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n
Master Sign Plan

KI-327

 

As Shown7/30/15

Sign Type J

Trail Directional

Graphics Detail s
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Beach 
Boardwalk 5

The Straw
 Market

East 
Beach

Night 
Heron
Park

West Beach

7 1/2"

1/8”

6"

6"

Aluminum cap, paint finish
with silk-screened graphics;
chamfer top of post so that
face of cap is flush with face
of post

1/8” reveal; stained finish

Western red cedar 6” X 6”
timber base; rough textured
finish; solvent based semi-
transparent stain finish

Installation  in concrete 
method to be determined;
must be suitable for coastal 
environment and maximize life 
of installation

34 3/8" nom.

42" nom.
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Kiawah Island Community Association
Master Sign Pla n

KI-327

 

7/10/14 As Shown

Sign Type K

Trail Marker

INSTALLATION :  

 

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, footings and 
concrete base .

Sign to mount to concrete base.

MATERIALS: Sign cap fabricated from sheet aluminum, with satin acrylic  
polyurethane paint finish; size cap and chamfer top edges of  
post so that the face of the cap is flush with the face of the 
post, grind welded edges smooth; copy and graphics are 
silk-screen printed with epoxy based inks. Post is western red 
cedar  6” X 6” timber, rough texture finish, stained with  
semi-transparent solvent based stain; caulk all joints with  
silicone sealant. 

Construction Details
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West Beach

Beach 
Boardwalk 5

The Straw
Market

East

Night  

Park

Beach 

Heron 

9/16"

2 13/16"

7/8"

Minon Pro Regular,
centered 

3/4"

1/2"

3/4"

1 1/2"

11/16"

1 5/8"

1"

DIN regular; flush left1 7/16"

P9

P3

P1

P9

3/4"

3/4"

1 1/2"

1 5/8"

1"

7/8"

1"
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n
Master Sign Plan

KI-327

 

8/7/14 As Shown

Sign Type K

Trail Marker

Graphics Detail s

P11
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Finish Grade

44"

32” 

60°

Digitally printed laminate
composite graphic .93”
thickness (iZone or similar);
fasten to aluminum channels
with tamper-resistant screws

3” X 1”X .250” aluminum
channel, paint finish; secured
to wood posts with counter-
sunk screws

8” X 8” Western Red Cedar
posts, stain finish

P5

P11

Installation  in concrete 
method to be determined
by fabricator; must be suitable 
for coastal environment and 
maximize life of installation

7 1/4"

1 1/2” dia. galvanized steel
pipe; secure to posts with

galavanized lag bolts, counter-
sunk so heads are flush 

with face of posts

Secure support pipe to posts
with tamper-reistant stainless
steel screws

Counter bore hole in posts
so screw head sits below face
of posts

9 3/4" nom.

23 13/16"31 1/2"

5"

7 1/4"

40 1/2"
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type L1

As Shown

Interpretive Trail Sign

 

MATERIALS: Graphic Panel: Digitally printed graphic impregnated laminate 
panel (iZone or similar.) Mounts to aluminum channels with  
tamper-resistant counter-sunk screws.

Mounting: 3” X 1”X .250” aluminum channel, satin acrylic  
polyurethane paint finish; secured to wood posts with  
counter-sunk screws.  

Posts:  Western red cedar  8” X 8” timber, smooth finish,  
stained with semi-transparent solvent based stain; join posts 
with 1 1/2” diameter galvanized steel pipe, using counter-sunk 
stainless steel tamper-resistant screws.

Construction Details

INSTALLATION :  

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, footings and 

concrete base .

Sign post to be embeded in concrete footer below ground 
level, back filled with matching landscape material.

KI-329
Master Sign Plan -Phase II Implementation

7/24/17

FINISHES:  Wood: Olypic Maximum Stain & Sealant In One (Semi 
Transparent, Neutral), 913 Ebony mixed with white paint; 
mix ration is 10 parts Ebony to 1 part white paint .
Number of Coats: 2

All aluminum elements are painted with be Matthews 
MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

NOTE: Dimensions for posts are actual standard 
finished dimensions for Western Red Cedar timber
(i.e. The actual finished (dressed) dimensions for a 
 nominal 8” X 8” timber is  7 1/4”  X  7 1/4”)
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3 1/8"

1 13/16"

3 1/16"
60°

Notch post 
for panel

3 5/8"
3 5/8"

3/8"

1 1/4"
dia.

1 1/2"
dia.

1 1/2"

5 1/4"3 5/8"

3 5/8"

1 1/4” dia. 
counter bored
hole for screw

#14 tamper-
resistant
stainless
steel screw;
secure to
steel pipe

Counter
bored hole

for screw

3 5/8"

5"

Drill hole in
post for 1 1/2”
dia. steel pipe
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

As Shown

Sign Type L1

Interpretive Trail Sign

Construction Detail s

KI-329
Master Sign Plan -Phase II Implementation

7/24/17
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31 1/2"

24"

Graphic panel

3” X 1”X .250” 
aluminum channel

1 1/2” dia. galvanized 
steel pipe

8” X 8” western 
red cedar posts

Artwork to 
be supplied
by designer
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

As Shown

Sign Type L1

Interpretive Trail Sign

Construction Details

KI-329
Master Sign Plan -Phase II Implementation

7/24/17
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SCALE: 1” = 1’ - 0”
TOP VIEW1

SCALE: 1” = 1’ - 0”
FRONT VIEW2 SCALE: 1” = 1’ - 0”

SIDE VIEW3

SCALE: 1” = 1’ - 0”
DETAIL - FRONT VIEW OF SIGN PAN4

P5

A 2.
4

18" nom.

14"

12 1/2" nom.

Digitally printed laminate
composite graphic .93”
thickness (iZone or similar);
fasten to aluminum sign pan
with tamper-resistant screws

.250”auminum panel welded
to 6” square aluminum post, 
paint finish;  graphic panel secured
to panel with tamper-resitant screws
from back side
 (see section A)

Installtion method to 
be determined by fabricator;
must be suitable for coastal 
environment and maximize life 
of installationFinish Grade

1 3/16" nom.

110°

19 1/2"

14"
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Kiawah Island Community Association
Master Sign Plan -Phase II Implementation

KI-329

Sign Type L2

7/24/17 8/15/17 - eliminate decorativ e
concrete base

As Shown

Interpretive Trail Sign

 

MATERIALS: Graphic Pane l: Digitally printed graphic impregnated 
laminate panel (iZone or similar.) Mounts to aluminum panel  
from back side with tamper-resistant counter-sunk screws.
Artwork to be supplied by designer .

Mounting: .250” aluminum sheet welded to 6” square 
aluminium post, satin acrylic polyurethane paint finish; post to  
be embedded in concrete (details to be engineered by 
fabricator.)

Construction Details

INSTALLATION :  

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, footings and 
concrete base .

Sign to be embeded in concrete footer below ground 
level, back filled with matching landscape material.

FINISHES:  All aluminum elements are painted with be Matthews 
MAP polyurethane semi-gloss pai nt. 
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Finish Grade

68"

31"

Removeable cap, 3” X 1” X .125” 
aluminum channel, clear anodized finish

Digital print with UV cured inks, clear
UV-resistant laminate, on 3mm Dibond;
panel size is 30 7/8” X 32”

4” X 4” aluminum post, paint finish

3” X 1” X .125”aluminum channel, 
paint finish; mount to
subframe with VHB tape

Installation  in concrete 
method to be determined
by fabricator; must be suitable 
for coastal environment and 
maximize life of installation

4"

P5

37"

40"

32"

4"

P5
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Kiawah Island Community Association
Master Sign Pla n

KI-327

Sign Type M

7/30/15 As Shown

Fishing Regulations/Information

 

MATERIALS: Graphic Panel: Digitally printed 3mm Dibond panel; is  
fastened to subframe with counter-sunk screws.

Sign: Aluminum channels and tubing welded to 4” X 4“ 
extruded aluminum posts; heavy-guage aluminum sheet  
welded to back; cap and bottom rail are 3” X 1” aluminum  
channel with clear anodized finish; cap is fastened to  
subframe with counter-sunk tamper-resistant screws. Posts 
and back have an satin acrylic polyurethane paint finish.

Construction Details

INSTALLATION :  

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing, footings and 
concrete base .

Sign to be embeded in concrete footer below ground 
level, back filled with matching landscape material.

5/30/16
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Fabricated aluminum 

cap; secure to subframe 
with counter-sunk 

tamper-resistant screws

1/2” X 1 1/2” aluminum angle welded
to posts

Cross support - 1” X 2” aluminum tube 
welded to posts

Back - .125” aluminum, weld to cross supports;
paint finish

1/2” X 1 1/2” aluminum angle welded
to posts (vertical)

Set screw

Digitally printed 3mm 
Dibond panel

1/2” X 1 1/2” aluminum angle welded
to posts

Cross support - 1” X 2” aluminum tube 
welded to posts

3” X 1” X .125” aluminum 
channel; weld in place

4” X 4” aluminum post, paint finish
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n
Master Sign Plan

KI-327

7/30/15 As Shown

Construction Detail s

Sign Type M

Fishing Regulations/Information

5/30/16
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West Beach

5

 B
EA

CH

West Beach

5
West Beach

5

8" nom.

8" nom.

9 1/2"

38 1/8"

1/8”

Aluminum cap; no
visible seams; acrylic
polyurethane paint
finish

Silk-screened or vinyl
 graphics

Routed graphic
and filled with white
paint

Chamfer post so
faces of aluminum
cap are even with
faces of post. 

Attach aluminum cap
to post with silicone
sealant and counter-
sunk screw on this side 

Routed graphic,
filled with white paint

8” X 8” Western red
cedar timber post;
S4S finish; semi-
transparent stain finish

Installation method to 
be determined; must be 
suitable for coastal 
environment and maximize
 life of installation

1/8” reveal; stained finish
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Kiawah Island Community Association

As Shown1/2/17

KI-344
Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

5/11/18 - Routed Graphics

Sign Type N

Beach Access

Construction Details

INSTALLATION :  

 

Sign to mount in concrete.

MATERIALS: Sign cap fabricated from sheet aluminum, with satin acrylic  
polyurethane paint finish; size cap and chamfer top edges of  
post so that the face of the cap is flush with the face of the 
post, grind welded edges smooth; copy and graphics are 
silk-screen printed or die-cut vinyl with permanent adhesive 
backing. Post is western red cedar  8” X 8” timber, rough 
texture finish, stained with semi-transparent stain; caulk all 
joints with silicone sealant. Graphics are routed into face and 
filled with white paint .

 
Fabricator responsible for engineering installation 
method.

FINISHES:  

Paint: All aluminum elements are painted with be 
Matthews MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

Wood: Olypic Maximum Stain & Sealant In One 
(Semi Transparent, Neutral), 913 Ebony mixed with  
white paint; mix ration is 10 parts Ebony to 1 part 
white paint. Samples must be submitted for  
approval prior to applicatio n.) Number of Coats: 2
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5
West Beach

5
West Beach3/4"

1 3/4"

5 1/4"
to center

2  9/16"

Minion Pro, regular,
centered

Graphic G05

DIN, Medium,
center on post

P1

P1

P104 5/8"

3"

P1Symbol S3

P11

3 1/4"

1 3/4" 2"

P11
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

As Shown1/2/17 5/11/18 - Routed Graphics

KI-344
Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Sign Type N

Beach Access

Graphic Detail s

 

MATERIALS: Graphics on metal cap are either silk-screened or die-cut  
vinyl with permanent adhesive mounting; graphics on 
post are routed and paint filled.

DIN medium and Minion Pro regular as indicated.FONT:

Conform as close as possible to design intent .LETTERSPACING :

Drawings define letter height and leading size for typical  
message layouts. See message schedule for exact  
message content .

LAYOUT:

Conform as close as possible to design intent .WORDSPACING:

P13
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NOTE: Opposite side also has same graphics

West Beach

5
KIAWAH ISLAND MAP

No Glass on
the Beach

Dogs must 
be leashed

March 16 - Oct. 31

Do
g L

eash Zone

D
ogs M

ust Be Leashed  March 16 - O

cto
be

r 3
1A

Finish Grade

8 3/8" nom.

1/8” P5Concrete base; travertine
texture; grey colored

Aluminum sign box; aluminum
sub-frame attached to concrete
base; satin acrylic polyurethane 
paint finish

Digital image
 impregnated HPL 
(iZone or equivalent) 
map; .090” aluminum

6 1/2"

die-cut vinyl 

18 7/8"

35 3/4"

6"

16"

Installation method to 
be engineered by fabricator; 
must be suitable for coastal 
environment and maximize
life of installation
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Kiawah Island Community Association

As Shown

Sign Type O

Beach Regulations

1/2/17

KI-344
Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Construction Details

INSTALLATION :  

 

To be engineered by fabricator .

CABINET: Sign box fabricated from heavy gauge aluminum faces with  
aluminum sub-frame; fabricator to engineer attachment to  
concrete base. Graphics die-cut vinyl. Base is precast  
steel-reinforced concrete with a Travertine stone finish, gray 
colored.

Map is digitally printed impregnated HPL (iZone or equivalent) 
.090” material; mounted using a clip mounted to the back of the 
map and studs at the top, side access panels are secured with  
tamper-resistant and suitable for outdoor use (to be specified by 
fabricator.) Note: map is different for each location.

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing,  
concrete base, footings and installation methods.

FINISHES:  Aluminum: All aluminum elements are painted with be 
Matthews MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint.

Concrete: ECO STAIN By SureCrete Design Products;  
Color-Magnet MA02115 ( 1 to 1 mixture with water); 
Number of Coats: 2; seal with SureCrete Design Product s
XS327 / Part A and Part B (3 parts A, 2 Parts B); Number  
of Coats: 2

 

Die-cut vinyl graphics 1/22/17
Added graphics 5/11/18
Side access panel s5 /11/18
Map mounting detai l5 /11/18
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West Beach

5
KIAWAH ISLAND MA P

No Glass on
the Beach

Dogs must
be leashed

March 16 - Oct. 31

Do
g L

eash Zone

D
ogs M

ust Be Leashed March 16 - O

cto
be

r 3
1A

P5

P13

Map graphic;
varies based
on location
of sign

P13
P13

P1

P1

3 3/16"

3 3/16"

1/2"

3"

3 7/8"

3/4"

3/4"

1 1/4"
3 7/8"

2 1/16"

5 1/2"

8 1/4"
6"

nom.11 1/4"
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

As Shown

Sign Type O

Beach Regulations

All graphics are centered on sign faces.  

Note: artwork for maps to be supplies by Rodger Motiska Design, LLC .

1/2/17

KI-344
Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Graphics Detail s

Die-cut vinyl graphic s1 /22/17
Added graphic s5 /11/18
Side access panel s5 /11/18
Map mounting detai l5 /11/18
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SCALE: 1 1/2” = 1’ - 0”

SEDTION “A”1
SCALE: 1 1/2” = 1’ - 0”

2 SECTION “B” 

1 1/2” x 1-1/2”
Alum. Angle 

.080’ - 1/8” Aluminum Skins

1/8” Alum. Top
 (Removable)

1” x 6” Aluminum Tubing

Pin Post to Frame

Clip Mounted to
Reverse Side of Map

(Clip Holds Bottom of Map in Place)

2” Dia. Aluminum Pipe

Studs in Map Mount
Through Face of Skin

Cast Concrete Base
w/ Travertine Finish

HPL Print
Mount to ID
w/ Studs & Clip Fastener
 From Back

Removable Side Panels
w/ Countersunk Mech. Fasteners
(TYP. Qty. 6 per side)

MAP

Hole in Skin
to Allow Post Pin

& Mounting of Map

Finish Grade
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

As Shown

Sign Type O

Beach Regulations

1/2/17

KI-344
Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Construction Details

Die-cut vinyl graphics 1/22/17
Added graphics 5/11/18
Side access panels 5/11/18
Map mounting detail 5/11/18



982. DESIGN INTENT DRAWINGSHPL Printed Map

Digital Image Map 
Impregnated HPL 
(iZone or equivalent) 

Map ID Mounted
w/ Studs & Clip System
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Kiawah Island Community Association

As Shown

Sign Type O

Beach Regulations

1/2/17

Note: artwork for maps to be supplies by Rodger Motiska Design, LLC .

KI-344
Third Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

Details of Map mounting system

Die-cut vinyl graphic s1 /22/17
Added graphics 5/11/18
Side access panel s5 /11/18
Map mounting detail 5/11/18
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Please Clean Up

Dog Waste Bags

West Beach

No Glass
on Beach

Do
g L

eash Zone

D
ogs M

ust Be Leashed  March 16 - O

cto
be

r 
31A

Boardwalk

SCALE: NTS
FRONT VIEW1

SCALE: NTS
SIDE VIEW2
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Kiawah Island Community Association
Master Sign Plan

KI-329

10/2/17 As Shown

Concept Design

Sign Type P

Boardwalk ID

1
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N
O D

OG
 ZON

E

 CCritical Habitat A
re

a

No
 Dog Zone

Captain Sam’s InletCaptain Sam’s Inlet Captain Sam’s Inlet

8" nom.

9 1/2"

62 3/8"

1/8”

8"nom.

8"nom.

Aluminum cap

8” X 8” Western red
cedar timber post,
S4S smooth finish;
 stain finish

Chamfer post so
faces of aluminum
cap are even with
faces of post. 

Attach aluminum cap
to post with silicone
sealant and counter-
sunk screw on this side 

Routed graphic,
filled with dark
gray paint, Matthews Paint
MP12534 Fogbank

Silk-screened graphics

1/8” reveal; stained finish

Installation method to 
be engineered by fabricator; 
must be suitable for coastal 
environment and maximize
life of installation

6’- 0”nom.
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Kiawah Island Community Association

3/30/16 As Shown

Master Sign Plan - First Phase Installation
KI-334

NOTE: Installation method must also allow
the posts to be raised or lowered to accommodate
changes to beach level.

INSTALLATION :  

 

Sign to mount in concrete.

MATERIALS: Sign cap fabricated from sheet aluminum, with satin acrylic  
polyurethane paint finish; size cap and chamfer top edges of  
post so that the face of the cap is flush with the face of the 
post, grind welded edges smooth; copy and graphics are 
silk-screen printed or die-cut vinyl with permanent adhesive 
backing. Post is western red cedar  8” X 8” timber, rough 
texture finish, stained with semi-transparent solvent based 
stain; caulk all joints with silicone sealant. 

 
Fabricator responsible for engineering installation 
method.

FINISHES:  Wood: Olympic Maximum Stain & Sealant In One (Semi 
Transparent, Neutral), Stain Color: 913 Ebony, Paint  
Color: White; Mix Ratio is 10 Parts Ebony to 1 part White
Number of Coats: 2

Paint: All aluminum elements are painted with be 
Matthews MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

 

Sign Type P2 & P3

Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Construction Details

NOTE: Installation method must also allow
the posts to be raised or lowered to accommodate
changes to beach level.

INSTALLATION :  

 

Sign to mount in concrete.

MATERIALS: Sign cap fabricated from sheet aluminum, with satin acrylic  
polyurethane paint finish; size cap and chamfer top edges of  
post so that the face of the cap is flush with the face of the 
post, grind welded edges smooth; copy and graphics are 
silk-screen printed or die-cut vinyl with permanent adhesive 
backing. Post is western red cedar  8” X 8” timber, rough 
texture finish, stained with semi-transparent solvent based 
stain; caulk all joints with silicone sealant. 

 
Fabricator responsible for engineering installation 
method.

FINISHES:  Wood: Olympic Maximum Stain & Sealant In One (Semi 
Transparent, Neutral), Stain Color: 913 Ebony, Paint  
Color: White; Mix Ratio is 10 Parts Ebony to 1 part White
Number of Coats: 2

Paint: All aluminum elements are painted with be 
Matthews MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint.

Fill for Routed Letters: Matthews MAP polyurethane 
semi-gloss paint - MP12534 Fogbank gray. 
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SCALE: 1” = 1’ - 0”
1

SCALE: 1” = 1’ - 0”
2

SCALE: 1” = 1’ - 0”
3ELEVATION “A & C” ELEVATIONS “B” ELEVATION “D

Captain Sam’s Inlet

CL CL

Captain Sam’s Inlet

N
O D
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 ZON

E

D
OG

 ZON
E

 CCritical Habitat A
re

a

No
 Dog Zone

BD
ogs O

 Leash Year Round - Must Be Under
 V

oi
ce
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on

tr
ol

Brick Red
(see notes)

Red Tan
(see notes)

Medium Gray
(see notes)

Medium Gray
(see notes)

1/2"

2 1/2"

P17
Minion Pro,
regular, centered

Graphic G102

Routed letters;
Din Medium P15

CL

Captain Sam’s Inlet

1 13/16" 2 1/2"

G101

Routed letters;
Din Medium

P15

P16

P1 P1

1/2"

4 5/8"
7 9/16"

1/2"

7 9/16"
4 7/8"
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

As Shown3/30/16

Master Sign Plan - First Phase Installation
KI-334

Sign Type P2

Dog Zone ID

Graphic Details

C

A

BD

 

MATERIALS: Graphics on metal cap are either silk-screened or die-cut  
vinyl with permanent adhesive mounting; graphics on  
post are routed and paint filled.

DIN regular, DIN medium and Minion Pro regular as indicated .FONT:

Conform as close as possible to design intent .LETTERSPACING:

Drawings define letter height and leading size for typical  
message layouts.  See message schedule for exact  
message content .

LAYOUT:

Conform as close as possible to design intent .WORDSPACING:

P15 Med. Gray M P12534 M atthews Pain t

P16 Brick Red PMS 484  M atthews Pain t

P17 Red Tan PMS 486 M atthews Paint or digital prin t

NEW COLORS:
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SCALE: 1” = 1’ - 0”
1

SCALE: 1” = 1’ - 0”
2

SCALE: 1” = 1’ - 0”
3ELEVATION “A & C” ELEVATIONS “B” ELEVATION “D
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(see notes)
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1A

Medium Gray
(see notes)

P1
Din regular,
centered

CL

Graphic G100

CL

1 13/16" 2 1/2"

Graphic G101

Routed letters;
Din Medium

P15

Routed letters;
Din Medium

P15

P1
P1

Din medium,
centered P15"

1 5/16"

6 1/16"

2 9/16"

1 5/16"

4 11/16"
6 5/8"

4 7/8"
6 5/8"

Medium Gray
(see notes)
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

As Shown3/30/16

Master Sign Plan - First Phase Installatio n
KI-334

Emergency Vehicle Access ID

Graphic Detail s

C

A

BD

P15 Med. Gray M P12534 M atthews Pain t

P16 Brick Red PMS 484  M atthews Pain t

P17 Red Tan PMS 486 M atthews Paint or digital prin t

NEW COLORS:

 

MATERIALS: Graphics on metal cap are either silk-screened or die-cut  
vinyl with permanent adhesive mounting; graphics on  
post are routed and paint filled.

DIN regular, DIN medium and Minion Pro regular as indicated .FONT:

Conform as close as possible to design intent .LETTERSPACING:

Drawings define letter height and leading size for typical  
message layouts.  See message schedule for exact  
message content .

LAYOUT:

Conform as close as possible to design intent .WORDSPACING:

Sign Type P3
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37 1/2"
25 3/4"

24"

47"

62"

11 1/4"

61 1/2"

Western Red Cedar, S4S;
stain finish

1/4” reveal

Cast colored concrete,
travertine textured; 
stain finish

Poured concrete slab

Peerless CL-ENCL68 media
player housing mounted
to concrete base

11 1/4"

55” LED monitor
mounted to aluminum
sub-frame; frame mounts
to wood housing; .250  
aluminum door attached
to frame with piano hinge
and lockable latch

120 volt outdoor duplex
with waterproof housing;
mounted to concrete base
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Kiawah Island Community Association

As Shown

Sign Type Q

Construction  
Digital Message Sign

10/24/17

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

  

INSTALLATION :  

 

MATERIALS: Housing is constructed of smooth finished Western Red 
Cedar, Grade 2, air-dried S4S timbers with 1/4” reveals;  
stained finish; timbers are drilled to mount on 2”  
diameter aluminum tubing embedded in concrete base 
and secured from the back with countersunk stainless 
steel lag bolts. 

Base is precast colored textured concrete with stain  
finish.

Sign is installed onto internal aluminum tubes directly  
buried into poured concrete footers. Footer to have 
concrete pad; top of pad is to be below finish grade 
level.

FINISHES:  Wood: Olypic Maximum Stain & Sealant In One (Semi 
Transparent, Neutral), 913 Ebony mixed with white paint; 
mix ration is 10 parts Ebony to 1 part white paint .
Number of Coats: 2

Concrete: ECO STAIN By SureCrete Design Products;  
Color-Magnet MA02115 ( 1 to 1 mixture with water); 
Number of Coats: 2; seal with SureCrete Design Product s
XS327 / Part A and Part B (3 parts A, 2 Parts B); 
Number of Coats: 2

 

Fabricator responsible for engineering framing,  
concrete base, footings and installation methods.
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Weather seal
applied to aluminum
sub-frame

Bevel edge to
allow for drainage

.250 aluminum panel door;
paint finish; apply weather

applied to sub-frame

6” X 6”
aluminum vents

Stainless steel
lockable latch

Piano hinge

Media player
housing

Duplex outlet with
weatherproof housing
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Kiawah Island Community Association

As Shown

Sign Type Q

Construction Detail s
Digital Message Sign

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

10/24/17

6” X 6”
aluminum vents
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2”X2”X1/8” aluminum angle

55” Peerless CLP-55PLC68-OB LED monitor

Peerless EPT 650 universal tilt monitor
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Kiawah Island Community Association

As Shown

Sign Type Q

Construction Detail s
Digital Message Sign

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

10/24/17
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Finished Grade

Dangerous
Currents

No 
Swimming

27"

16"

5 1/4"

43"

27"

.080” Aluminium sheet;
paint finish; secure to posts
with tamper-resitant screws

Die-cut vinyl or paint graphics

6” X 6” Western red
cedar timber post,
S4S smooth finish;
 stain finish

Installation method to 
be engineered by fabricator; 
must be suitable for coastal 
environment and maximize
life of installation

Tamper-resistant wood
screws; paint heads to
match sign face color

Face of sign is to be
flush with faces of posts

Cross supports - 2” X 4” Western Red Cedar; 
stain finish
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type R1

As Shown

Master Sign Plan - Auxillary Signs
KI-343

9/20/17

Construction Details

INSTALLATION :  

 

Sign to mount in concrete.

MATERIALS: Sign panel is fabricated from aluminum composite panel  
(Dibond or Alucobond) with printed graphic on face with clear  
matte UV resistant overlaminate and painted back using satin 
acrylic polyurethane paint finish; sign is to be mounted to  
wood post with stainless steel tamper-resistant screws. Posts 
are western red cedar  6” X 6” timber, smooth finish, stained 
with semi-transparent solvent based stain.  NOTE:  
Dimensions of western red cedar are actual finished 
dimensions; call-outs are nominal dimensions.

 
Fabricator responsible for engineering installation 
method.

FINISHES:  

Paint: All aluminum elements are painted with be 
Matthews MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

Wood: Olypic Maximum Stain & Sealant In One 
(Semi Transparent, Neutral), 913 Ebony mixed with  
white paint; mix ration is 10 parts Ebony to 1 part 
white paint .

Number of Coats: 2

No Swimming Warning Sign
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P19 Matthews Paint, 
MP25595 Black Mamba

Paint back, sides and
edges of sign face

P11 Custom Stain
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n
Master Sign Plan - Auxillary Signs

KI-343

9/20/17 As Shown

Sign Type R1

No Swimming Warning Sign
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Finished Grade

FRAME DETAILS

26 13/16" nom.

5 1/4" 5 1/4"

27"

1 3/4"

1 13/16" nom.

.080"

5 1/4"

5 3/16"
nominal5 3/16"

nominal
5 3/16"
nominal

43"

3"

.080".080"

Cross supports - 2” X 4” Western 
Red Cedar; glue and screw to posts; 
counter-sink screws to be flush with 
face of boards. Notch posts so cross 
supports are flush with face of posts

Trim face and sides of posts so the 
face of the sign will be flush with the 
faces of the posts. (see drawing 2.2)

17"

3 1/2"
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n

As Shown

Sign Type R1

Master Sign Plan - Auxillary Signs
KI-343

9/20/17

No Swimming Warning Sign

Construction Details
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Dangerous
Currents

No 
Swimming

P11

P1

P1

Graphic R03; Colors

DIN Medium, centered

DIN Light, centered

Matthews Paint, MP25595 Black Mamba

White - P1
Black - PMS Black 6
Red - PMS 187

3"

4 1/4"

8 5/8"
9 3/4"

4 1/4"

2 3/4"

3 3/4"

1/4"

Custom Stain
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type R1

As Shown

Master Sign Plan - Auxillary Signs
KI-343

9/20/17

 

Minion Pro Medium  

Minion Pro Light

FONTS:

Conform as close as possible to design intent.LETTERSPACING :

Drawings define letter height and leading size for typical 
message layouts. 

LAYOUT:

Die-cut vinyl or mask & paintGRAPHIC:

Graphics Detail s

No Swimming Warning Sign

 

P25
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Event
Parking 

Only

Finish Grade

Type T1

46" nom.

27"

2"

1/2” Aluminum, mounts to
sign with counter-sunk machine
screws, paint finish P5

P5

P5

18 1/2"

27"

24 1/2"

2” X 2” aluminum tube,
paint finish, sign mounts
to fabricated spike driven
into the ground with round
head tamper-resistant screws
 

Digitally printed sign
on 10 mm material (Coroplast,
Sintra,etc.), artwork by others

1” X 2” aluminum tube,
cut slot to accept sign panel;
weld insert at top of side
extrusions to accept machine
screw for top panel.
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Kiawah Island Community Association
Master Sign Pla n

KI-327

 

7/28/15 As Shown

Sign Type T1

Temporary Signs

INSTALLATION :  

 

Sign mounts to spiked steel mounting driven flush with ground,  
using four tamper-resistant stainless steel screws.  

MATERIALS: Sign fabricated from aluminum tube; sign cap made from 1/2” 
flat stock, attaches to screw inserts welded to tops of side 
extrusions with counter-sunk machine screws;   satin acrylic  
polyurethane paint finish.  

Construction Details
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All Access
Passes 

Only

Event
Parking 

Finish Grade

Type T2 Type T3

24 1/2"

21"

46" nom.

18 1/2"

21"

27"

24 1/2"

18 1/2"

80"
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n
Master Sign Plan

KI-327

 

As Shown7/28/15

Sign Types T2 & T3

Temporary Signs

MATERIALS: Sign fabricated from aluminum tube; sign cap made from 1/2” 
flat stock, attaches to screw inserts welded to tops of side 
extrusions with counter-sunk machine screws;   satin acrylic  
polyurethane paint finish.  

Construction Detail s
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TOP VIEW1

FRONT VIEW2
SIDE VIEW3 BACK VIEW4

28"

16"

CL

11"

5 1/2"

5 1/2"

3"6 mm Aluminum composite
panel (Dibond or Alucobond)
with printed graphic on face
and clear UV overlaminate.
Round over corners of panel.

Secure to post with tamper-
resistant stainless steel screws;
screwheads to match graphic

6” X 6” nom. Western Red
Cedar wood posts.

Paint stripe

Paint back
of panel

Install posts in concrete;
to be engineered by fabricator

6 mm

Finish Grade

39" +/-
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Kiawah Island Community Association

Sign Type X1

As Shown

Construction Details

INSTALLATION :  

 

Sign to mount in concrete .

MATERIALS: Sign face is fabricated from sheet aluminum, with satin acrylic  
polyurethane paint finish; sign is to be mounted to be flush 
with the face of the post; copy and graphics are die-cut vinyl  
with permanent adhesive backing or mask & paint. Posts are 
western red cedar  6” X 6” timber, smooth finish, stained with  
semi-transparent solvent based stain; cross supports are  
western red cedar 2” X 4” lumber.  NOTE: Dimensions of  
western red cedar are actual finished dimensions; call-outs 
are nominal dimensions.

 
Fabricator responsible for engineering installation 
method.

FINISHES:  

Paint: All aluminum elements are painted with be 
Matthews MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint. 

Wood: Olypic Maximum Stain & Sealant In One 
(Semi Transparent, Neutral), 913 Ebony mixed with  
white paint; mix ration is 10 parts Ebony to 1 part 
white paint .

Number of Coats: 2

Alligator Warning Sign

10/24/17

Phase II Implementation
KI-329
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Digital print on aluminum
composite panel with
clear matte UV overlaminate;
artwork to be provided by
designer.

3"

25"

Match PMS 186C 

Match PMS 7547C

P11 Custom Stain
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Kiawah Island Community Associatio n
Phase II Implementatio n

KI-329

Sign Type X1

10/24/17 As Shown

Digital print on white finished aluminum composite panel .

Clear matte UV resistant overlaminate.

Artwork to be provided by designer .

GRAPHIC:

Graphics Details
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3.1 SPECIFICATIONS

These specifications are the property of 
Rodger Motiska Design, LLC. They were 
prepared for the Kiawah Island Community 
Association. Any use of these specifications 
by any party for any other purpose other than 
the fabrication and installation of the sign 
designs by Rodger Motiska Design, LLC for 
the client noted above are prohibited.

Kiawah Island Community Association

1/2/17

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

PART 1 - General  

1.01  WORK INCLUDED
A Labor, materials, equipment and services necessary for 

the fabrication, delivery and installation of signage as 
described in the detail drawings.

B Refer to the message schedule for a complete list of 
sign types and quantities.

  Signs listed on message schedule should match those 
indicated on sign location plans. Contractor to notify 
owner of any discrepancies.

C The Vendor shall secure all required sign permits and 
licenses prior to the purchase of materials or beginning 
fabrication of any signs as required by local code. The 
Vendor shall notify the Owner immediately of any 
problems that arise during the permitting process. It is 
the responsibility of the Vendor to allow time in his work 
schedule for the permitting and inspection process. 
Securing such permits and inspections in a timely 
fashion so as to allow subsequent fabrication and 
installation to be completed on schedule. 

D For all signs, all fasteners, support structures and 
electrical connections required for installation.

1.02  RELATED WORK
A General fabrication and painting requirements: all work 

to be done in a professional manner and to the highest 
trade standards.

B All electrical work to meet state and local codes.

C Use OSHA safety requirements as necessary for pedes-
trian or vehicular safety. 

1.03  REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
A Observe applicable codes, sign ordinan and ADA 

guidelines for handicapped and fire/life safety signing. 

B  For Electrical Work 

1  National Electrical Code 

2  National Electrical Safety Code 

3  Life Safety Code - NFPA 101 

4  OSHA 

5  Applicable Federal, State and Local Codes 

6  Underwriters Laboratory Inc. (UL)

1.04  REFERENCE STANDARDS
   Refer to current editions of the following:

A   ASTM B221 — Aluminum-alloy extruded bars, rods, 
wire, shapes and tubes.

B   ASTM D822 — Light and water exposure apparatus  
(carbon-arc type) for testing paint, 
varnish, lacquer and related products. 

C   ASTM E84 — Surface-burning characteristics of 
building materials.

D   FS L-P-391 — Plastic sheet, rods and tubing, rigid 
cast materials.

E FS L-P-387 —Plastic sheet, laminated, thermosetting.

F ASTM C 880 — Stone, granite flexural strength 
testing.

G  ASTM C 1354 — Stone, granite anchorage testing.

1.05  SUBMITTALS
A Requirements

1 Schedule shop drawings, product data and sample 
submittals for delivery at the same time.

2 The owner may hold shop drawings, product data 
and samples in cases where a partial submittal 
cannot be reviewed until associated items have 
been received.

3 Allocate not less than four weeks, plus mailing time, 
for processing by the owner.

B Shop Drawings 

1 Submit four (4) sets of shop drawings as outlined 
below.

2 Include plans, elevations, sections and large scale 
details of sign wording and lettering layout. Show 
anchorages and accessory items. Provide mounting 
templates.

3 Show fabrication and installation details, includ-
ing all sign components such as extrusions, 
brackets, bracing, hardware, internal framing, 
foundations, etc.

4 Provide engineering data to confirm viability of 
signs and supports, including structural stability 
of all signs, fasteners and foundation design.

5 For illuminated sign units: shop drawings shall also 
include the following:

a  Fixture type.

b  Fixture and lamp/ballast voltage.

c  Fixture and lamp wattage.

d  Complete photometric data.

e Wiring diagrams, including connection to 
building power supply.

f UL registration number (fabricator must be UL 
approved.)

C   Subcontractor qualifications information

Submit two (2) copies of credentials for any 
subcontractor selected to execute any portion of 
this contract, including personnel qualifications, 
company references and equipment

D   Samples

1 Submit four (4) of each sample required.

2 Owner reserves the right to reject any samples 
that do not satisfy the construction, finish or 
color requirements. Submit additional samples 
as required to obtain final approval.

3 Samples shall be labeled on the back, designat-
ing item number, name of manufacturer, sign 
type and location.

4 Include the following type specimens in shop 
drawings:

a Alphabet of each typestyle required by the 
contract documents; upper and lower case, with 
numerals, punctuation and accents.

b Complete a typical sign message of each sign 
type to demonstrate proper interletter, interword 
and interline spacing.

5 Each material required for fabrication of each sign 
type with finishes as specified, including extrusions 
and hardware.

6 Color samples (minimum size 5 x 5 inches) of each 
color specified.

7 Samples should represent extreme variations in 
color and texture that might occur during fabrication.

8 Sample materials, fasteners, hardware and mount-
ing hardware sufficient to get clear ideas of how 
signs are fabricated, made changeable and 
installed.

E Maintenance Data 

1  Submit two (2) copies of each manufacturer’s recom-
mendations for maintenance of all items. 

2  The instructions shall cover cleaning, repair, repainting 
and maintenance of signs, including data on cleaning 
solutions or methods of application that should be 
avoided. 

1.06 DELIVERY
A For any attic stock ordered, package separately or in like 

groups labeled as to contents.  Include installation 
hardware, adhesives and installation instructions; include 
a reasonable array of alternate adhesives, fasteners or 
materials to be able to respond effectively to varying field 
conditions. 

1.07  PROTECTION
A  Store and protect assemblies from injury at the shop, in 

transit to the job and until erected in place, com�pleted, 
inspected and accepted.

B  Take special precautions to prevent pilferage both prior to 
and after installation. Be prepared to provide replace-
ments for any material so removed from the site. 

1.08  INSPECTION
A  Materials, colors and fabricated or partially fabricated 

items shall be available for inspection at the factory or 
elsewhere, by the owner or designer during the process 
of manufacture and until final delivery, installation and 
acceptance, to determine whether or not there is compli-
ance with the requirements of these specifications.

B  Approval prior to the time of final acceptance shall not 
preclude rejection of delivered items which do not satisfy 
these specifications. 

1.09 REORDERING
A All items specified herein shall be available to the owner 

in additional quantities for a period of 10 years after 
completion of all work called for in this specification. 

1.10  WARRANTY
 All warranties on fabricator’s standard contract forms 

must be modified to match warranty criteria mentioned 
herewith.  Any changes in warranty length or criteria 
must be negotiated prior to contract signing.  Any 
discrepancies from fabricator’s contract are superseded 
by this performance specification.

A Warrant all products (including, but not limited to materi-
als, hardware and finishes) against any and all defects 
for a minimum period of 2 years from date of installation. 

B  Correct any and all defects in material and/or workman 
ship which may appear during the warranty period by 
restoring defective work to the standard of the contract 
documents at no cost to the owner and to the owner's 
satisfaction.

C   Vinyl die-cut letters shall be warrantied for five years 
against delamination from substrate.

D   Paint finishes shall be warranted for seven years against 
chalking and fading.

E   Additional corrections shall include, but not be limited to, 
the following: 

1 Bubbling, crazing, chalking, rusting or other disintegra-
tion of the sign face or of the messages or of the 
edge finish of the sign inserts or panel. 

2  Corrosion developing beneath paint surfaces of the 
support systems (except when it is the result of 
obvious vandalism or other external damage to the 
paint surfaces). 

3  Corrosion of the fastenings. 

4  The signs not remaining true and plumb on their 
supports. 

5  Fading of the colors when matched against a sample 
of the original color and material. 

6  Discoloration of metal finishes. 

7  Uneven illumination; dark or hot spots. 

F Seasonal checks, cracks and knot holes not resulting in 
structural failure to wood materials are not covered by 
warranty.

1.11  ALTERNATE FABRICATION
A  The drawings show design intent only. The fabricator is 

responsible for fabrication and overall level of quality. 
Any changes in design, materials, fabrication 
techniques or details necessary to the successful 
completion of this  project should be communicated to 
owner in a timely fashion.  Further development and 
engineering of designer's details (for fabrication and 
installation) is expected and should be shown in the 
shop drawings.

B The designer recognizes that manufacturers may have 
shop fabrication techniques that er from details shown. 
Suggested changes in fabrication that do not alter the 
design intent nor reduce the quality will be considered 
by the designer provided they are submit �ted in sketch 
form as soon as possible prior to shop drawing 
preparation.

2.01  FABRICATION “CONTROL SAMPLES”
A Prior to production, contractor shall provide one (1) 

sample construction of each sign as indicated on design 
intent drawing; showing fabrication details and finishes, 
as a “control sample” for fabrication of the signs, to the 
designer for review and approval.

B Samples shall be full size with the required colors and 
finishes to show quality, type, range, texture and other 
specified characteristics.

      C Samples shall be submitted from the same source, 
which will supply the actual job. Samples of materials or 
products, which are normally furnished in containers or 
packages, which bear descriptive labels and/or applica-
tion or installation instructions, shall be submitted with 
such labels and/or instructions.

D All Samples shall be labeled, tagged, or otherwise clearly 
identified.  Labels or tags shall set forth the name of the 
Project, Contractor, Subcontractor, and/or Supplier, the 
name of the manufacturer, fabricator, or processor, the 
date of submittal, and specific identification of each 
sample and a precise reference to the design intent 
drawing page number.

E Each label or tag shall have sufficient clear space to 
permit the application of the review stamps of the design-
er and owner.

F Fabricated signs that do not conform to the quality 
standards, colors or finish established by the 
“control sample” will be cause for rejection.

2.02  QUALITY ASSURANCE
A   Materials used for this project shall be new and not 

reconditioned or re-purposed.

B  Use only personnel thoroughly skilled and experienced 
with the products and method for fabrication and installa-
tion of signage specified.

C  The owner shall reserve the right to reject any shop 
drawings, samples or other submittals, as well as any 
finished product or installation, that does not meet the 
standard of quality established by these specifications. 
Any such decision will be considered final and not 
subject to recourse.

D  The intent of the contract documents is to provide 
everything necessary for a complete contract. In the 
event of conflict or omission, the fabricator shall consult 

the owner for resolution.

E  Materials and hardware not spec but necessary to the 
complete functioning of the sign, shall conform to the 
quality level established.

 

2.03  ACCEPTABLE MANUFACTURERS
A  As listed under specific headings.

B  Substitutions: Items of same function and performance 
are acceptable only if contractor submits samples and 
manufacturer’s data for owner's approval before ordering 
these materials or components. 

2.04 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
A Type specifications

1 Typefaces: the following typefaces are to be used  
(NO substitutions will be accepted unless samples are 
submitted and approved by designer): 

   Adobe Garamond Pro -  Regular 
   Adobe Garamond Pro -  Bold 
   Corbel -  Regular 
   Corbel -  Bold 

See design intent drawings for font and letterspacing 

2 Size: all letter heights are based on the cap height 
of a capital letter. 

3  Alignment: When setting type or installing cut 
letters,  ensure that letters are perfectly straight 
and even, with no characters set crooked or 
"popping up."

 4  Spacing 

a See drawings for samples of letterspacing 

b Contractor is responsible for visual corrections to 
the typesetting that might be necessary. Any 
problems in spacing or copyfitting should be 
brought to the attention of the owner for solution. 

B   Visual justification

1  Display type may align mechanically but not optically. 
When setting type flush left, a visual adjustment shall 
be made compensating for those letter forms that 
must be extended into the left hand margin to appear 
visually flush. For example, S and O must extend 

beyond the left margin slightly.

C   Arrow and symbol specifications

1  Symbols: symbols and pictographs shall conform to 
the symbol signs issued by the Department of 
Transportation and the American Institute of Graphic 
Arts. To obtain more information and reproduction 
artwork or digitized Macintosh compatible AIGA 
symbols, contact:

    Society for Environmental Graphic Design 
 1000 Vermont Avenue Suite 
 400 Washington, DC 20005 
 202.638.5555

2  Arrows on all signs shall use the camera ready 
artwork or digitized Macintosh compatible arrow les 
which will be provided by the owner to the fabricator.

  a  Arrow size will be dimensioned by height as 
shown in the drawings.

D  Artwork

1  The contractor shall be responsible for preparation of 
all artwork (including, but not limited to type, arrows, 
imagery, drawings, photographs, symbols) necessary 
beyond that provided with contract award and for any 
touch-up of artwork for photographic enlargement. 
Quality of artwork for finished signage shall be the 
responsibility of the contractor. The owner's represen-
tative reserves the right to reject artwork if it fails to 
meet the standard of quality established.

 

2.05  MATERIALS 
A   Aluminum extrusions: mounting plates and structural 

frames shall conform to ASTM B- 221, Alloy 6063-T6. 
Shapes, sizes and weights of members shall be as 
required for structural stability. All connections of 
aluminum members shall be heli-arc welded, continuous 
fillets, ground smooth on all exposed faces, unless 
specifically detailed otherwise. Aluminum finishes shall 
be hereinafter specified.

B   Aluminum sheet and plate: Type 5052-H-32 alloy 
aluminum, thickness as indicated. For painted finish, 
faces shall be etched to give an even satin finish and 
remove oxidation, then conversion coated to improve 
paint adhesion and inhibit corrosion. Surface shall be 
belt-sanded for a smooth finish, edges fillled and 
ground then immersed in hot alkaline cleaner to remove 

contamination. For anodized finish, prepare for finish 
AAM31-C21-A31. 

   Aluminum should have consistency of color and finish through-
out the project. 

C  Hangers, brackets and accessories: shall be of the type and 
size indicated. Where such items are not specifically called for, 
provide hangers, brackets and accessories as required for the 
proper execution of the work, as approved by the owner. 

D  Paint for aluminum

1  Paint colors are specified using the Pantone color-matching 
system (PMS.)

 Paint shall be Matthews MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint.  
MAP is a ultraviolet inhibited aliphatic isocyanate/acrylic 
system engineered for extreme color and gloss retention.  
Application shall consist of 1 coat of 74-734 & 74-735 Metal 
Pretreat @ .25 mils DFT and 2 coats of opaque semi-gloss 
Matthews Acrylic Polyurethane paint of specified color, I mil 
DFT minimum each coat for a total dry film thickness of two 
(2) mil.

 Order or mix paint for each color in quantity to assure consis-
tent application for all signs in a given color. Vendor shall 
allow paint surfaces to thoroughly air dry for a minimum of 
forty eight (48) hours prior to the application of masking film, 
which shall be applied to protects all sign surfaces during 
shipping and installation.

 All finishes are to be semi-gloss finish, free from fading, 
peeling or cracking.  Paint preparation of all exterior metal 
surfaces of the sign is to include removal of all scratches 
and imperfections, sanding and chemical etching.  
Substrate cleaning and preparation are to be in strict 
compliance with Matthews Paint Company published 
guidelines. 

Matthews Paint Company
760 Pittsburgh Drive
Delaware, OH 43015
Phone 1.800.323.6593
Fax 1.800.947.0377 

2 All coating to protect aluminum by uniformly penetrating, 
filling and sealing surface pores. Coating should provide 
an invisible barrier to weathering, airborne contaminants, 
graffiti, industrial air pollution, mildew, and salt air. Coating 
should not yellow, peel or flake. Coating should be 
guaranteed a minimum of seven years. Sign panels shall 
be predrilled in proper locations before any priming, 
painting or coating processes. Aluminum should have 

consistency of color and finish throughout the project. 

E Pressure sensitive legends 

1 Use "Scotchcal" brand film manufactured by 3M. Thickness: 
.003 inch minimum, .006 inch maximum. Material shall consist 
of a tough, flexible, pigmented, vinyl film and shall be 
processed with compatible screen printing inks and clear 
coatings as recommended by the film manufacturer. The film 
shall be pre-coated with pressure-sensitive adhesive. The 
adhesive shall be protected by a treated paper liner that shall 
be easily removable without soaking in water or other 
solvents. 

2 Use "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting manufactured by 
3M. Thickness: .0065 inch minimum, .0075 inch maximum. 
Material shall consist of transparent plastic having a smooth, 
flat outer surface embedded with spherical lens elements. 
Material shall be capable to being processed with compatible 
screen printing inks and clear coatings as recommended by 
the sheeting manufacturer. The sheeting shall be pre-coated 
by a treated paper liner that shall be easily removable without 
soaking in water or other solvents. 

3 Shall be guaranteed against delamination for a period of 5 
years. 

F Wood

1 Boards

 Western Red Cedar,  grade C and Better Clear, Surfaced 
Four Sides (S4S), kiln-dried.

 *Meeting NLGA 202b,c; WCLIB 149-b, c; WWPA 10.11, 12

2 Timbers

 Western Red Cedar, No. 2 and Better Clear, Surfaced Four 
Sides, air-dried.

 *Meeting NLGA/WCLIB paragraph 130cc upgraded for 
appearance qualities.

 * Per Western Red Cedar Lumber Association
 www.realcedar.com
 866-778-9096   

3 Stain:
 Olympic Maximum Stain & Sealant In One (Semi 

Transparent, Neutral)
 Stain Color: 913 Ebony
 Paint Color: White
 Mix Ratio is 10 Parts Ebony to 1 part White

 Number of Coats: 2

 Apply two generous coats of stain. Wood must be clean and 
dry. Apply second coat after first coat has been absorbed. 
Do not allow first coat to dry because it will limit the penetra-
tion of the second coat and leave gloss patches on the 
surface of the post.

G Silkscreen ink: formulate epoxy silkscreen inks specifically for 
surfaces on which they will be used. Add catalytic or bonding 
agents as necessary to maximize adherence and vandal 
resistance.

H Pre-cast Concrete: Pre-cast concrete shall meet the require-
ments of CSI section 034300. 

1  Design of castings should minimize visual joints.

2 All joints are to be sealed with an elastomeric sealant 
matched to color of concrete or painted to match.

3 Travertine textured faces (unless otherwise specified.)

4 Cold gray color (maximum dosage rate of 6%) additive 
to mixture.

5 Stain:
ECO STAIN By SureCrete Design Products
Color-Magnet MA02115 ( 1 to 1 mixture with water)

 Number of Coats: 2

6 Clear Coat Sealer:
 SureCrete Design Products
 XS327 / Part A and Part B (3 parts A, 2 Parts B)
 Number of Coats: 2

I Concrete Footings: Cast-in-place concrete shall meet the 
requirements of CSI section 03300 and as follows:  

1 All concrete footers are to be poured in place.

2 All concrete footers are to be poured from thoroughly 
mixed and agitated concrete in order prevent unreason �
able voids in the finished casting.

 3 Concrete to meet specified “PSI Test” for strength: 3,500 
psi minimum.

 4 Concrete to meet specified “Slump test” before pouring 
footing. 

5 All footings to extend past the frost line. 

6 Any footers or posts for signs will be placed in wet 
concrete and allowed to fully cure in place before any 
signage is attached or mounted to it in any way.

J  Adhesive tape: closed-cell foam type with adhesive surfaces 

on both faces. Thicknesses and widths of tapes shall be 
as required to safely secure signs to various wall ishes, 
but in no caseshall be less than 1/16 inch thick and 1/2 
inch wide. Adhesive tape shall be equal to Norton Sealant 
Tape No. 1001 Series.

K Liquid adhesive: Silicone Silastic 732 RTV adhesive/ 
sealant as manufactured by Dow Corning. 

L Fluorescent lighting: 

1 Unpainted fixture parts shall be either anodized 
aluminum, noncorrosive grade stainless steel or an 
equivalent noncorrosive material. 

2 Sign housings and frame shall be fully sealed against 
light leakage. 

3 In signs circuited with 277 volts, provide an aluminum 
.005 inch foil warning label with a permanent adhesive 
having a resistance to temperature ranging from minus 
40 degrees Fahrenheit to plus 300 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Labels shall be placed one on either side of ballast 
housing cover between lamps so as to be readily seen 
when servicing. Labels shall have block lettering, 5/32 
inches high, printed on the aluminum foil material and 
read “CAUTION - 277 VOLTS”.

2.06  FABRICATION 
A  Report any discrepancies between drawings, specifica-

tions and owner requirements; request direction from 
owner before proceeding. 

B  Verify measurements in field as required for work fabricat-
ed to fit job conditions. Before starting work, exam�ine 
adjoining work on which work of this section is in any way 
dependent for perfect workmanship and fit. 

C  Make work in ample time not to delay job progress and 
deliver to job at such time as required for proper coordi-
nation. Fabricate work true to line and detail with clean, 
sharply profiles. Finish surfaces smooth unless otherwise 
specified.

D Do cutting, punching, drilling and tapping required for 
attachment or other work coming in contact with signage 
work where indicated.

E  Changeability: fabricate signs in such a manner that each 
of the major mounting components may be removed and 
replaced with similar components by maintenance 
personnel, but not by unauthorized per�sonnel. 

F  Construction: fabricate all joints, corners, miters, etc., 

with work accurately machined, filed and fitted, rigidly 
framed together at joints and contact points. Carefully 
match all work to provide a perfect continuity of lines and 
design, with metal in contact having hairline joints. Make 
joints of such character and assembly to be strong and as 
rigid as adjoining sections. Make exposed joints where 
joint is least conspicuous. Corners shall be square as 
indicated. All edges shall be finished and free of saw 
marks.

   Allow for expansion and contraction of materials from 
temperature changes, especially when two materials with 
different coefficients of expansion are used together. 

   Detail signs to minimize deflection from snow, ice, water or 
their own weight. 

G  Engineering: the system shall be engineered to eliminate 
buckling of any members, failure at any points, distortions 
or other damage.

   The system shall be engineered to be rigid with minimum 
deflection and rotation under stress and shall be able to 
withstand movement, shear and torsional loads.

   Exposed areas of signs shall not oilcan. Signs shall be 
designed as structurally self-supporting units. The suspen-
sion systems and substructure shall be designed by the 
sign manufacturer to perform in accordance with the 
contract documents. 

H   Connections and accessories: weights of connections and 
accessories shall be adequate to sustain and withstand 
stresses and strains to which they will be normally subject-
ed in the sites environment. 

I   Sign panels - general 

1  Surface finishes : provide surface finishes that are 
free from lines, mottling, ridges, variations in color, 
orange peel, bubbles, pinholes, mottling, crazing, grit 
and coarse particles. This applies to all methods of 
fabrication and finishing. Use clear coatings for 
durability, surface protection, appearance and 
maintenance.

2 Material: sign panel material is stated in the sched-
ules under "Notes" and/or on drawings.

3  Opacity: except for internally illuminated signs, all 
signs shall have opaque background and opaque 
graphics. 

Note: all colors, especially in the acrylic signs, are to be 
clear and match references exactly.–Washed out 
or weak colors will not be accepted.

J   Anchors and fastenings

 1  Mechanical

a Provide anchors and fasteners required to secure 
work in place.

b Surface finish: do not expose fastenings on surface 
of sign panels unless specifically noted otherwise.  
Do not deform, distort or discolor sign face surfaces 
by attachment of concealed fastenings.

c Corrosion resistance: all fastenings shall be non�
corrosive and resistant to oxidation or other cor�
rosive action, of the same composition completely 
through their cross sections, particularly when used 
below grade. Use highest quality stainless steel 
hardware and fasteners. 

d Anchors, inserts or fasteners shall be compatible with 
sign materials, insure that they will not result in 
galvanic action or chemical interaction of adhesives 
and shall have demonstrable and sufficient strength 
for intended use. 

e Steel anchors and fastenings for exterior use shall be 
galvanized in accordance with ASTM A153. 

f  Stability: fabricate and install signs with fastenings to 
withstand all actions imposed by use; 30 psf wind 
perpendicular to surfaces, water, ice, snow loads and 
similar forces. 

g Anchor bolts in concrete shall be cast in place. 
Manufacturer shall furnish instructions for the setting 
of anchors and bearing plates. Manufacturer shall 
ascertain that the items are properly set during the 
process of the work. 

h Color: secure work with fastenings of same color and 
finish as the components they secure where they are 
exposed to view, unless noted otherwise. 

i   Security: All exposed fasteners must be vandal 
resistant and have vandal-proof "spanner" type slots 
to be removed only with a special driver head.

K Messages 

1 Layout: layouts are shown on the drawings. All 
messages including braille shall be flush left, unless 
noted otherwise. Correct line breaks are indicated in 
the "Message" column of the schedule and should be 
followed exactly. Braille line breaks shall match those 
of the raised copy. Any problems in message layout 
shall be brought to the attention of the owner for 
solution. 

2 Fabrication: execute all signs such that letterforms are 
true and clean. Letterforms with rounded corners, or 
chipped, nicked, cut or ragged edges, will not be accept-
ed. This applies to all methods of fabrication and copy 
application. 

3 Copy: message copy on detail drawings is for layout 
purposes only. Actual copy is listed in the "Message" 
column of the schedule. Additional copy may be provid-
ed later by the owner. 

4 Capitalization: directions for upper and lower case are 
found in the "Message" column of the schedule must be 
followed exactly. 

5 Single or double faces: all signs that are double sided 
will be noted as such in the drawings and message 
schedule. For double-sided signs, the message will be 
indicated as "Side A" and "Side B" or "Side C" and "Side 
D". 

L Surface-applied messages

1 Color and color fastness 
a Exposed surfaces and finishes shall show no discern-

ible color change or chalking when exposed for 1,000 
hours in an Atlas Twin Arc Weathermaster Model 
HCDL-X, or equivalent, when tested in accordance with 
ASTM D822. 

2 Interletter spacing: follow examples in drawings. Show 
sample interletter and interword spacing in sample submis-
sions as specified. 

3 Layout: positions for all messages, symbols, arrows, lines, 
etc., for all signs are clearly indicated on the drawings and 
shall be complied with. 

4 Artwork: contractor shall be responsible for all final 
reproduction artwork for all messages; symbols, arrows and 
restroom floor plan drawings.

5 Fabrication: 
a Screened messages: execute all silkscreen printing in 

such a manner that all edges and corners of finished 
letter forms are true and clean. Letterforms, color areas 
or lines with rounded corners, edge buildup or bleeding, 
sawtoothing, etc., will not be accepted. Execute all 
silkscreening from photo-screens prepared from 
typesetter's reproduction of the copy specified. Typeset-
ter's reproductions shall be no smaller than 75% of the 
actual size specified. All above work is included in this 
contract. Hand cut screens will not be acceptable. 

b Cut vinyl messages: cut, pre-spaced, pre-aligned 

messages (numbers, words, phrases and arrows) from 
3.0 mil flexible film coated with continuous adhesive 
pressure sensitive backing to meet characteristics 
specified for surface-applied messages. Execute cutting 
in such a manner that all edges and corners of finished 
letter forms are true and clean. Letter forms with round 
positive or negative corners, nicked, cut or ragged edges, 
etc., will not be acceptable. 

c  Mask and spray: messages must be sharp with clean 
edges. No broken letters, bleeding or ragged edges. 
Observe all Matthews Paint instructions to achieve ideal 
appearance.

M Illuminated signs 

1 All means of internal illumination for signs shall be positioned 
in accordance with the copy layout to provide even light 
distribution to the copy.

2 All exterior fixtures and those in wet-damp locations shall be 
fitted with seals and gaskets to form a weatherproof, 
watertight assembly and shall be of rust resistant construction 
and finish. 

3 Internally illuminated signs shall be furnished with 800 MA 
ballasts. 

a Fluorescent ballasts shall be high power factory type low 
wattage/heat, full light output, for use with rapid start 
standard lamps. Voltage shall be as required by power 
supply.

b Provide all ballasts with approved integral thermal protec-
tion conforming to requirements of the NEC; UL class “P”. 
“A” sound rating or better is required. Ballasts shall be 
CBM certified by the ETL and UL. 

c  Exterior ballasts: Low temperature type, providing reliable 
starting at -20 degrees Fahrenheit. 

d Utilize 2 lamp ballasts wherever possible. 

e Ballasts to be complete with heat radiators, capacitors 
and pressure relief devices. 

4 Lamp all signs as indicated. 

5 Provide a switch on the interior of the sign to turn off power in 
sign. 

6 Encase all electrical wiring in flexible metal conduit or metal 
raceways.

3.01  INSPECTION
A   Examine the substrates and conditions under which the 

signs are to be installed and notify the owner in writing 
of conditions detrimental to the proper and timely 
completion of the work. Do not proceed with the work 
until unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected.

3.02  INSTALLATION
A   Install sign units and components with concealed 

fasteners, unless otherwise shown. Refer to detail 
drawings for general method. Verify each surface in 
field to determine spec appropriate hardware.

    Drawings in this package may not indicate any 
below-ground or in-wall structural tie-ins or connections 
that may be necessary to assure stable and secure 
installation of signs. Sign fabricator is responsible for 
determining where such connections are necessary and 
for coordinating with related trades to make them.

B   Locations: refer to drawings for approximate locations. 
Any discrepancies or apparent deviations from drawing 
locations because of different site conditions shall be 
brought to the attention of the owner for solution. The 
owner’s representative must be present for field 
placement of sign.

 It shall be the responsibility of the Contractor to 
determine the location of underground structures and 
utilities by the use of test pit excavation prior to excava-
tion operations.

 Test pits shall be of the size, depth and location as 
approved by the Engineer. Each pit shall be tamp-back 
filled.

 Test pit excavation will be measured on the basis of the 
volume of material actually removed from within the 
limits specified. Tamped backfill will not be measured 
but shall be included in the price bid for test pit excava-
tion.

 Price quote provided shall include all excavation, 
tamped backfill, labor, tools, equipment and incidentals 
necessary to complete the installation of each sign.

C  For ground-mounted signs, provide whatever replace-
ment concrete, pavers, bricks, etc. are necessary to 
match adjacent surfaces exactly. Seams should be 
parallel or perpendicular to sign face and be symmetri-
cal around post(s). 

D  Note that this institution experiences heavy public use. 
Strong environmental conditions such as weather and 

vandalism may be routine problems. Signs must be 
securely mounted. Contractor is responsible for 
suggesting alternative fabrication or installation 
methods if required to prevent theft or vandalism.

E  Install signs to be level, plumb and at the proper 
height. Cooperate with other trades for installation of 
sign units.

F  Clean and polish, remove excess adhesive. 

3.03  CLEANUP
A  Periodically and upon completion of the installation, 

remove all waste, dirt, wrappings and excess materi-
als, tools and equipment.  Clean all surfaces to the 
satisfaction of the owner.  

3.04  PROPERTY DAMAGE
A  Protect all adjacent surfaces from damage and pay 

the cost of repairing any damage to the property 
caused by delivery or installation of materials. In all 
cases, match existing surfaces when making repairs. 
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3.2 SPECIFICATIONS

Kiawah Island Community Association

These specifications are the property of 
Rodger Motiska Design, LLC. They were 
prepared for the Kiawah Island Community 
Association. Any use of these specifications 
by any party for any other purpose other than 
the fabrication and installation of the sign 
designs by Rodger Motiska Design, LLC for 
the client noted above are prohibited.
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KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

(continued)

1.01  WORK INCLUDED
A Labor, materials, equipment and services necessary for 

the fabrication, delivery and installation of signage as 
described in the detail drawings.

B Refer to the message schedule for a complete list of 
sign types and quantities.

  Signs listed on message schedule should match those 
indicated on sign location plans. Contractor to notify 
owner of any discrepancies.

C The Vendor shall secure all required sign permits and 
licenses prior to the purchase of materials or beginning 
fabrication of any signs as required by local code. The 
Vendor shall notify the Owner immediately of any 
problems that arise during the permitting process. It is 
the responsibility of the Vendor to allow time in his work 
schedule for the permitting and inspection process. 
Securing such permits and inspections in a timely 
fashion so as to allow subsequent fabrication and 
installation to be completed on schedule. 

D For all signs, all fasteners, support structures and 
electrical connections required for installation.

1.02  RELATED WORK
A General fabrication and painting requirements: all work 

to be done in a professional manner and to the highest 
trade standards.

B All electrical work to meet state and local codes.

C Use OSHA safety requirements as necessary for pedes-
trian or vehicular safety. 

1.03  REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
A Observe applicable codes, sign ordinan and ADA 

guidelines for handicapped and fire/life safety signing. 

B  For Electrical Work 

1  National Electrical Code 

2  National Electrical Safety Code 

3  Life Safety Code - NFPA 101 

4  OSHA 

5  Applicable Federal, State and Local Codes 

6  Underwriters Laboratory Inc. (UL)

1.04  REFERENCE STANDARDS
   Refer to current editions of the following:

A   ASTM B221 — Aluminum-alloy extruded bars, rods, 
wire, shapes and tubes.

B   ASTM D822 — Light and water exposure apparatus  
(carbon-arc type) for testing paint, 
varnish, lacquer and related products. 

C   ASTM E84 — Surface-burning characteristics of 
building materials.

D   FS L-P-391 — Plastic sheet, rods and tubing, rigid 
cast materials.

E FS L-P-387 —Plastic sheet, laminated, thermosetting.

F ASTM C 880 — Stone, granite flexural strength 
testing.

G  ASTM C 1354 — Stone, granite anchorage testing.

1.05  SUBMITTALS
A Requirements

1 Schedule shop drawings, product data and sample 
submittals for delivery at the same time.

2 The owner may hold shop drawings, product data 
and samples in cases where a partial submittal 
cannot be reviewed until associated items have 
been received.

3 Allocate not less than four weeks, plus mailing time, 
for processing by the owner.

B Shop Drawings 

1 Submit four (4) sets of shop drawings as outlined 
below.

2 Include plans, elevations, sections and large scale 
details of sign wording and lettering layout. Show 
anchorages and accessory items. Provide mounting 
templates.

3 Show fabrication and installation details, includ-
ing all sign components such as extrusions, 
brackets, bracing, hardware, internal framing, 
foundations, etc.

4 Provide engineering data to confirm viability of 
signs and supports, including structural stability 
of all signs, fasteners and foundation design.

5 For illuminated sign units: shop drawings shall also 
include the following:

a  Fixture type.

b  Fixture and lamp/ballast voltage.

c  Fixture and lamp wattage.

d  Complete photometric data.

e Wiring diagrams, including connection to 
building power supply.

f UL registration number (fabricator must be UL 
approved.)

C   Subcontractor qualifications information

Submit two (2) copies of credentials for any 
subcontractor selected to execute any portion of 
this contract, including personnel qualifications, 
company references and equipment

D   Samples

1 Submit four (4) of each sample required.

2 Owner reserves the right to reject any samples 
that do not satisfy the construction, finish or 
color requirements. Submit additional samples 
as required to obtain final approval.

3 Samples shall be labeled on the back, designat-
ing item number, name of manufacturer, sign 
type and location.

4 Include the following type specimens in shop 
drawings:

a Alphabet of each typestyle required by the 
contract documents; upper and lower case, with 
numerals, punctuation and accents.

b Complete a typical sign message of each sign 
type to demonstrate proper interletter, interword 
and interline spacing.

5 Each material required for fabrication of each sign 
type with finishes as specified, including extrusions 
and hardware.

6 Color samples (minimum size 5 x 5 inches) of each 
color specified.

7 Samples should represent extreme variations in 
color and texture that might occur during fabrication.

8 Sample materials, fasteners, hardware and mount-
ing hardware sufficient to get clear ideas of how 
signs are fabricated, made changeable and 
installed.

E Maintenance Data 

1  Submit two (2) copies of each manufacturer’s recom-
mendations for maintenance of all items. 

2  The instructions shall cover cleaning, repair, repainting 
and maintenance of signs, including data on cleaning 
solutions or methods of application that should be 
avoided. 

1.06 DELIVERY
A For any attic stock ordered, package separately or in like 

groups labeled as to contents.  Include installation 
hardware, adhesives and installation instructions; include 
a reasonable array of alternate adhesives, fasteners or 
materials to be able to respond effectively to varying field 
conditions. 

1.07  PROTECTION
A  Store and protect assemblies from injury at the shop, in 

transit to the job and until erected in place, com�pleted, 
inspected and accepted.

B  Take special precautions to prevent pilferage both prior to 
and after installation. Be prepared to provide replace-
ments for any material so removed from the site. 

1.08  INSPECTION
A  Materials, colors and fabricated or partially fabricated 

items shall be available for inspection at the factory or 
elsewhere, by the owner or designer during the process 
of manufacture and until final delivery, installation and 
acceptance, to determine whether or not there is compli-
ance with the requirements of these specifications.

B  Approval prior to the time of final acceptance shall not 
preclude rejection of delivered items which do not satisfy 
these specifications. 

1.09 REORDERING
A All items specified herein shall be available to the owner 

in additional quantities for a period of 10 years after 
completion of all work called for in this specification. 

1.10  WARRANTY
 All warranties on fabricator’s standard contract forms 

must be modified to match warranty criteria mentioned 
herewith.  Any changes in warranty length or criteria 
must be negotiated prior to contract signing.  Any 
discrepancies from fabricator’s contract are superseded 
by this performance specification.

A Warrant all products (including, but not limited to materi-
als, hardware and finishes) against any and all defects 
for a minimum period of 2 years from date of installation. 

B  Correct any and all defects in material and/or workman 
ship which may appear during the warranty period by 
restoring defective work to the standard of the contract 
documents at no cost to the owner and to the owner's 
satisfaction.

C   Vinyl die-cut letters shall be warrantied for five years 
against delamination from substrate.

D   Paint finishes shall be warranted for seven years against 
chalking and fading.

E   Additional corrections shall include, but not be limited to, 
the following: 

1 Bubbling, crazing, chalking, rusting or other disintegra-
tion of the sign face or of the messages or of the 
edge finish of the sign inserts or panel. 

2  Corrosion developing beneath paint surfaces of the 
support systems (except when it is the result of 
obvious vandalism or other external damage to the 
paint surfaces). 

3  Corrosion of the fastenings. 

4  The signs not remaining true and plumb on their 
supports. 

5  Fading of the colors when matched against a sample 
of the original color and material. 

6  Discoloration of metal finishes. 

7  Uneven illumination; dark or hot spots. 

F Seasonal checks, cracks and knot holes not resulting in 
structural failure to wood materials are not covered by 
warranty.

1.11  ALTERNATE FABRICATION
A  The drawings show design intent only. The fabricator is 

responsible for fabrication and overall level of quality. 
Any changes in design, materials, fabrication 
techniques or details necessary to the successful 
completion of this  project should be communicated to 
owner in a timely fashion.  Further development and 
engineering of designer's details (for fabrication and 
installation) is expected and should be shown in the 
shop drawings.

B The designer recognizes that manufacturers may have 
shop fabrication techniques that er from details shown. 
Suggested changes in fabrication that do not alter the 
design intent nor reduce the quality will be considered 
by the designer provided they are submit �ted in sketch 
form as soon as possible prior to shop drawing 
preparation.

2.01  FABRICATION “CONTROL SAMPLES”
A Prior to production, contractor shall provide one (1) 

sample construction of each sign as indicated on design 
intent drawing; showing fabrication details and finishes, 
as a “control sample” for fabrication of the signs, to the 
designer for review and approval.

B Samples shall be full size with the required colors and 
finishes to show quality, type, range, texture and other 
specified characteristics.

      C Samples shall be submitted from the same source, 
which will supply the actual job. Samples of materials or 
products, which are normally furnished in containers or 
packages, which bear descriptive labels and/or applica-
tion or installation instructions, shall be submitted with 
such labels and/or instructions.

D All Samples shall be labeled, tagged, or otherwise clearly 
identified.  Labels or tags shall set forth the name of the 
Project, Contractor, Subcontractor, and/or Supplier, the 
name of the manufacturer, fabricator, or processor, the 
date of submittal, and specific identification of each 
sample and a precise reference to the design intent 
drawing page number.

E Each label or tag shall have sufficient clear space to 
permit the application of the review stamps of the design-
er and owner.

F Fabricated signs that do not conform to the quality 
standards, colors or finish established by the 
“control sample” will be cause for rejection.

2.02  QUALITY ASSURANCE
A   Materials used for this project shall be new and not 

reconditioned or re-purposed.

B  Use only personnel thoroughly skilled and experienced 
with the products and method for fabrication and installa-
tion of signage specified.

C  The owner shall reserve the right to reject any shop 
drawings, samples or other submittals, as well as any 
finished product or installation, that does not meet the 
standard of quality established by these specifications. 
Any such decision will be considered final and not 
subject to recourse.

D  The intent of the contract documents is to provide 
everything necessary for a complete contract. In the 
event of conflict or omission, the fabricator shall consult 

the owner for resolution.

E  Materials and hardware not spec but necessary to the 
complete functioning of the sign, shall conform to the 
quality level established.

 

2.03  ACCEPTABLE MANUFACTURERS
A  As listed under specific headings.

B  Substitutions: Items of same function and performance 
are acceptable only if contractor submits samples and 
manufacturer’s data for owner's approval before ordering 
these materials or components. 

2.04 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
A Type specifications

1 Typefaces: the following typefaces are to be used  
(NO substitutions will be accepted unless samples are 
submitted and approved by designer): 

   Adobe Garamond Pro -  Regular 
   Adobe Garamond Pro -  Bold 
   Corbel -  Regular 
   Corbel -  Bold 

See design intent drawings for font and letterspacing 

2 Size: all letter heights are based on the cap height 
of a capital letter. 

3  Alignment: When setting type or installing cut 
letters,  ensure that letters are perfectly straight 
and even, with no characters set crooked or 
"popping up."

 4  Spacing 

a See drawings for samples of letterspacing 

b Contractor is responsible for visual corrections to 
the typesetting that might be necessary. Any 
problems in spacing or copyfitting should be 
brought to the attention of the owner for solution. 

B   Visual justification

1  Display type may align mechanically but not optically. 
When setting type flush left, a visual adjustment shall 
be made compensating for those letter forms that 
must be extended into the left hand margin to appear 
visually flush. For example, S and O must extend 

beyond the left margin slightly.

C   Arrow and symbol specifications

1  Symbols: symbols and pictographs shall conform to 
the symbol signs issued by the Department of 
Transportation and the American Institute of Graphic 
Arts. To obtain more information and reproduction 
artwork or digitized Macintosh compatible AIGA 
symbols, contact:

    Society for Environmental Graphic Design 
 1000 Vermont Avenue Suite 
 400 Washington, DC 20005 
 202.638.5555

2  Arrows on all signs shall use the camera ready 
artwork or digitized Macintosh compatible arrow les 
which will be provided by the owner to the fabricator.

  a  Arrow size will be dimensioned by height as 
shown in the drawings.

D  Artwork

1  The contractor shall be responsible for preparation of 
all artwork (including, but not limited to type, arrows, 
imagery, drawings, photographs, symbols) necessary 
beyond that provided with contract award and for any 
touch-up of artwork for photographic enlargement. 
Quality of artwork for finished signage shall be the 
responsibility of the contractor. The owner's represen-
tative reserves the right to reject artwork if it fails to 
meet the standard of quality established.

 

2.05  MATERIALS 
A   Aluminum extrusions: mounting plates and structural 

frames shall conform to ASTM B- 221, Alloy 6063-T6. 
Shapes, sizes and weights of members shall be as 
required for structural stability. All connections of 
aluminum members shall be heli-arc welded, continuous 
fillets, ground smooth on all exposed faces, unless 
specifically detailed otherwise. Aluminum finishes shall 
be hereinafter specified.

B   Aluminum sheet and plate: Type 5052-H-32 alloy 
aluminum, thickness as indicated. For painted finish, 
faces shall be etched to give an even satin finish and 
remove oxidation, then conversion coated to improve 
paint adhesion and inhibit corrosion. Surface shall be 
belt-sanded for a smooth finish, edges fillled and 
ground then immersed in hot alkaline cleaner to remove 

contamination. For anodized finish, prepare for finish 
AAM31-C21-A31. 

   Aluminum should have consistency of color and finish through-
out the project. 

C  Hangers, brackets and accessories: shall be of the type and 
size indicated. Where such items are not specifically called for, 
provide hangers, brackets and accessories as required for the 
proper execution of the work, as approved by the owner. 

D  Paint for aluminum

1  Paint colors are specified using the Pantone color-matching 
system (PMS.)

 Paint shall be Matthews MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint.  
MAP is a ultraviolet inhibited aliphatic isocyanate/acrylic 
system engineered for extreme color and gloss retention.  
Application shall consist of 1 coat of 74-734 & 74-735 Metal 
Pretreat @ .25 mils DFT and 2 coats of opaque semi-gloss 
Matthews Acrylic Polyurethane paint of specified color, I mil 
DFT minimum each coat for a total dry film thickness of two 
(2) mil.

 Order or mix paint for each color in quantity to assure consis-
tent application for all signs in a given color. Vendor shall 
allow paint surfaces to thoroughly air dry for a minimum of 
forty eight (48) hours prior to the application of masking film, 
which shall be applied to protects all sign surfaces during 
shipping and installation.

 All finishes are to be semi-gloss finish, free from fading, 
peeling or cracking.  Paint preparation of all exterior metal 
surfaces of the sign is to include removal of all scratches 
and imperfections, sanding and chemical etching.  
Substrate cleaning and preparation are to be in strict 
compliance with Matthews Paint Company published 
guidelines. 

Matthews Paint Company
760 Pittsburgh Drive
Delaware, OH 43015
Phone 1.800.323.6593
Fax 1.800.947.0377 

2 All coating to protect aluminum by uniformly penetrating, 
filling and sealing surface pores. Coating should provide 
an invisible barrier to weathering, airborne contaminants, 
graffiti, industrial air pollution, mildew, and salt air. Coating 
should not yellow, peel or flake. Coating should be 
guaranteed a minimum of seven years. Sign panels shall 
be predrilled in proper locations before any priming, 
painting or coating processes. Aluminum should have 

consistency of color and finish throughout the project. 

E Pressure sensitive legends 

1 Use "Scotchcal" brand film manufactured by 3M. Thickness: 
.003 inch minimum, .006 inch maximum. Material shall consist 
of a tough, flexible, pigmented, vinyl film and shall be 
processed with compatible screen printing inks and clear 
coatings as recommended by the film manufacturer. The film 
shall be pre-coated with pressure-sensitive adhesive. The 
adhesive shall be protected by a treated paper liner that shall 
be easily removable without soaking in water or other 
solvents. 

2 Use "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting manufactured by 
3M. Thickness: .0065 inch minimum, .0075 inch maximum. 
Material shall consist of transparent plastic having a smooth, 
flat outer surface embedded with spherical lens elements. 
Material shall be capable to being processed with compatible 
screen printing inks and clear coatings as recommended by 
the sheeting manufacturer. The sheeting shall be pre-coated 
by a treated paper liner that shall be easily removable without 
soaking in water or other solvents. 

3 Shall be guaranteed against delamination for a period of 5 
years. 

F Wood

1 Boards

 Western Red Cedar,  grade C and Better Clear, Surfaced 
Four Sides (S4S), kiln-dried.

 *Meeting NLGA 202b,c; WCLIB 149-b, c; WWPA 10.11, 12

2 Timbers

 Western Red Cedar, No. 2 and Better Clear, Surfaced Four 
Sides, air-dried.

 *Meeting NLGA/WCLIB paragraph 130cc upgraded for 
appearance qualities.

 * Per Western Red Cedar Lumber Association
 www.realcedar.com
 866-778-9096   

3 Stain:
 Olympic Maximum Stain & Sealant In One (Semi 

Transparent, Neutral)
 Stain Color: 913 Ebony
 Paint Color: White
 Mix Ratio is 10 Parts Ebony to 1 part White

 Number of Coats: 2

 Apply two generous coats of stain. Wood must be clean and 
dry. Apply second coat after first coat has been absorbed. 
Do not allow first coat to dry because it will limit the penetra-
tion of the second coat and leave gloss patches on the 
surface of the post.

G Silkscreen ink: formulate epoxy silkscreen inks specifically for 
surfaces on which they will be used. Add catalytic or bonding 
agents as necessary to maximize adherence and vandal 
resistance.

H Pre-cast Concrete: Pre-cast concrete shall meet the require-
ments of CSI section 034300. 

1  Design of castings should minimize visual joints.

2 All joints are to be sealed with an elastomeric sealant 
matched to color of concrete or painted to match.

3 Travertine textured faces (unless otherwise specified.)

4 Cold gray color (maximum dosage rate of 6%) additive 
to mixture.

5 Stain:
ECO STAIN By SureCrete Design Products
Color-Magnet MA02115 ( 1 to 1 mixture with water)

 Number of Coats: 2

6 Clear Coat Sealer:
 SureCrete Design Products
 XS327 / Part A and Part B (3 parts A, 2 Parts B)
 Number of Coats: 2

I Concrete Footings: Cast-in-place concrete shall meet the 
requirements of CSI section 03300 and as follows:  

1 All concrete footers are to be poured in place.

2 All concrete footers are to be poured from thoroughly 
mixed and agitated concrete in order prevent unreason �
able voids in the finished casting.

 3 Concrete to meet specified “PSI Test” for strength: 3,500 
psi minimum.

 4 Concrete to meet specified “Slump test” before pouring 
footing. 

5 All footings to extend past the frost line. 

6 Any footers or posts for signs will be placed in wet 
concrete and allowed to fully cure in place before any 
signage is attached or mounted to it in any way.

J  Adhesive tape: closed-cell foam type with adhesive surfaces 

on both faces. Thicknesses and widths of tapes shall be 
as required to safely secure signs to various wall ishes, 
but in no caseshall be less than 1/16 inch thick and 1/2 
inch wide. Adhesive tape shall be equal to Norton Sealant 
Tape No. 1001 Series.

K Liquid adhesive: Silicone Silastic 732 RTV adhesive/ 
sealant as manufactured by Dow Corning. 

L Fluorescent lighting: 

1 Unpainted fixture parts shall be either anodized 
aluminum, noncorrosive grade stainless steel or an 
equivalent noncorrosive material. 

2 Sign housings and frame shall be fully sealed against 
light leakage. 

3 In signs circuited with 277 volts, provide an aluminum 
.005 inch foil warning label with a permanent adhesive 
having a resistance to temperature ranging from minus 
40 degrees Fahrenheit to plus 300 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Labels shall be placed one on either side of ballast 
housing cover between lamps so as to be readily seen 
when servicing. Labels shall have block lettering, 5/32 
inches high, printed on the aluminum foil material and 
read “CAUTION - 277 VOLTS”.

2.06  FABRICATION 
A  Report any discrepancies between drawings, specifica-

tions and owner requirements; request direction from 
owner before proceeding. 

B  Verify measurements in field as required for work fabricat-
ed to fit job conditions. Before starting work, exam�ine 
adjoining work on which work of this section is in any way 
dependent for perfect workmanship and fit. 

C  Make work in ample time not to delay job progress and 
deliver to job at such time as required for proper coordi-
nation. Fabricate work true to line and detail with clean, 
sharply profiles. Finish surfaces smooth unless otherwise 
specified.

D Do cutting, punching, drilling and tapping required for 
attachment or other work coming in contact with signage 
work where indicated.

E  Changeability: fabricate signs in such a manner that each 
of the major mounting components may be removed and 
replaced with similar components by maintenance 
personnel, but not by unauthorized per�sonnel. 

F  Construction: fabricate all joints, corners, miters, etc., 

with work accurately machined, filed and fitted, rigidly 
framed together at joints and contact points. Carefully 
match all work to provide a perfect continuity of lines and 
design, with metal in contact having hairline joints. Make 
joints of such character and assembly to be strong and as 
rigid as adjoining sections. Make exposed joints where 
joint is least conspicuous. Corners shall be square as 
indicated. All edges shall be finished and free of saw 
marks.

   Allow for expansion and contraction of materials from 
temperature changes, especially when two materials with 
different coefficients of expansion are used together. 

   Detail signs to minimize deflection from snow, ice, water or 
their own weight. 

G  Engineering: the system shall be engineered to eliminate 
buckling of any members, failure at any points, distortions 
or other damage.

   The system shall be engineered to be rigid with minimum 
deflection and rotation under stress and shall be able to 
withstand movement, shear and torsional loads.

   Exposed areas of signs shall not oilcan. Signs shall be 
designed as structurally self-supporting units. The suspen-
sion systems and substructure shall be designed by the 
sign manufacturer to perform in accordance with the 
contract documents. 

H   Connections and accessories: weights of connections and 
accessories shall be adequate to sustain and withstand 
stresses and strains to which they will be normally subject-
ed in the sites environment. 

I   Sign panels - general 

1  Surface finishes : provide surface finishes that are 
free from lines, mottling, ridges, variations in color, 
orange peel, bubbles, pinholes, mottling, crazing, grit 
and coarse particles. This applies to all methods of 
fabrication and finishing. Use clear coatings for 
durability, surface protection, appearance and 
maintenance.

2 Material: sign panel material is stated in the sched-
ules under "Notes" and/or on drawings.

3  Opacity: except for internally illuminated signs, all 
signs shall have opaque background and opaque 
graphics. 

Note: all colors, especially in the acrylic signs, are to be 
clear and match references exactly.–Washed out 
or weak colors will not be accepted.

J   Anchors and fastenings

 1  Mechanical

a Provide anchors and fasteners required to secure 
work in place.

b Surface finish: do not expose fastenings on surface 
of sign panels unless specifically noted otherwise.  
Do not deform, distort or discolor sign face surfaces 
by attachment of concealed fastenings.

c Corrosion resistance: all fastenings shall be non�
corrosive and resistant to oxidation or other cor�
rosive action, of the same composition completely 
through their cross sections, particularly when used 
below grade. Use highest quality stainless steel 
hardware and fasteners. 

d Anchors, inserts or fasteners shall be compatible with 
sign materials, insure that they will not result in 
galvanic action or chemical interaction of adhesives 
and shall have demonstrable and sufficient strength 
for intended use. 

e Steel anchors and fastenings for exterior use shall be 
galvanized in accordance with ASTM A153. 

f  Stability: fabricate and install signs with fastenings to 
withstand all actions imposed by use; 30 psf wind 
perpendicular to surfaces, water, ice, snow loads and 
similar forces. 

g Anchor bolts in concrete shall be cast in place. 
Manufacturer shall furnish instructions for the setting 
of anchors and bearing plates. Manufacturer shall 
ascertain that the items are properly set during the 
process of the work. 

h Color: secure work with fastenings of same color and 
finish as the components they secure where they are 
exposed to view, unless noted otherwise. 

i   Security: All exposed fasteners must be vandal 
resistant and have vandal-proof "spanner" type slots 
to be removed only with a special driver head.

K Messages 

1 Layout: layouts are shown on the drawings. All 
messages including braille shall be flush left, unless 
noted otherwise. Correct line breaks are indicated in 
the "Message" column of the schedule and should be 
followed exactly. Braille line breaks shall match those 
of the raised copy. Any problems in message layout 
shall be brought to the attention of the owner for 
solution. 

2 Fabrication: execute all signs such that letterforms are 
true and clean. Letterforms with rounded corners, or 
chipped, nicked, cut or ragged edges, will not be accept-
ed. This applies to all methods of fabrication and copy 
application. 

3 Copy: message copy on detail drawings is for layout 
purposes only. Actual copy is listed in the "Message" 
column of the schedule. Additional copy may be provid-
ed later by the owner. 

4 Capitalization: directions for upper and lower case are 
found in the "Message" column of the schedule must be 
followed exactly. 

5 Single or double faces: all signs that are double sided 
will be noted as such in the drawings and message 
schedule. For double-sided signs, the message will be 
indicated as "Side A" and "Side B" or "Side C" and "Side 
D". 

L Surface-applied messages

1 Color and color fastness 
a Exposed surfaces and finishes shall show no discern-

ible color change or chalking when exposed for 1,000 
hours in an Atlas Twin Arc Weathermaster Model 
HCDL-X, or equivalent, when tested in accordance with 
ASTM D822. 

2 Interletter spacing: follow examples in drawings. Show 
sample interletter and interword spacing in sample submis-
sions as specified. 

3 Layout: positions for all messages, symbols, arrows, lines, 
etc., for all signs are clearly indicated on the drawings and 
shall be complied with. 

4 Artwork: contractor shall be responsible for all final 
reproduction artwork for all messages; symbols, arrows and 
restroom floor plan drawings.

5 Fabrication: 
a Screened messages: execute all silkscreen printing in 

such a manner that all edges and corners of finished 
letter forms are true and clean. Letterforms, color areas 
or lines with rounded corners, edge buildup or bleeding, 
sawtoothing, etc., will not be accepted. Execute all 
silkscreening from photo-screens prepared from 
typesetter's reproduction of the copy specified. Typeset-
ter's reproductions shall be no smaller than 75% of the 
actual size specified. All above work is included in this 
contract. Hand cut screens will not be acceptable. 

b Cut vinyl messages: cut, pre-spaced, pre-aligned 

messages (numbers, words, phrases and arrows) from 
3.0 mil flexible film coated with continuous adhesive 
pressure sensitive backing to meet characteristics 
specified for surface-applied messages. Execute cutting 
in such a manner that all edges and corners of finished 
letter forms are true and clean. Letter forms with round 
positive or negative corners, nicked, cut or ragged edges, 
etc., will not be acceptable. 

c  Mask and spray: messages must be sharp with clean 
edges. No broken letters, bleeding or ragged edges. 
Observe all Matthews Paint instructions to achieve ideal 
appearance.

M Illuminated signs 

1 All means of internal illumination for signs shall be positioned 
in accordance with the copy layout to provide even light 
distribution to the copy.

2 All exterior fixtures and those in wet-damp locations shall be 
fitted with seals and gaskets to form a weatherproof, 
watertight assembly and shall be of rust resistant construction 
and finish. 

3 Internally illuminated signs shall be furnished with 800 MA 
ballasts. 

a Fluorescent ballasts shall be high power factory type low 
wattage/heat, full light output, for use with rapid start 
standard lamps. Voltage shall be as required by power 
supply.

b Provide all ballasts with approved integral thermal protec-
tion conforming to requirements of the NEC; UL class “P”. 
“A” sound rating or better is required. Ballasts shall be 
CBM certified by the ETL and UL. 

c  Exterior ballasts: Low temperature type, providing reliable 
starting at -20 degrees Fahrenheit. 

d Utilize 2 lamp ballasts wherever possible. 

e Ballasts to be complete with heat radiators, capacitors 
and pressure relief devices. 

4 Lamp all signs as indicated. 

5 Provide a switch on the interior of the sign to turn off power in 
sign. 

6 Encase all electrical wiring in flexible metal conduit or metal 
raceways.

3.01  INSPECTION
A   Examine the substrates and conditions under which the 

signs are to be installed and notify the owner in writing 
of conditions detrimental to the proper and timely 
completion of the work. Do not proceed with the work 
until unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected.

3.02  INSTALLATION
A   Install sign units and components with concealed 

fasteners, unless otherwise shown. Refer to detail 
drawings for general method. Verify each surface in 
field to determine spec appropriate hardware.

    Drawings in this package may not indicate any 
below-ground or in-wall structural tie-ins or connections 
that may be necessary to assure stable and secure 
installation of signs. Sign fabricator is responsible for 
determining where such connections are necessary and 
for coordinating with related trades to make them.

B   Locations: refer to drawings for approximate locations. 
Any discrepancies or apparent deviations from drawing 
locations because of different site conditions shall be 
brought to the attention of the owner for solution. The 
owner’s representative must be present for field 
placement of sign.

 It shall be the responsibility of the Contractor to 
determine the location of underground structures and 
utilities by the use of test pit excavation prior to excava-
tion operations.

 Test pits shall be of the size, depth and location as 
approved by the Engineer. Each pit shall be tamp-back 
filled.

 Test pit excavation will be measured on the basis of the 
volume of material actually removed from within the 
limits specified. Tamped backfill will not be measured 
but shall be included in the price bid for test pit excava-
tion.

 Price quote provided shall include all excavation, 
tamped backfill, labor, tools, equipment and incidentals 
necessary to complete the installation of each sign.

C  For ground-mounted signs, provide whatever replace-
ment concrete, pavers, bricks, etc. are necessary to 
match adjacent surfaces exactly. Seams should be 
parallel or perpendicular to sign face and be symmetri-
cal around post(s). 

D  Note that this institution experiences heavy public use. 
Strong environmental conditions such as weather and 

vandalism may be routine problems. Signs must be 
securely mounted. Contractor is responsible for 
suggesting alternative fabrication or installation 
methods if required to prevent theft or vandalism.

E  Install signs to be level, plumb and at the proper 
height. Cooperate with other trades for installation of 
sign units.

F  Clean and polish, remove excess adhesive. 

3.03  CLEANUP
A  Periodically and upon completion of the installation, 

remove all waste, dirt, wrappings and excess materi-
als, tools and equipment.  Clean all surfaces to the 
satisfaction of the owner.  

3.04  PROPERTY DAMAGE
A  Protect all adjacent surfaces from damage and pay 

the cost of repairing any damage to the property 
caused by delivery or installation of materials. In all 
cases, match existing surfaces when making repairs. 

PART 1 - General  
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the client noted above are prohibited.
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Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

1.01  WORK INCLUDED
A Labor, materials, equipment and services necessary for 

the fabrication, delivery and installation of signage as 
described in the detail drawings.

B Refer to the message schedule for a complete list of 
sign types and quantities.

  Signs listed on message schedule should match those 
indicated on sign location plans. Contractor to notify 
owner of any discrepancies.

C The Vendor shall secure all required sign permits and 
licenses prior to the purchase of materials or beginning 
fabrication of any signs as required by local code. The 
Vendor shall notify the Owner immediately of any 
problems that arise during the permitting process. It is 
the responsibility of the Vendor to allow time in his work 
schedule for the permitting and inspection process. 
Securing such permits and inspections in a timely 
fashion so as to allow subsequent fabrication and 
installation to be completed on schedule. 

D For all signs, all fasteners, support structures and 
electrical connections required for installation.

1.02  RELATED WORK
A General fabrication and painting requirements: all work 

to be done in a professional manner and to the highest 
trade standards.

B All electrical work to meet state and local codes.

C Use OSHA safety requirements as necessary for pedes-
trian or vehicular safety. 

1.03  REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
A Observe applicable codes, sign ordinan and ADA 

guidelines for handicapped and fire/life safety signing. 

B  For Electrical Work 

1  National Electrical Code 

2  National Electrical Safety Code 

3  Life Safety Code - NFPA 101 

4  OSHA 

5  Applicable Federal, State and Local Codes 

6  Underwriters Laboratory Inc. (UL)

1.04  REFERENCE STANDARDS
   Refer to current editions of the following:

A   ASTM B221 — Aluminum-alloy extruded bars, rods, 
wire, shapes and tubes.

B   ASTM D822 — Light and water exposure apparatus  
(carbon-arc type) for testing paint, 
varnish, lacquer and related products. 

C   ASTM E84 — Surface-burning characteristics of 
building materials.

D   FS L-P-391 — Plastic sheet, rods and tubing, rigid 
cast materials.

E FS L-P-387 —Plastic sheet, laminated, thermosetting.

F ASTM C 880 — Stone, granite flexural strength 
testing.

G  ASTM C 1354 — Stone, granite anchorage testing.

1.05  SUBMITTALS
A Requirements

1 Schedule shop drawings, product data and sample 
submittals for delivery at the same time.

2 The owner may hold shop drawings, product data 
and samples in cases where a partial submittal 
cannot be reviewed until associated items have 
been received.

3 Allocate not less than four weeks, plus mailing time, 
for processing by the owner.

B Shop Drawings 

1 Submit four (4) sets of shop drawings as outlined 
below.

2 Include plans, elevations, sections and large scale 
details of sign wording and lettering layout. Show 
anchorages and accessory items. Provide mounting 
templates.

3 Show fabrication and installation details, includ-
ing all sign components such as extrusions, 
brackets, bracing, hardware, internal framing, 
foundations, etc.

4 Provide engineering data to confirm viability of 
signs and supports, including structural stability 
of all signs, fasteners and foundation design.

5 For illuminated sign units: shop drawings shall also 
include the following:

a  Fixture type.

b  Fixture and lamp/ballast voltage.

c  Fixture and lamp wattage.

d  Complete photometric data.

e Wiring diagrams, including connection to 
building power supply.

f UL registration number (fabricator must be UL 
approved.)

C   Subcontractor qualifications information

Submit two (2) copies of credentials for any 
subcontractor selected to execute any portion of 
this contract, including personnel qualifications, 
company references and equipment

D   Samples

1 Submit four (4) of each sample required.

2 Owner reserves the right to reject any samples 
that do not satisfy the construction, finish or 
color requirements. Submit additional samples 
as required to obtain final approval.

3 Samples shall be labeled on the back, designat-
ing item number, name of manufacturer, sign 
type and location.

4 Include the following type specimens in shop 
drawings:

a Alphabet of each typestyle required by the 
contract documents; upper and lower case, with 
numerals, punctuation and accents.

b Complete a typical sign message of each sign 
type to demonstrate proper interletter, interword 
and interline spacing.

5 Each material required for fabrication of each sign 
type with finishes as specified, including extrusions 
and hardware.

6 Color samples (minimum size 5 x 5 inches) of each 
color specified.

7 Samples should represent extreme variations in 
color and texture that might occur during fabrication.

8 Sample materials, fasteners, hardware and mount-
ing hardware sufficient to get clear ideas of how 
signs are fabricated, made changeable and 
installed.

E Maintenance Data 

1  Submit two (2) copies of each manufacturer’s recom-
mendations for maintenance of all items. 

2  The instructions shall cover cleaning, repair, repainting 
and maintenance of signs, including data on cleaning 
solutions or methods of application that should be 
avoided. 

1.06 DELIVERY
A For any attic stock ordered, package separately or in like 

groups labeled as to contents.  Include installation 
hardware, adhesives and installation instructions; include 
a reasonable array of alternate adhesives, fasteners or 
materials to be able to respond effectively to varying field 
conditions. 

1.07  PROTECTION
A  Store and protect assemblies from injury at the shop, in 

transit to the job and until erected in place, com�pleted, 
inspected and accepted.

B  Take special precautions to prevent pilferage both prior to 
and after installation. Be prepared to provide replace-
ments for any material so removed from the site. 

1.08  INSPECTION
A  Materials, colors and fabricated or partially fabricated 

items shall be available for inspection at the factory or 
elsewhere, by the owner or designer during the process 
of manufacture and until final delivery, installation and 
acceptance, to determine whether or not there is compli-
ance with the requirements of these specifications.

B  Approval prior to the time of final acceptance shall not 
preclude rejection of delivered items which do not satisfy 
these specifications. 

1.09 REORDERING
A All items specified herein shall be available to the owner 

in additional quantities for a period of 10 years after 
completion of all work called for in this specification. 

1.10  WARRANTY
 All warranties on fabricator’s standard contract forms 

must be modified to match warranty criteria mentioned 
herewith.  Any changes in warranty length or criteria 
must be negotiated prior to contract signing.  Any 
discrepancies from fabricator’s contract are superseded 
by this performance specification.

A Warrant all products (including, but not limited to materi-
als, hardware and finishes) against any and all defects 
for a minimum period of 2 years from date of installation. 

B  Correct any and all defects in material and/or workman 
ship which may appear during the warranty period by 
restoring defective work to the standard of the contract 
documents at no cost to the owner and to the owner's 
satisfaction.

C   Vinyl die-cut letters shall be warrantied for five years 
against delamination from substrate.

D   Paint finishes shall be warranted for seven years against 
chalking and fading.

E   Additional corrections shall include, but not be limited to, 
the following: 

1 Bubbling, crazing, chalking, rusting or other disintegra-
tion of the sign face or of the messages or of the 
edge finish of the sign inserts or panel. 

2  Corrosion developing beneath paint surfaces of the 
support systems (except when it is the result of 
obvious vandalism or other external damage to the 
paint surfaces). 

3  Corrosion of the fastenings. 

4  The signs not remaining true and plumb on their 
supports. 

5  Fading of the colors when matched against a sample 
of the original color and material. 

6  Discoloration of metal finishes. 

7  Uneven illumination; dark or hot spots. 

F Seasonal checks, cracks and knot holes not resulting in 
structural failure to wood materials are not covered by 
warranty.

1.11  ALTERNATE FABRICATION
A  The drawings show design intent only. The fabricator is 

responsible for fabrication and overall level of quality. 
Any changes in design, materials, fabrication 
techniques or details necessary to the successful 
completion of this  project should be communicated to 
owner in a timely fashion.  Further development and 
engineering of designer's details (for fabrication and 
installation) is expected and should be shown in the 
shop drawings.

B The designer recognizes that manufacturers may have 
shop fabrication techniques that er from details shown. 
Suggested changes in fabrication that do not alter the 
design intent nor reduce the quality will be considered 
by the designer provided they are submit �ted in sketch 
form as soon as possible prior to shop drawing 
preparation.

2.01  FABRICATION “CONTROL SAMPLES”
A Prior to production, contractor shall provide one (1) 

sample construction of each sign as indicated on design 
intent drawing; showing fabrication details and finishes, 
as a “control sample” for fabrication of the signs, to the 
designer for review and approval.

B Samples shall be full size with the required colors and 
finishes to show quality, type, range, texture and other 
specified characteristics.

      C Samples shall be submitted from the same source, 
which will supply the actual job. Samples of materials or 
products, which are normally furnished in containers or 
packages, which bear descriptive labels and/or applica-
tion or installation instructions, shall be submitted with 
such labels and/or instructions.

D All Samples shall be labeled, tagged, or otherwise clearly 
identified.  Labels or tags shall set forth the name of the 
Project, Contractor, Subcontractor, and/or Supplier, the 
name of the manufacturer, fabricator, or processor, the 
date of submittal, and specific identification of each 
sample and a precise reference to the design intent 
drawing page number.

E Each label or tag shall have sufficient clear space to 
permit the application of the review stamps of the design-
er and owner.

F Fabricated signs that do not conform to the quality 
standards, colors or finish established by the 
“control sample” will be cause for rejection.

2.02  QUALITY ASSURANCE
A   Materials used for this project shall be new and not 

reconditioned or re-purposed.

B  Use only personnel thoroughly skilled and experienced 
with the products and method for fabrication and installa-
tion of signage specified.

C  The owner shall reserve the right to reject any shop 
drawings, samples or other submittals, as well as any 
finished product or installation, that does not meet the 
standard of quality established by these specifications. 
Any such decision will be considered final and not 
subject to recourse.

D  The intent of the contract documents is to provide 
everything necessary for a complete contract. In the 
event of conflict or omission, the fabricator shall consult 

the owner for resolution.

E  Materials and hardware not spec but necessary to the 
complete functioning of the sign, shall conform to the 
quality level established.

 

2.03  ACCEPTABLE MANUFACTURERS
A  As listed under specific headings.

B  Substitutions: Items of same function and performance 
are acceptable only if contractor submits samples and 
manufacturer’s data for owner's approval before ordering 
these materials or components. 

2.04 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
A Type specifications

1 Typefaces: the following typefaces are to be used  
(NO substitutions will be accepted unless samples are 
submitted and approved by designer): 

   Adobe Garamond Pro -  Regular 
   Adobe Garamond Pro -  Bold 
   Corbel -  Regular 
   Corbel -  Bold 

See design intent drawings for font and letterspacing 

2 Size: all letter heights are based on the cap height 
of a capital letter. 

3  Alignment: When setting type or installing cut 
letters,  ensure that letters are perfectly straight 
and even, with no characters set crooked or 
"popping up."

 4  Spacing 

a See drawings for samples of letterspacing 

b Contractor is responsible for visual corrections to 
the typesetting that might be necessary. Any 
problems in spacing or copyfitting should be 
brought to the attention of the owner for solution. 

B   Visual justification

1  Display type may align mechanically but not optically. 
When setting type flush left, a visual adjustment shall 
be made compensating for those letter forms that 
must be extended into the left hand margin to appear 
visually flush. For example, S and O must extend 

beyond the left margin slightly.

C   Arrow and symbol specifications

1  Symbols: symbols and pictographs shall conform to 
the symbol signs issued by the Department of 
Transportation and the American Institute of Graphic 
Arts. To obtain more information and reproduction 
artwork or digitized Macintosh compatible AIGA 
symbols, contact:

    Society for Environmental Graphic Design 
 1000 Vermont Avenue Suite 
 400 Washington, DC 20005 
 202.638.5555

2  Arrows on all signs shall use the camera ready 
artwork or digitized Macintosh compatible arrow les 
which will be provided by the owner to the fabricator.

  a  Arrow size will be dimensioned by height as 
shown in the drawings.

D  Artwork

1  The contractor shall be responsible for preparation of 
all artwork (including, but not limited to type, arrows, 
imagery, drawings, photographs, symbols) necessary 
beyond that provided with contract award and for any 
touch-up of artwork for photographic enlargement. 
Quality of artwork for finished signage shall be the 
responsibility of the contractor. The owner's represen-
tative reserves the right to reject artwork if it fails to 
meet the standard of quality established.

 

2.05  MATERIALS 
A   Aluminum extrusions: mounting plates and structural 

frames shall conform to ASTM B- 221, Alloy 6063-T6. 
Shapes, sizes and weights of members shall be as 
required for structural stability. All connections of 
aluminum members shall be heli-arc welded, continuous 
fillets, ground smooth on all exposed faces, unless 
specifically detailed otherwise. Aluminum finishes shall 
be hereinafter specified.

B   Aluminum sheet and plate: Type 5052-H-32 alloy 
aluminum, thickness as indicated. For painted finish, 
faces shall be etched to give an even satin finish and 
remove oxidation, then conversion coated to improve 
paint adhesion and inhibit corrosion. Surface shall be 
belt-sanded for a smooth finish, edges fillled and 
ground then immersed in hot alkaline cleaner to remove 

contamination. For anodized finish, prepare for finish 
AAM31-C21-A31. 

   Aluminum should have consistency of color and finish through-
out the project. 

C  Hangers, brackets and accessories: shall be of the type and 
size indicated. Where such items are not specifically called for, 
provide hangers, brackets and accessories as required for the 
proper execution of the work, as approved by the owner. 

D  Paint for aluminum

1  Paint colors are specified using the Pantone color-matching 
system (PMS.)

 Paint shall be Matthews MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint.  
MAP is a ultraviolet inhibited aliphatic isocyanate/acrylic 
system engineered for extreme color and gloss retention.  
Application shall consist of 1 coat of 74-734 & 74-735 Metal 
Pretreat @ .25 mils DFT and 2 coats of opaque semi-gloss 
Matthews Acrylic Polyurethane paint of specified color, I mil 
DFT minimum each coat for a total dry film thickness of two 
(2) mil.

 Order or mix paint for each color in quantity to assure consis-
tent application for all signs in a given color. Vendor shall 
allow paint surfaces to thoroughly air dry for a minimum of 
forty eight (48) hours prior to the application of masking film, 
which shall be applied to protects all sign surfaces during 
shipping and installation.

 All finishes are to be semi-gloss finish, free from fading, 
peeling or cracking.  Paint preparation of all exterior metal 
surfaces of the sign is to include removal of all scratches 
and imperfections, sanding and chemical etching.  
Substrate cleaning and preparation are to be in strict 
compliance with Matthews Paint Company published 
guidelines. 

Matthews Paint Company
760 Pittsburgh Drive
Delaware, OH 43015
Phone 1.800.323.6593
Fax 1.800.947.0377 

2 All coating to protect aluminum by uniformly penetrating, 
filling and sealing surface pores. Coating should provide 
an invisible barrier to weathering, airborne contaminants, 
graffiti, industrial air pollution, mildew, and salt air. Coating 
should not yellow, peel or flake. Coating should be 
guaranteed a minimum of seven years. Sign panels shall 
be predrilled in proper locations before any priming, 
painting or coating processes. Aluminum should have 

consistency of color and finish throughout the project. 

E Pressure sensitive legends 

1 Use "Scotchcal" brand film manufactured by 3M. Thickness: 
.003 inch minimum, .006 inch maximum. Material shall consist 
of a tough, flexible, pigmented, vinyl film and shall be 
processed with compatible screen printing inks and clear 
coatings as recommended by the film manufacturer. The film 
shall be pre-coated with pressure-sensitive adhesive. The 
adhesive shall be protected by a treated paper liner that shall 
be easily removable without soaking in water or other 
solvents. 

2 Use "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting manufactured by 
3M. Thickness: .0065 inch minimum, .0075 inch maximum. 
Material shall consist of transparent plastic having a smooth, 
flat outer surface embedded with spherical lens elements. 
Material shall be capable to being processed with compatible 
screen printing inks and clear coatings as recommended by 
the sheeting manufacturer. The sheeting shall be pre-coated 
by a treated paper liner that shall be easily removable without 
soaking in water or other solvents. 

3 Shall be guaranteed against delamination for a period of 5 
years. 

F Wood

1 Boards

 Western Red Cedar,  grade C and Better Clear, Surfaced 
Four Sides (S4S), kiln-dried.

 *Meeting NLGA 202b,c; WCLIB 149-b, c; WWPA 10.11, 12

2 Timbers

 Western Red Cedar, No. 2 and Better Clear, Surfaced Four 
Sides, air-dried.

 *Meeting NLGA/WCLIB paragraph 130cc upgraded for 
appearance qualities.

 * Per Western Red Cedar Lumber Association
 www.realcedar.com
 866-778-9096   

3 Stain:
 Olympic Maximum Stain & Sealant In One (Semi 

Transparent, Neutral)
 Stain Color: 913 Ebony
 Paint Color: White
 Mix Ratio is 10 Parts Ebony to 1 part White

 Number of Coats: 2

 Apply two generous coats of stain. Wood must be clean and 
dry. Apply second coat after first coat has been absorbed. 
Do not allow first coat to dry because it will limit the penetra-
tion of the second coat and leave gloss patches on the 
surface of the post.

G Silkscreen ink: formulate epoxy silkscreen inks specifically for 
surfaces on which they will be used. Add catalytic or bonding 
agents as necessary to maximize adherence and vandal 
resistance.

H Pre-cast Concrete: Pre-cast concrete shall meet the require-
ments of CSI section 034300. 

1  Design of castings should minimize visual joints.

2 All joints are to be sealed with an elastomeric sealant 
matched to color of concrete or painted to match.

3 Travertine textured faces (unless otherwise specified.)

4 Cold gray color (maximum dosage rate of 6%) additive 
to mixture.

5 Stain:
ECO STAIN By SureCrete Design Products
Color-Magnet MA02115 ( 1 to 1 mixture with water)

 Number of Coats: 2

6 Clear Coat Sealer:
 SureCrete Design Products
 XS327 / Part A and Part B (3 parts A, 2 Parts B)
 Number of Coats: 2

I Concrete Footings: Cast-in-place concrete shall meet the 
requirements of CSI section 03300 and as follows:  

1 All concrete footers are to be poured in place.

2 All concrete footers are to be poured from thoroughly 
mixed and agitated concrete in order prevent unreason �
able voids in the finished casting.

 3 Concrete to meet specified “PSI Test” for strength: 3,500 
psi minimum.

 4 Concrete to meet specified “Slump test” before pouring 
footing. 

5 All footings to extend past the frost line. 

6 Any footers or posts for signs will be placed in wet 
concrete and allowed to fully cure in place before any 
signage is attached or mounted to it in any way.

J  Adhesive tape: closed-cell foam type with adhesive surfaces 

on both faces. Thicknesses and widths of tapes shall be 
as required to safely secure signs to various wall ishes, 
but in no caseshall be less than 1/16 inch thick and 1/2 
inch wide. Adhesive tape shall be equal to Norton Sealant 
Tape No. 1001 Series.

K Liquid adhesive: Silicone Silastic 732 RTV adhesive/ 
sealant as manufactured by Dow Corning. 

L Fluorescent lighting: 

1 Unpainted fixture parts shall be either anodized 
aluminum, noncorrosive grade stainless steel or an 
equivalent noncorrosive material. 

2 Sign housings and frame shall be fully sealed against 
light leakage. 

3 In signs circuited with 277 volts, provide an aluminum 
.005 inch foil warning label with a permanent adhesive 
having a resistance to temperature ranging from minus 
40 degrees Fahrenheit to plus 300 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Labels shall be placed one on either side of ballast 
housing cover between lamps so as to be readily seen 
when servicing. Labels shall have block lettering, 5/32 
inches high, printed on the aluminum foil material and 
read “CAUTION - 277 VOLTS”.

2.06  FABRICATION 
A  Report any discrepancies between drawings, specifica-

tions and owner requirements; request direction from 
owner before proceeding. 

B  Verify measurements in field as required for work fabricat-
ed to fit job conditions. Before starting work, exam�ine 
adjoining work on which work of this section is in any way 
dependent for perfect workmanship and fit. 

C  Make work in ample time not to delay job progress and 
deliver to job at such time as required for proper coordi-
nation. Fabricate work true to line and detail with clean, 
sharply profiles. Finish surfaces smooth unless otherwise 
specified.

D Do cutting, punching, drilling and tapping required for 
attachment or other work coming in contact with signage 
work where indicated.

E  Changeability: fabricate signs in such a manner that each 
of the major mounting components may be removed and 
replaced with similar components by maintenance 
personnel, but not by unauthorized per�sonnel. 

F  Construction: fabricate all joints, corners, miters, etc., 

with work accurately machined, filed and fitted, rigidly 
framed together at joints and contact points. Carefully 
match all work to provide a perfect continuity of lines and 
design, with metal in contact having hairline joints. Make 
joints of such character and assembly to be strong and as 
rigid as adjoining sections. Make exposed joints where 
joint is least conspicuous. Corners shall be square as 
indicated. All edges shall be finished and free of saw 
marks.

   Allow for expansion and contraction of materials from 
temperature changes, especially when two materials with 
different coefficients of expansion are used together. 

   Detail signs to minimize deflection from snow, ice, water or 
their own weight. 

G  Engineering: the system shall be engineered to eliminate 
buckling of any members, failure at any points, distortions 
or other damage.

   The system shall be engineered to be rigid with minimum 
deflection and rotation under stress and shall be able to 
withstand movement, shear and torsional loads.

   Exposed areas of signs shall not oilcan. Signs shall be 
designed as structurally self-supporting units. The suspen-
sion systems and substructure shall be designed by the 
sign manufacturer to perform in accordance with the 
contract documents. 

H   Connections and accessories: weights of connections and 
accessories shall be adequate to sustain and withstand 
stresses and strains to which they will be normally subject-
ed in the sites environment. 

I   Sign panels - general 

1  Surface finishes : provide surface finishes that are 
free from lines, mottling, ridges, variations in color, 
orange peel, bubbles, pinholes, mottling, crazing, grit 
and coarse particles. This applies to all methods of 
fabrication and finishing. Use clear coatings for 
durability, surface protection, appearance and 
maintenance.

2 Material: sign panel material is stated in the sched-
ules under "Notes" and/or on drawings.

3  Opacity: except for internally illuminated signs, all 
signs shall have opaque background and opaque 
graphics. 

Note: all colors, especially in the acrylic signs, are to be 
clear and match references exactly.–Washed out 
or weak colors will not be accepted.

J   Anchors and fastenings

 1  Mechanical

a Provide anchors and fasteners required to secure 
work in place.

b Surface finish: do not expose fastenings on surface 
of sign panels unless specifically noted otherwise.  
Do not deform, distort or discolor sign face surfaces 
by attachment of concealed fastenings.

c Corrosion resistance: all fastenings shall be non�
corrosive and resistant to oxidation or other cor�
rosive action, of the same composition completely 
through their cross sections, particularly when used 
below grade. Use highest quality stainless steel 
hardware and fasteners. 

d Anchors, inserts or fasteners shall be compatible with 
sign materials, insure that they will not result in 
galvanic action or chemical interaction of adhesives 
and shall have demonstrable and sufficient strength 
for intended use. 

e Steel anchors and fastenings for exterior use shall be 
galvanized in accordance with ASTM A153. 

f  Stability: fabricate and install signs with fastenings to 
withstand all actions imposed by use; 30 psf wind 
perpendicular to surfaces, water, ice, snow loads and 
similar forces. 

g Anchor bolts in concrete shall be cast in place. 
Manufacturer shall furnish instructions for the setting 
of anchors and bearing plates. Manufacturer shall 
ascertain that the items are properly set during the 
process of the work. 

h Color: secure work with fastenings of same color and 
finish as the components they secure where they are 
exposed to view, unless noted otherwise. 

i   Security: All exposed fasteners must be vandal 
resistant and have vandal-proof "spanner" type slots 
to be removed only with a special driver head.

K Messages 

1 Layout: layouts are shown on the drawings. All 
messages including braille shall be flush left, unless 
noted otherwise. Correct line breaks are indicated in 
the "Message" column of the schedule and should be 
followed exactly. Braille line breaks shall match those 
of the raised copy. Any problems in message layout 
shall be brought to the attention of the owner for 
solution. 

2 Fabrication: execute all signs such that letterforms are 
true and clean. Letterforms with rounded corners, or 
chipped, nicked, cut or ragged edges, will not be accept-
ed. This applies to all methods of fabrication and copy 
application. 

3 Copy: message copy on detail drawings is for layout 
purposes only. Actual copy is listed in the "Message" 
column of the schedule. Additional copy may be provid-
ed later by the owner. 

4 Capitalization: directions for upper and lower case are 
found in the "Message" column of the schedule must be 
followed exactly. 

5 Single or double faces: all signs that are double sided 
will be noted as such in the drawings and message 
schedule. For double-sided signs, the message will be 
indicated as "Side A" and "Side B" or "Side C" and "Side 
D". 

L Surface-applied messages

1 Color and color fastness 
a Exposed surfaces and finishes shall show no discern-

ible color change or chalking when exposed for 1,000 
hours in an Atlas Twin Arc Weathermaster Model 
HCDL-X, or equivalent, when tested in accordance with 
ASTM D822. 

2 Interletter spacing: follow examples in drawings. Show 
sample interletter and interword spacing in sample submis-
sions as specified. 

3 Layout: positions for all messages, symbols, arrows, lines, 
etc., for all signs are clearly indicated on the drawings and 
shall be complied with. 

4 Artwork: contractor shall be responsible for all final 
reproduction artwork for all messages; symbols, arrows and 
restroom floor plan drawings.

5 Fabrication: 
a Screened messages: execute all silkscreen printing in 

such a manner that all edges and corners of finished 
letter forms are true and clean. Letterforms, color areas 
or lines with rounded corners, edge buildup or bleeding, 
sawtoothing, etc., will not be accepted. Execute all 
silkscreening from photo-screens prepared from 
typesetter's reproduction of the copy specified. Typeset-
ter's reproductions shall be no smaller than 75% of the 
actual size specified. All above work is included in this 
contract. Hand cut screens will not be acceptable. 

b Cut vinyl messages: cut, pre-spaced, pre-aligned 

messages (numbers, words, phrases and arrows) from 
3.0 mil flexible film coated with continuous adhesive 
pressure sensitive backing to meet characteristics 
specified for surface-applied messages. Execute cutting 
in such a manner that all edges and corners of finished 
letter forms are true and clean. Letter forms with round 
positive or negative corners, nicked, cut or ragged edges, 
etc., will not be acceptable. 

c  Mask and spray: messages must be sharp with clean 
edges. No broken letters, bleeding or ragged edges. 
Observe all Matthews Paint instructions to achieve ideal 
appearance.

M Illuminated signs 

1 All means of internal illumination for signs shall be positioned 
in accordance with the copy layout to provide even light 
distribution to the copy.

2 All exterior fixtures and those in wet-damp locations shall be 
fitted with seals and gaskets to form a weatherproof, 
watertight assembly and shall be of rust resistant construction 
and finish. 

3 Internally illuminated signs shall be furnished with 800 MA 
ballasts. 

a Fluorescent ballasts shall be high power factory type low 
wattage/heat, full light output, for use with rapid start 
standard lamps. Voltage shall be as required by power 
supply.

b Provide all ballasts with approved integral thermal protec-
tion conforming to requirements of the NEC; UL class “P”. 
“A” sound rating or better is required. Ballasts shall be 
CBM certified by the ETL and UL. 

c  Exterior ballasts: Low temperature type, providing reliable 
starting at -20 degrees Fahrenheit. 

d Utilize 2 lamp ballasts wherever possible. 

e Ballasts to be complete with heat radiators, capacitors 
and pressure relief devices. 

4 Lamp all signs as indicated. 

5 Provide a switch on the interior of the sign to turn off power in 
sign. 

6 Encase all electrical wiring in flexible metal conduit or metal 
raceways.

3.01  INSPECTION
A   Examine the substrates and conditions under which the 

signs are to be installed and notify the owner in writing 
of conditions detrimental to the proper and timely 
completion of the work. Do not proceed with the work 
until unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected.

3.02  INSTALLATION
A   Install sign units and components with concealed 

fasteners, unless otherwise shown. Refer to detail 
drawings for general method. Verify each surface in 
field to determine spec appropriate hardware.

    Drawings in this package may not indicate any 
below-ground or in-wall structural tie-ins or connections 
that may be necessary to assure stable and secure 
installation of signs. Sign fabricator is responsible for 
determining where such connections are necessary and 
for coordinating with related trades to make them.

B   Locations: refer to drawings for approximate locations. 
Any discrepancies or apparent deviations from drawing 
locations because of different site conditions shall be 
brought to the attention of the owner for solution. The 
owner’s representative must be present for field 
placement of sign.

 It shall be the responsibility of the Contractor to 
determine the location of underground structures and 
utilities by the use of test pit excavation prior to excava-
tion operations.

 Test pits shall be of the size, depth and location as 
approved by the Engineer. Each pit shall be tamp-back 
filled.

 Test pit excavation will be measured on the basis of the 
volume of material actually removed from within the 
limits specified. Tamped backfill will not be measured 
but shall be included in the price bid for test pit excava-
tion.

 Price quote provided shall include all excavation, 
tamped backfill, labor, tools, equipment and incidentals 
necessary to complete the installation of each sign.

C  For ground-mounted signs, provide whatever replace-
ment concrete, pavers, bricks, etc. are necessary to 
match adjacent surfaces exactly. Seams should be 
parallel or perpendicular to sign face and be symmetri-
cal around post(s). 

D  Note that this institution experiences heavy public use. 
Strong environmental conditions such as weather and 

vandalism may be routine problems. Signs must be 
securely mounted. Contractor is responsible for 
suggesting alternative fabrication or installation 
methods if required to prevent theft or vandalism.

E  Install signs to be level, plumb and at the proper 
height. Cooperate with other trades for installation of 
sign units.

F  Clean and polish, remove excess adhesive. 

3.03  CLEANUP
A  Periodically and upon completion of the installation, 

remove all waste, dirt, wrappings and excess materi-
als, tools and equipment.  Clean all surfaces to the 
satisfaction of the owner.  

3.04  PROPERTY DAMAGE
A  Protect all adjacent surfaces from damage and pay 

the cost of repairing any damage to the property 
caused by delivery or installation of materials. In all 
cases, match existing surfaces when making repairs. 
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3.4 SPECIFICATIONS

Kiawah Island Community Association

These specifications are the property of 
Rodger Motiska Design, LLC. They were 
prepared for the Kiawah Island Community 
Association. Any use of these specifications 
by any party for any other purpose other than 
the fabrication and installation of the sign 
designs by Rodger Motiska Design, LLC for 
the client noted above are prohibited.
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KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

PART 2 - PRODUCTS (continued)

1.01  WORK INCLUDED
A Labor, materials, equipment and services necessary for 

the fabrication, delivery and installation of signage as 
described in the detail drawings.

B Refer to the message schedule for a complete list of 
sign types and quantities.

  Signs listed on message schedule should match those 
indicated on sign location plans. Contractor to notify 
owner of any discrepancies.

C The Vendor shall secure all required sign permits and 
licenses prior to the purchase of materials or beginning 
fabrication of any signs as required by local code. The 
Vendor shall notify the Owner immediately of any 
problems that arise during the permitting process. It is 
the responsibility of the Vendor to allow time in his work 
schedule for the permitting and inspection process. 
Securing such permits and inspections in a timely 
fashion so as to allow subsequent fabrication and 
installation to be completed on schedule. 

D For all signs, all fasteners, support structures and 
electrical connections required for installation.

1.02  RELATED WORK
A General fabrication and painting requirements: all work 

to be done in a professional manner and to the highest 
trade standards.

B All electrical work to meet state and local codes.

C Use OSHA safety requirements as necessary for pedes-
trian or vehicular safety. 

1.03  REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
A Observe applicable codes, sign ordinan and ADA 

guidelines for handicapped and fire/life safety signing. 

B  For Electrical Work 

1  National Electrical Code 

2  National Electrical Safety Code 

3  Life Safety Code - NFPA 101 

4  OSHA 

5  Applicable Federal, State and Local Codes 

6  Underwriters Laboratory Inc. (UL)

1.04  REFERENCE STANDARDS
   Refer to current editions of the following:

A   ASTM B221 — Aluminum-alloy extruded bars, rods, 
wire, shapes and tubes.

B   ASTM D822 — Light and water exposure apparatus  
(carbon-arc type) for testing paint, 
varnish, lacquer and related products. 

C   ASTM E84 — Surface-burning characteristics of 
building materials.

D   FS L-P-391 — Plastic sheet, rods and tubing, rigid 
cast materials.

E FS L-P-387 —Plastic sheet, laminated, thermosetting.

F ASTM C 880 — Stone, granite flexural strength 
testing.

G  ASTM C 1354 — Stone, granite anchorage testing.

1.05  SUBMITTALS
A Requirements

1 Schedule shop drawings, product data and sample 
submittals for delivery at the same time.

2 The owner may hold shop drawings, product data 
and samples in cases where a partial submittal 
cannot be reviewed until associated items have 
been received.

3 Allocate not less than four weeks, plus mailing time, 
for processing by the owner.

B Shop Drawings 

1 Submit four (4) sets of shop drawings as outlined 
below.

2 Include plans, elevations, sections and large scale 
details of sign wording and lettering layout. Show 
anchorages and accessory items. Provide mounting 
templates.

3 Show fabrication and installation details, includ-
ing all sign components such as extrusions, 
brackets, bracing, hardware, internal framing, 
foundations, etc.

4 Provide engineering data to confirm viability of 
signs and supports, including structural stability 
of all signs, fasteners and foundation design.

5 For illuminated sign units: shop drawings shall also 
include the following:

a  Fixture type.

b  Fixture and lamp/ballast voltage.

c  Fixture and lamp wattage.

d  Complete photometric data.

e Wiring diagrams, including connection to 
building power supply.

f UL registration number (fabricator must be UL 
approved.)

C   Subcontractor qualifications information

Submit two (2) copies of credentials for any 
subcontractor selected to execute any portion of 
this contract, including personnel qualifications, 
company references and equipment

D   Samples

1 Submit four (4) of each sample required.

2 Owner reserves the right to reject any samples 
that do not satisfy the construction, finish or 
color requirements. Submit additional samples 
as required to obtain final approval.

3 Samples shall be labeled on the back, designat-
ing item number, name of manufacturer, sign 
type and location.

4 Include the following type specimens in shop 
drawings:

a Alphabet of each typestyle required by the 
contract documents; upper and lower case, with 
numerals, punctuation and accents.

b Complete a typical sign message of each sign 
type to demonstrate proper interletter, interword 
and interline spacing.

5 Each material required for fabrication of each sign 
type with finishes as specified, including extrusions 
and hardware.

6 Color samples (minimum size 5 x 5 inches) of each 
color specified.

7 Samples should represent extreme variations in 
color and texture that might occur during fabrication.

8 Sample materials, fasteners, hardware and mount-
ing hardware sufficient to get clear ideas of how 
signs are fabricated, made changeable and 
installed.

E Maintenance Data 

1  Submit two (2) copies of each manufacturer’s recom-
mendations for maintenance of all items. 

2  The instructions shall cover cleaning, repair, repainting 
and maintenance of signs, including data on cleaning 
solutions or methods of application that should be 
avoided. 

1.06 DELIVERY
A For any attic stock ordered, package separately or in like 

groups labeled as to contents.  Include installation 
hardware, adhesives and installation instructions; include 
a reasonable array of alternate adhesives, fasteners or 
materials to be able to respond effectively to varying field 
conditions. 

1.07  PROTECTION
A  Store and protect assemblies from injury at the shop, in 

transit to the job and until erected in place, com�pleted, 
inspected and accepted.

B  Take special precautions to prevent pilferage both prior to 
and after installation. Be prepared to provide replace-
ments for any material so removed from the site. 

1.08  INSPECTION
A  Materials, colors and fabricated or partially fabricated 

items shall be available for inspection at the factory or 
elsewhere, by the owner or designer during the process 
of manufacture and until final delivery, installation and 
acceptance, to determine whether or not there is compli-
ance with the requirements of these specifications.

B  Approval prior to the time of final acceptance shall not 
preclude rejection of delivered items which do not satisfy 
these specifications. 

1.09 REORDERING
A All items specified herein shall be available to the owner 

in additional quantities for a period of 10 years after 
completion of all work called for in this specification. 

1.10  WARRANTY
 All warranties on fabricator’s standard contract forms 

must be modified to match warranty criteria mentioned 
herewith.  Any changes in warranty length or criteria 
must be negotiated prior to contract signing.  Any 
discrepancies from fabricator’s contract are superseded 
by this performance specification.

A Warrant all products (including, but not limited to materi-
als, hardware and finishes) against any and all defects 
for a minimum period of 2 years from date of installation. 

B  Correct any and all defects in material and/or workman 
ship which may appear during the warranty period by 
restoring defective work to the standard of the contract 
documents at no cost to the owner and to the owner's 
satisfaction.

C   Vinyl die-cut letters shall be warrantied for five years 
against delamination from substrate.

D   Paint finishes shall be warranted for seven years against 
chalking and fading.

E   Additional corrections shall include, but not be limited to, 
the following: 

1 Bubbling, crazing, chalking, rusting or other disintegra-
tion of the sign face or of the messages or of the 
edge finish of the sign inserts or panel. 

2  Corrosion developing beneath paint surfaces of the 
support systems (except when it is the result of 
obvious vandalism or other external damage to the 
paint surfaces). 

3  Corrosion of the fastenings. 

4  The signs not remaining true and plumb on their 
supports. 

5  Fading of the colors when matched against a sample 
of the original color and material. 

6  Discoloration of metal finishes. 

7  Uneven illumination; dark or hot spots. 

F Seasonal checks, cracks and knot holes not resulting in 
structural failure to wood materials are not covered by 
warranty.

1.11  ALTERNATE FABRICATION
A  The drawings show design intent only. The fabricator is 

responsible for fabrication and overall level of quality. 
Any changes in design, materials, fabrication 
techniques or details necessary to the successful 
completion of this  project should be communicated to 
owner in a timely fashion.  Further development and 
engineering of designer's details (for fabrication and 
installation) is expected and should be shown in the 
shop drawings.

B The designer recognizes that manufacturers may have 
shop fabrication techniques that er from details shown. 
Suggested changes in fabrication that do not alter the 
design intent nor reduce the quality will be considered 
by the designer provided they are submit �ted in sketch 
form as soon as possible prior to shop drawing 
preparation.

2.01  FABRICATION “CONTROL SAMPLES”
A Prior to production, contractor shall provide one (1) 

sample construction of each sign as indicated on design 
intent drawing; showing fabrication details and finishes, 
as a “control sample” for fabrication of the signs, to the 
designer for review and approval.

B Samples shall be full size with the required colors and 
finishes to show quality, type, range, texture and other 
specified characteristics.

      C Samples shall be submitted from the same source, 
which will supply the actual job. Samples of materials or 
products, which are normally furnished in containers or 
packages, which bear descriptive labels and/or applica-
tion or installation instructions, shall be submitted with 
such labels and/or instructions.

D All Samples shall be labeled, tagged, or otherwise clearly 
identified.  Labels or tags shall set forth the name of the 
Project, Contractor, Subcontractor, and/or Supplier, the 
name of the manufacturer, fabricator, or processor, the 
date of submittal, and specific identification of each 
sample and a precise reference to the design intent 
drawing page number.

E Each label or tag shall have sufficient clear space to 
permit the application of the review stamps of the design-
er and owner.

F Fabricated signs that do not conform to the quality 
standards, colors or finish established by the 
“control sample” will be cause for rejection.

2.02  QUALITY ASSURANCE
A   Materials used for this project shall be new and not 

reconditioned or re-purposed.

B  Use only personnel thoroughly skilled and experienced 
with the products and method for fabrication and installa-
tion of signage specified.

C  The owner shall reserve the right to reject any shop 
drawings, samples or other submittals, as well as any 
finished product or installation, that does not meet the 
standard of quality established by these specifications. 
Any such decision will be considered final and not 
subject to recourse.

D  The intent of the contract documents is to provide 
everything necessary for a complete contract. In the 
event of conflict or omission, the fabricator shall consult 

the owner for resolution.

E  Materials and hardware not spec but necessary to the 
complete functioning of the sign, shall conform to the 
quality level established.

 

2.03  ACCEPTABLE MANUFACTURERS
A  As listed under specific headings.

B  Substitutions: Items of same function and performance 
are acceptable only if contractor submits samples and 
manufacturer’s data for owner's approval before ordering 
these materials or components. 

2.04 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
A Type specifications

1 Typefaces: the following typefaces are to be used  
(NO substitutions will be accepted unless samples are 
submitted and approved by designer): 

   Adobe Garamond Pro -  Regular 
   Adobe Garamond Pro -  Bold 
   Corbel -  Regular 
   Corbel -  Bold 

See design intent drawings for font and letterspacing 

2 Size: all letter heights are based on the cap height 
of a capital letter. 

3  Alignment: When setting type or installing cut 
letters,  ensure that letters are perfectly straight 
and even, with no characters set crooked or 
"popping up."

 4  Spacing 

a See drawings for samples of letterspacing 

b Contractor is responsible for visual corrections to 
the typesetting that might be necessary. Any 
problems in spacing or copyfitting should be 
brought to the attention of the owner for solution. 

B   Visual justification

1  Display type may align mechanically but not optically. 
When setting type flush left, a visual adjustment shall 
be made compensating for those letter forms that 
must be extended into the left hand margin to appear 
visually flush. For example, S and O must extend 

beyond the left margin slightly.

C   Arrow and symbol specifications

1  Symbols: symbols and pictographs shall conform to 
the symbol signs issued by the Department of 
Transportation and the American Institute of Graphic 
Arts. To obtain more information and reproduction 
artwork or digitized Macintosh compatible AIGA 
symbols, contact:

    Society for Environmental Graphic Design 
 1000 Vermont Avenue Suite 
 400 Washington, DC 20005 
 202.638.5555

2  Arrows on all signs shall use the camera ready 
artwork or digitized Macintosh compatible arrow les 
which will be provided by the owner to the fabricator.

  a  Arrow size will be dimensioned by height as 
shown in the drawings.

D  Artwork

1  The contractor shall be responsible for preparation of 
all artwork (including, but not limited to type, arrows, 
imagery, drawings, photographs, symbols) necessary 
beyond that provided with contract award and for any 
touch-up of artwork for photographic enlargement. 
Quality of artwork for finished signage shall be the 
responsibility of the contractor. The owner's represen-
tative reserves the right to reject artwork if it fails to 
meet the standard of quality established.

 

2.05  MATERIALS 
A   Aluminum extrusions: mounting plates and structural 

frames shall conform to ASTM B- 221, Alloy 6063-T6. 
Shapes, sizes and weights of members shall be as 
required for structural stability. All connections of 
aluminum members shall be heli-arc welded, continuous 
fillets, ground smooth on all exposed faces, unless 
specifically detailed otherwise. Aluminum finishes shall 
be hereinafter specified.

B   Aluminum sheet and plate: Type 5052-H-32 alloy 
aluminum, thickness as indicated. For painted finish, 
faces shall be etched to give an even satin finish and 
remove oxidation, then conversion coated to improve 
paint adhesion and inhibit corrosion. Surface shall be 
belt-sanded for a smooth finish, edges fillled and 
ground then immersed in hot alkaline cleaner to remove 

contamination. For anodized finish, prepare for finish 
AAM31-C21-A31. 

   Aluminum should have consistency of color and finish through-
out the project. 

C  Hangers, brackets and accessories: shall be of the type and 
size indicated. Where such items are not specifically called for, 
provide hangers, brackets and accessories as required for the 
proper execution of the work, as approved by the owner. 

D  Paint for aluminum

1  Paint colors are specified using the Pantone color-matching 
system (PMS.)

 Paint shall be Matthews MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint.  
MAP is a ultraviolet inhibited aliphatic isocyanate/acrylic 
system engineered for extreme color and gloss retention.  
Application shall consist of 1 coat of 74-734 & 74-735 Metal 
Pretreat @ .25 mils DFT and 2 coats of opaque semi-gloss 
Matthews Acrylic Polyurethane paint of specified color, I mil 
DFT minimum each coat for a total dry film thickness of two 
(2) mil.

 Order or mix paint for each color in quantity to assure consis-
tent application for all signs in a given color. Vendor shall 
allow paint surfaces to thoroughly air dry for a minimum of 
forty eight (48) hours prior to the application of masking film, 
which shall be applied to protects all sign surfaces during 
shipping and installation.

 All finishes are to be semi-gloss finish, free from fading, 
peeling or cracking.  Paint preparation of all exterior metal 
surfaces of the sign is to include removal of all scratches 
and imperfections, sanding and chemical etching.  
Substrate cleaning and preparation are to be in strict 
compliance with Matthews Paint Company published 
guidelines. 

Matthews Paint Company
760 Pittsburgh Drive
Delaware, OH 43015
Phone 1.800.323.6593
Fax 1.800.947.0377 

2 All coating to protect aluminum by uniformly penetrating, 
filling and sealing surface pores. Coating should provide 
an invisible barrier to weathering, airborne contaminants, 
graffiti, industrial air pollution, mildew, and salt air. Coating 
should not yellow, peel or flake. Coating should be 
guaranteed a minimum of seven years. Sign panels shall 
be predrilled in proper locations before any priming, 
painting or coating processes. Aluminum should have 

consistency of color and finish throughout the project. 

E Pressure sensitive legends 

1 Use "Scotchcal" brand film manufactured by 3M. Thickness: 
.003 inch minimum, .006 inch maximum. Material shall consist 
of a tough, flexible, pigmented, vinyl film and shall be 
processed with compatible screen printing inks and clear 
coatings as recommended by the film manufacturer. The film 
shall be pre-coated with pressure-sensitive adhesive. The 
adhesive shall be protected by a treated paper liner that shall 
be easily removable without soaking in water or other 
solvents. 

2 Use "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting manufactured by 
3M. Thickness: .0065 inch minimum, .0075 inch maximum. 
Material shall consist of transparent plastic having a smooth, 
flat outer surface embedded with spherical lens elements. 
Material shall be capable to being processed with compatible 
screen printing inks and clear coatings as recommended by 
the sheeting manufacturer. The sheeting shall be pre-coated 
by a treated paper liner that shall be easily removable without 
soaking in water or other solvents. 

3 Shall be guaranteed against delamination for a period of 5 
years. 

F Wood

1 Boards

 Western Red Cedar,  grade C and Better Clear, Surfaced 
Four Sides (S4S), kiln-dried.

 *Meeting NLGA 202b,c; WCLIB 149-b, c; WWPA 10.11, 12

2 Timbers

 Western Red Cedar, No. 2 and Better Clear, Surfaced Four 
Sides, air-dried.

 *Meeting NLGA/WCLIB paragraph 130cc upgraded for 
appearance qualities.

 * Per Western Red Cedar Lumber Association
 www.realcedar.com
 866-778-9096   

3 Stain:
 Olympic Maximum Stain & Sealant In One (Semi 

Transparent, Neutral)
 Stain Color: 913 Ebony
 Paint Color: White
 Mix Ratio is 10 Parts Ebony to 1 part White

 Number of Coats: 2

 Apply two generous coats of stain. Wood must be clean and 
dry. Apply second coat after first coat has been absorbed. 
Do not allow first coat to dry because it will limit the penetra-
tion of the second coat and leave gloss patches on the 
surface of the post.

G Silkscreen ink: formulate epoxy silkscreen inks specifically for 
surfaces on which they will be used. Add catalytic or bonding 
agents as necessary to maximize adherence and vandal 
resistance.

H Pre-cast Concrete: Pre-cast concrete shall meet the require-
ments of CSI section 034300. 

1  Design of castings should minimize visual joints.

2 All joints are to be sealed with an elastomeric sealant 
matched to color of concrete or painted to match.

3 Travertine textured faces (unless otherwise specified.)

4 Cold gray color (maximum dosage rate of 6%) additive 
to mixture.

5 Stain:
ECO STAIN By SureCrete Design Products
Color-Magnet MA02115 ( 1 to 1 mixture with water)

 Number of Coats: 2

6 Clear Coat Sealer:
 SureCrete Design Products
 XS327 / Part A and Part B (3 parts A, 2 Parts B)
 Number of Coats: 2

I Concrete Footings: Cast-in-place concrete shall meet the 
requirements of CSI section 03300 and as follows:  

1 All concrete footers are to be poured in place.

2 All concrete footers are to be poured from thoroughly 
mixed and agitated concrete in order prevent unreason �
able voids in the finished casting.

 3 Concrete to meet specified “PSI Test” for strength: 3,500 
psi minimum.

 4 Concrete to meet specified “Slump test” before pouring 
footing. 

5 All footings to extend past the frost line. 

6 Any footers or posts for signs will be placed in wet 
concrete and allowed to fully cure in place before any 
signage is attached or mounted to it in any way.

J  Adhesive tape: closed-cell foam type with adhesive surfaces 

on both faces. Thicknesses and widths of tapes shall be 
as required to safely secure signs to various wall ishes, 
but in no caseshall be less than 1/16 inch thick and 1/2 
inch wide. Adhesive tape shall be equal to Norton Sealant 
Tape No. 1001 Series.

K Liquid adhesive: Silicone Silastic 732 RTV adhesive/ 
sealant as manufactured by Dow Corning. 

L Fluorescent lighting: 

1 Unpainted fixture parts shall be either anodized 
aluminum, noncorrosive grade stainless steel or an 
equivalent noncorrosive material. 

2 Sign housings and frame shall be fully sealed against 
light leakage. 

3 In signs circuited with 277 volts, provide an aluminum 
.005 inch foil warning label with a permanent adhesive 
having a resistance to temperature ranging from minus 
40 degrees Fahrenheit to plus 300 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Labels shall be placed one on either side of ballast 
housing cover between lamps so as to be readily seen 
when servicing. Labels shall have block lettering, 5/32 
inches high, printed on the aluminum foil material and 
read “CAUTION - 277 VOLTS”.

2.06  FABRICATION 
A  Report any discrepancies between drawings, specifica-

tions and owner requirements; request direction from 
owner before proceeding. 

B  Verify measurements in field as required for work fabricat-
ed to fit job conditions. Before starting work, exam�ine 
adjoining work on which work of this section is in any way 
dependent for perfect workmanship and fit. 

C  Make work in ample time not to delay job progress and 
deliver to job at such time as required for proper coordi-
nation. Fabricate work true to line and detail with clean, 
sharply profiles. Finish surfaces smooth unless otherwise 
specified.

D Do cutting, punching, drilling and tapping required for 
attachment or other work coming in contact with signage 
work where indicated.

E  Changeability: fabricate signs in such a manner that each 
of the major mounting components may be removed and 
replaced with similar components by maintenance 
personnel, but not by unauthorized per�sonnel. 

F  Construction: fabricate all joints, corners, miters, etc., 

with work accurately machined, filed and fitted, rigidly 
framed together at joints and contact points. Carefully 
match all work to provide a perfect continuity of lines and 
design, with metal in contact having hairline joints. Make 
joints of such character and assembly to be strong and as 
rigid as adjoining sections. Make exposed joints where 
joint is least conspicuous. Corners shall be square as 
indicated. All edges shall be finished and free of saw 
marks.

   Allow for expansion and contraction of materials from 
temperature changes, especially when two materials with 
different coefficients of expansion are used together. 

   Detail signs to minimize deflection from snow, ice, water or 
their own weight. 

G  Engineering: the system shall be engineered to eliminate 
buckling of any members, failure at any points, distortions 
or other damage.

   The system shall be engineered to be rigid with minimum 
deflection and rotation under stress and shall be able to 
withstand movement, shear and torsional loads.

   Exposed areas of signs shall not oilcan. Signs shall be 
designed as structurally self-supporting units. The suspen-
sion systems and substructure shall be designed by the 
sign manufacturer to perform in accordance with the 
contract documents. 

H   Connections and accessories: weights of connections and 
accessories shall be adequate to sustain and withstand 
stresses and strains to which they will be normally subject-
ed in the sites environment. 

I   Sign panels - general 

1  Surface finishes : provide surface finishes that are 
free from lines, mottling, ridges, variations in color, 
orange peel, bubbles, pinholes, mottling, crazing, grit 
and coarse particles. This applies to all methods of 
fabrication and finishing. Use clear coatings for 
durability, surface protection, appearance and 
maintenance.

2 Material: sign panel material is stated in the sched-
ules under "Notes" and/or on drawings.

3  Opacity: except for internally illuminated signs, all 
signs shall have opaque background and opaque 
graphics. 

Note: all colors, especially in the acrylic signs, are to be 
clear and match references exactly.–Washed out 
or weak colors will not be accepted.

J   Anchors and fastenings

 1  Mechanical

a Provide anchors and fasteners required to secure 
work in place.

b Surface finish: do not expose fastenings on surface 
of sign panels unless specifically noted otherwise.  
Do not deform, distort or discolor sign face surfaces 
by attachment of concealed fastenings.

c Corrosion resistance: all fastenings shall be non�
corrosive and resistant to oxidation or other cor�
rosive action, of the same composition completely 
through their cross sections, particularly when used 
below grade. Use highest quality stainless steel 
hardware and fasteners. 

d Anchors, inserts or fasteners shall be compatible with 
sign materials, insure that they will not result in 
galvanic action or chemical interaction of adhesives 
and shall have demonstrable and sufficient strength 
for intended use. 

e Steel anchors and fastenings for exterior use shall be 
galvanized in accordance with ASTM A153. 

f  Stability: fabricate and install signs with fastenings to 
withstand all actions imposed by use; 30 psf wind 
perpendicular to surfaces, water, ice, snow loads and 
similar forces. 

g Anchor bolts in concrete shall be cast in place. 
Manufacturer shall furnish instructions for the setting 
of anchors and bearing plates. Manufacturer shall 
ascertain that the items are properly set during the 
process of the work. 

h Color: secure work with fastenings of same color and 
finish as the components they secure where they are 
exposed to view, unless noted otherwise. 

i   Security: All exposed fasteners must be vandal 
resistant and have vandal-proof "spanner" type slots 
to be removed only with a special driver head.

K Messages 

1 Layout: layouts are shown on the drawings. All 
messages including braille shall be flush left, unless 
noted otherwise. Correct line breaks are indicated in 
the "Message" column of the schedule and should be 
followed exactly. Braille line breaks shall match those 
of the raised copy. Any problems in message layout 
shall be brought to the attention of the owner for 
solution. 

2 Fabrication: execute all signs such that letterforms are 
true and clean. Letterforms with rounded corners, or 
chipped, nicked, cut or ragged edges, will not be accept-
ed. This applies to all methods of fabrication and copy 
application. 

3 Copy: message copy on detail drawings is for layout 
purposes only. Actual copy is listed in the "Message" 
column of the schedule. Additional copy may be provid-
ed later by the owner. 

4 Capitalization: directions for upper and lower case are 
found in the "Message" column of the schedule must be 
followed exactly. 

5 Single or double faces: all signs that are double sided 
will be noted as such in the drawings and message 
schedule. For double-sided signs, the message will be 
indicated as "Side A" and "Side B" or "Side C" and "Side 
D". 

L Surface-applied messages

1 Color and color fastness 
a Exposed surfaces and finishes shall show no discern-

ible color change or chalking when exposed for 1,000 
hours in an Atlas Twin Arc Weathermaster Model 
HCDL-X, or equivalent, when tested in accordance with 
ASTM D822. 

2 Interletter spacing: follow examples in drawings. Show 
sample interletter and interword spacing in sample submis-
sions as specified. 

3 Layout: positions for all messages, symbols, arrows, lines, 
etc., for all signs are clearly indicated on the drawings and 
shall be complied with. 

4 Artwork: contractor shall be responsible for all final 
reproduction artwork for all messages; symbols, arrows and 
restroom floor plan drawings.

5 Fabrication: 
a Screened messages: execute all silkscreen printing in 

such a manner that all edges and corners of finished 
letter forms are true and clean. Letterforms, color areas 
or lines with rounded corners, edge buildup or bleeding, 
sawtoothing, etc., will not be accepted. Execute all 
silkscreening from photo-screens prepared from 
typesetter's reproduction of the copy specified. Typeset-
ter's reproductions shall be no smaller than 75% of the 
actual size specified. All above work is included in this 
contract. Hand cut screens will not be acceptable. 

b Cut vinyl messages: cut, pre-spaced, pre-aligned 

messages (numbers, words, phrases and arrows) from 
3.0 mil flexible film coated with continuous adhesive 
pressure sensitive backing to meet characteristics 
specified for surface-applied messages. Execute cutting 
in such a manner that all edges and corners of finished 
letter forms are true and clean. Letter forms with round 
positive or negative corners, nicked, cut or ragged edges, 
etc., will not be acceptable. 

c  Mask and spray: messages must be sharp with clean 
edges. No broken letters, bleeding or ragged edges. 
Observe all Matthews Paint instructions to achieve ideal 
appearance.

M Illuminated signs 

1 All means of internal illumination for signs shall be positioned 
in accordance with the copy layout to provide even light 
distribution to the copy.

2 All exterior fixtures and those in wet-damp locations shall be 
fitted with seals and gaskets to form a weatherproof, 
watertight assembly and shall be of rust resistant construction 
and finish. 

3 Internally illuminated signs shall be furnished with 800 MA 
ballasts. 

a Fluorescent ballasts shall be high power factory type low 
wattage/heat, full light output, for use with rapid start 
standard lamps. Voltage shall be as required by power 
supply.

b Provide all ballasts with approved integral thermal protec-
tion conforming to requirements of the NEC; UL class “P”. 
“A” sound rating or better is required. Ballasts shall be 
CBM certified by the ETL and UL. 

c  Exterior ballasts: Low temperature type, providing reliable 
starting at -20 degrees Fahrenheit. 

d Utilize 2 lamp ballasts wherever possible. 

e Ballasts to be complete with heat radiators, capacitors 
and pressure relief devices. 

4 Lamp all signs as indicated. 

5 Provide a switch on the interior of the sign to turn off power in 
sign. 

6 Encase all electrical wiring in flexible metal conduit or metal 
raceways.

3.01  INSPECTION
A   Examine the substrates and conditions under which the 

signs are to be installed and notify the owner in writing 
of conditions detrimental to the proper and timely 
completion of the work. Do not proceed with the work 
until unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected.

3.02  INSTALLATION
A   Install sign units and components with concealed 

fasteners, unless otherwise shown. Refer to detail 
drawings for general method. Verify each surface in 
field to determine spec appropriate hardware.

    Drawings in this package may not indicate any 
below-ground or in-wall structural tie-ins or connections 
that may be necessary to assure stable and secure 
installation of signs. Sign fabricator is responsible for 
determining where such connections are necessary and 
for coordinating with related trades to make them.

B   Locations: refer to drawings for approximate locations. 
Any discrepancies or apparent deviations from drawing 
locations because of different site conditions shall be 
brought to the attention of the owner for solution. The 
owner’s representative must be present for field 
placement of sign.

 It shall be the responsibility of the Contractor to 
determine the location of underground structures and 
utilities by the use of test pit excavation prior to excava-
tion operations.

 Test pits shall be of the size, depth and location as 
approved by the Engineer. Each pit shall be tamp-back 
filled.

 Test pit excavation will be measured on the basis of the 
volume of material actually removed from within the 
limits specified. Tamped backfill will not be measured 
but shall be included in the price bid for test pit excava-
tion.

 Price quote provided shall include all excavation, 
tamped backfill, labor, tools, equipment and incidentals 
necessary to complete the installation of each sign.

C  For ground-mounted signs, provide whatever replace-
ment concrete, pavers, bricks, etc. are necessary to 
match adjacent surfaces exactly. Seams should be 
parallel or perpendicular to sign face and be symmetri-
cal around post(s). 

D  Note that this institution experiences heavy public use. 
Strong environmental conditions such as weather and 

vandalism may be routine problems. Signs must be 
securely mounted. Contractor is responsible for 
suggesting alternative fabrication or installation 
methods if required to prevent theft or vandalism.

E  Install signs to be level, plumb and at the proper 
height. Cooperate with other trades for installation of 
sign units.

F  Clean and polish, remove excess adhesive. 

3.03  CLEANUP
A  Periodically and upon completion of the installation, 

remove all waste, dirt, wrappings and excess materi-
als, tools and equipment.  Clean all surfaces to the 
satisfaction of the owner.  

3.04  PROPERTY DAMAGE
A  Protect all adjacent surfaces from damage and pay 

the cost of repairing any damage to the property 
caused by delivery or installation of materials. In all 
cases, match existing surfaces when making repairs. 

Change number of
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3.5 SPECIFICATIONS

These specifications are the property of 
Rodger Motiska Design, LLC. They were 
prepared for the Kiawah Island Community 
Association. Any use of these specifications 
by any party for any other purpose other than 
the fabrication and installation of the sign 
designs by Rodger Motiska Design, LLC for 
the client noted above are prohibited.

Kiawah Island Community Association

1/2/17

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

PART 2 - PRODUCTS (continued)

1.01  WORK INCLUDED
A Labor, materials, equipment and services necessary for 

the fabrication, delivery and installation of signage as 
described in the detail drawings.

B Refer to the message schedule for a complete list of 
sign types and quantities.

  Signs listed on message schedule should match those 
indicated on sign location plans. Contractor to notify 
owner of any discrepancies.

C The Vendor shall secure all required sign permits and 
licenses prior to the purchase of materials or beginning 
fabrication of any signs as required by local code. The 
Vendor shall notify the Owner immediately of any 
problems that arise during the permitting process. It is 
the responsibility of the Vendor to allow time in his work 
schedule for the permitting and inspection process. 
Securing such permits and inspections in a timely 
fashion so as to allow subsequent fabrication and 
installation to be completed on schedule. 

D For all signs, all fasteners, support structures and 
electrical connections required for installation.

1.02  RELATED WORK
A General fabrication and painting requirements: all work 

to be done in a professional manner and to the highest 
trade standards.

B All electrical work to meet state and local codes.

C Use OSHA safety requirements as necessary for pedes-
trian or vehicular safety. 

1.03  REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
A Observe applicable codes, sign ordinan and ADA 

guidelines for handicapped and fire/life safety signing. 

B  For Electrical Work 

1  National Electrical Code 

2  National Electrical Safety Code 

3  Life Safety Code - NFPA 101 

4  OSHA 

5  Applicable Federal, State and Local Codes 

6  Underwriters Laboratory Inc. (UL)

1.04  REFERENCE STANDARDS
   Refer to current editions of the following:

A   ASTM B221 — Aluminum-alloy extruded bars, rods, 
wire, shapes and tubes.

B   ASTM D822 — Light and water exposure apparatus  
(carbon-arc type) for testing paint, 
varnish, lacquer and related products. 

C   ASTM E84 — Surface-burning characteristics of 
building materials.

D   FS L-P-391 — Plastic sheet, rods and tubing, rigid 
cast materials.

E FS L-P-387 —Plastic sheet, laminated, thermosetting.

F ASTM C 880 — Stone, granite flexural strength 
testing.

G  ASTM C 1354 — Stone, granite anchorage testing.

1.05  SUBMITTALS
A Requirements

1 Schedule shop drawings, product data and sample 
submittals for delivery at the same time.

2 The owner may hold shop drawings, product data 
and samples in cases where a partial submittal 
cannot be reviewed until associated items have 
been received.

3 Allocate not less than four weeks, plus mailing time, 
for processing by the owner.

B Shop Drawings 

1 Submit four (4) sets of shop drawings as outlined 
below.

2 Include plans, elevations, sections and large scale 
details of sign wording and lettering layout. Show 
anchorages and accessory items. Provide mounting 
templates.

3 Show fabrication and installation details, includ-
ing all sign components such as extrusions, 
brackets, bracing, hardware, internal framing, 
foundations, etc.

4 Provide engineering data to confirm viability of 
signs and supports, including structural stability 
of all signs, fasteners and foundation design.

5 For illuminated sign units: shop drawings shall also 
include the following:

a  Fixture type.

b  Fixture and lamp/ballast voltage.

c  Fixture and lamp wattage.

d  Complete photometric data.

e Wiring diagrams, including connection to 
building power supply.

f UL registration number (fabricator must be UL 
approved.)

C   Subcontractor qualifications information

Submit two (2) copies of credentials for any 
subcontractor selected to execute any portion of 
this contract, including personnel qualifications, 
company references and equipment

D   Samples

1 Submit four (4) of each sample required.

2 Owner reserves the right to reject any samples 
that do not satisfy the construction, finish or 
color requirements. Submit additional samples 
as required to obtain final approval.

3 Samples shall be labeled on the back, designat-
ing item number, name of manufacturer, sign 
type and location.

4 Include the following type specimens in shop 
drawings:

a Alphabet of each typestyle required by the 
contract documents; upper and lower case, with 
numerals, punctuation and accents.

b Complete a typical sign message of each sign 
type to demonstrate proper interletter, interword 
and interline spacing.

5 Each material required for fabrication of each sign 
type with finishes as specified, including extrusions 
and hardware.

6 Color samples (minimum size 5 x 5 inches) of each 
color specified.

7 Samples should represent extreme variations in 
color and texture that might occur during fabrication.

8 Sample materials, fasteners, hardware and mount-
ing hardware sufficient to get clear ideas of how 
signs are fabricated, made changeable and 
installed.

E Maintenance Data 

1  Submit two (2) copies of each manufacturer’s recom-
mendations for maintenance of all items. 

2  The instructions shall cover cleaning, repair, repainting 
and maintenance of signs, including data on cleaning 
solutions or methods of application that should be 
avoided. 

1.06 DELIVERY
A For any attic stock ordered, package separately or in like 

groups labeled as to contents.  Include installation 
hardware, adhesives and installation instructions; include 
a reasonable array of alternate adhesives, fasteners or 
materials to be able to respond effectively to varying field 
conditions. 

1.07  PROTECTION
A  Store and protect assemblies from injury at the shop, in 

transit to the job and until erected in place, com�pleted, 
inspected and accepted.

B  Take special precautions to prevent pilferage both prior to 
and after installation. Be prepared to provide replace-
ments for any material so removed from the site. 

1.08  INSPECTION
A  Materials, colors and fabricated or partially fabricated 

items shall be available for inspection at the factory or 
elsewhere, by the owner or designer during the process 
of manufacture and until final delivery, installation and 
acceptance, to determine whether or not there is compli-
ance with the requirements of these specifications.

B  Approval prior to the time of final acceptance shall not 
preclude rejection of delivered items which do not satisfy 
these specifications. 

1.09 REORDERING
A All items specified herein shall be available to the owner 

in additional quantities for a period of 10 years after 
completion of all work called for in this specification. 

1.10  WARRANTY
 All warranties on fabricator’s standard contract forms 

must be modified to match warranty criteria mentioned 
herewith.  Any changes in warranty length or criteria 
must be negotiated prior to contract signing.  Any 
discrepancies from fabricator’s contract are superseded 
by this performance specification.

A Warrant all products (including, but not limited to materi-
als, hardware and finishes) against any and all defects 
for a minimum period of 2 years from date of installation. 

B  Correct any and all defects in material and/or workman 
ship which may appear during the warranty period by 
restoring defective work to the standard of the contract 
documents at no cost to the owner and to the owner's 
satisfaction.

C   Vinyl die-cut letters shall be warrantied for five years 
against delamination from substrate.

D   Paint finishes shall be warranted for seven years against 
chalking and fading.

E   Additional corrections shall include, but not be limited to, 
the following: 

1 Bubbling, crazing, chalking, rusting or other disintegra-
tion of the sign face or of the messages or of the 
edge finish of the sign inserts or panel. 

2  Corrosion developing beneath paint surfaces of the 
support systems (except when it is the result of 
obvious vandalism or other external damage to the 
paint surfaces). 

3  Corrosion of the fastenings. 

4  The signs not remaining true and plumb on their 
supports. 

5  Fading of the colors when matched against a sample 
of the original color and material. 

6  Discoloration of metal finishes. 

7  Uneven illumination; dark or hot spots. 

F Seasonal checks, cracks and knot holes not resulting in 
structural failure to wood materials are not covered by 
warranty.

1.11  ALTERNATE FABRICATION
A  The drawings show design intent only. The fabricator is 

responsible for fabrication and overall level of quality. 
Any changes in design, materials, fabrication 
techniques or details necessary to the successful 
completion of this  project should be communicated to 
owner in a timely fashion.  Further development and 
engineering of designer's details (for fabrication and 
installation) is expected and should be shown in the 
shop drawings.

B The designer recognizes that manufacturers may have 
shop fabrication techniques that er from details shown. 
Suggested changes in fabrication that do not alter the 
design intent nor reduce the quality will be considered 
by the designer provided they are submit �ted in sketch 
form as soon as possible prior to shop drawing 
preparation.

2.01  FABRICATION “CONTROL SAMPLES”
A Prior to production, contractor shall provide one (1) 

sample construction of each sign as indicated on design 
intent drawing; showing fabrication details and finishes, 
as a “control sample” for fabrication of the signs, to the 
designer for review and approval.

B Samples shall be full size with the required colors and 
finishes to show quality, type, range, texture and other 
specified characteristics.

      C Samples shall be submitted from the same source, 
which will supply the actual job. Samples of materials or 
products, which are normally furnished in containers or 
packages, which bear descriptive labels and/or applica-
tion or installation instructions, shall be submitted with 
such labels and/or instructions.

D All Samples shall be labeled, tagged, or otherwise clearly 
identified.  Labels or tags shall set forth the name of the 
Project, Contractor, Subcontractor, and/or Supplier, the 
name of the manufacturer, fabricator, or processor, the 
date of submittal, and specific identification of each 
sample and a precise reference to the design intent 
drawing page number.

E Each label or tag shall have sufficient clear space to 
permit the application of the review stamps of the design-
er and owner.

F Fabricated signs that do not conform to the quality 
standards, colors or finish established by the 
“control sample” will be cause for rejection.

2.02  QUALITY ASSURANCE
A   Materials used for this project shall be new and not 

reconditioned or re-purposed.

B  Use only personnel thoroughly skilled and experienced 
with the products and method for fabrication and installa-
tion of signage specified.

C  The owner shall reserve the right to reject any shop 
drawings, samples or other submittals, as well as any 
finished product or installation, that does not meet the 
standard of quality established by these specifications. 
Any such decision will be considered final and not 
subject to recourse.

D  The intent of the contract documents is to provide 
everything necessary for a complete contract. In the 
event of conflict or omission, the fabricator shall consult 

the owner for resolution.

E  Materials and hardware not spec but necessary to the 
complete functioning of the sign, shall conform to the 
quality level established.

 

2.03  ACCEPTABLE MANUFACTURERS
A  As listed under specific headings.

B  Substitutions: Items of same function and performance 
are acceptable only if contractor submits samples and 
manufacturer’s data for owner's approval before ordering 
these materials or components. 

2.04 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
A Type specifications

1 Typefaces: the following typefaces are to be used  
(NO substitutions will be accepted unless samples are 
submitted and approved by designer): 

   Adobe Garamond Pro -  Regular 
   Adobe Garamond Pro -  Bold 
   Corbel -  Regular 
   Corbel -  Bold 

See design intent drawings for font and letterspacing 

2 Size: all letter heights are based on the cap height 
of a capital letter. 

3  Alignment: When setting type or installing cut 
letters,  ensure that letters are perfectly straight 
and even, with no characters set crooked or 
"popping up."

 4  Spacing 

a See drawings for samples of letterspacing 

b Contractor is responsible for visual corrections to 
the typesetting that might be necessary. Any 
problems in spacing or copyfitting should be 
brought to the attention of the owner for solution. 

B   Visual justification

1  Display type may align mechanically but not optically. 
When setting type flush left, a visual adjustment shall 
be made compensating for those letter forms that 
must be extended into the left hand margin to appear 
visually flush. For example, S and O must extend 

beyond the left margin slightly.

C   Arrow and symbol specifications

1  Symbols: symbols and pictographs shall conform to 
the symbol signs issued by the Department of 
Transportation and the American Institute of Graphic 
Arts. To obtain more information and reproduction 
artwork or digitized Macintosh compatible AIGA 
symbols, contact:

    Society for Environmental Graphic Design 
 1000 Vermont Avenue Suite 
 400 Washington, DC 20005 
 202.638.5555

2  Arrows on all signs shall use the camera ready 
artwork or digitized Macintosh compatible arrow les 
which will be provided by the owner to the fabricator.

  a  Arrow size will be dimensioned by height as 
shown in the drawings.

D  Artwork

1  The contractor shall be responsible for preparation of 
all artwork (including, but not limited to type, arrows, 
imagery, drawings, photographs, symbols) necessary 
beyond that provided with contract award and for any 
touch-up of artwork for photographic enlargement. 
Quality of artwork for finished signage shall be the 
responsibility of the contractor. The owner's represen-
tative reserves the right to reject artwork if it fails to 
meet the standard of quality established.

 

2.05  MATERIALS 
A   Aluminum extrusions: mounting plates and structural 

frames shall conform to ASTM B- 221, Alloy 6063-T6. 
Shapes, sizes and weights of members shall be as 
required for structural stability. All connections of 
aluminum members shall be heli-arc welded, continuous 
fillets, ground smooth on all exposed faces, unless 
specifically detailed otherwise. Aluminum finishes shall 
be hereinafter specified.

B   Aluminum sheet and plate: Type 5052-H-32 alloy 
aluminum, thickness as indicated. For painted finish, 
faces shall be etched to give an even satin finish and 
remove oxidation, then conversion coated to improve 
paint adhesion and inhibit corrosion. Surface shall be 
belt-sanded for a smooth finish, edges fillled and 
ground then immersed in hot alkaline cleaner to remove 

contamination. For anodized finish, prepare for finish 
AAM31-C21-A31. 

   Aluminum should have consistency of color and finish through-
out the project. 

C  Hangers, brackets and accessories: shall be of the type and 
size indicated. Where such items are not specifically called for, 
provide hangers, brackets and accessories as required for the 
proper execution of the work, as approved by the owner. 

D  Paint for aluminum

1  Paint colors are specified using the Pantone color-matching 
system (PMS.)

 Paint shall be Matthews MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint.  
MAP is a ultraviolet inhibited aliphatic isocyanate/acrylic 
system engineered for extreme color and gloss retention.  
Application shall consist of 1 coat of 74-734 & 74-735 Metal 
Pretreat @ .25 mils DFT and 2 coats of opaque semi-gloss 
Matthews Acrylic Polyurethane paint of specified color, I mil 
DFT minimum each coat for a total dry film thickness of two 
(2) mil.

 Order or mix paint for each color in quantity to assure consis-
tent application for all signs in a given color. Vendor shall 
allow paint surfaces to thoroughly air dry for a minimum of 
forty eight (48) hours prior to the application of masking film, 
which shall be applied to protects all sign surfaces during 
shipping and installation.

 All finishes are to be semi-gloss finish, free from fading, 
peeling or cracking.  Paint preparation of all exterior metal 
surfaces of the sign is to include removal of all scratches 
and imperfections, sanding and chemical etching.  
Substrate cleaning and preparation are to be in strict 
compliance with Matthews Paint Company published 
guidelines. 

Matthews Paint Company
760 Pittsburgh Drive
Delaware, OH 43015
Phone 1.800.323.6593
Fax 1.800.947.0377 

2 All coating to protect aluminum by uniformly penetrating, 
filling and sealing surface pores. Coating should provide 
an invisible barrier to weathering, airborne contaminants, 
graffiti, industrial air pollution, mildew, and salt air. Coating 
should not yellow, peel or flake. Coating should be 
guaranteed a minimum of seven years. Sign panels shall 
be predrilled in proper locations before any priming, 
painting or coating processes. Aluminum should have 

consistency of color and finish throughout the project. 

E Pressure sensitive legends 

1 Use "Scotchcal" brand film manufactured by 3M. Thickness: 
.003 inch minimum, .006 inch maximum. Material shall consist 
of a tough, flexible, pigmented, vinyl film and shall be 
processed with compatible screen printing inks and clear 
coatings as recommended by the film manufacturer. The film 
shall be pre-coated with pressure-sensitive adhesive. The 
adhesive shall be protected by a treated paper liner that shall 
be easily removable without soaking in water or other 
solvents. 

2 Use "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting manufactured by 
3M. Thickness: .0065 inch minimum, .0075 inch maximum. 
Material shall consist of transparent plastic having a smooth, 
flat outer surface embedded with spherical lens elements. 
Material shall be capable to being processed with compatible 
screen printing inks and clear coatings as recommended by 
the sheeting manufacturer. The sheeting shall be pre-coated 
by a treated paper liner that shall be easily removable without 
soaking in water or other solvents. 

3 Shall be guaranteed against delamination for a period of 5 
years. 

F Wood

1 Boards

 Western Red Cedar,  grade C and Better Clear, Surfaced 
Four Sides (S4S), kiln-dried.

 *Meeting NLGA 202b,c; WCLIB 149-b, c; WWPA 10.11, 12

2 Timbers

 Western Red Cedar, No. 2 and Better Clear, Surfaced Four 
Sides, air-dried.

 *Meeting NLGA/WCLIB paragraph 130cc upgraded for 
appearance qualities.

 * Per Western Red Cedar Lumber Association
 www.realcedar.com
 866-778-9096   

3 Stain:
 Olympic Maximum Stain & Sealant In One (Semi 

Transparent, Neutral)
 Stain Color: 913 Ebony
 Paint Color: White
 Mix Ratio is 10 Parts Ebony to 1 part White

 Number of Coats: 2

 Apply two generous coats of stain. Wood must be clean and 
dry. Apply second coat after first coat has been absorbed. 
Do not allow first coat to dry because it will limit the penetra-
tion of the second coat and leave gloss patches on the 
surface of the post.

G Silkscreen ink: formulate epoxy silkscreen inks specifically for 
surfaces on which they will be used. Add catalytic or bonding 
agents as necessary to maximize adherence and vandal 
resistance.

H Pre-cast Concrete: Pre-cast concrete shall meet the require-
ments of CSI section 034300. 

1  Design of castings should minimize visual joints.

2 All joints are to be sealed with an elastomeric sealant 
matched to color of concrete or painted to match.

3 Travertine textured faces (unless otherwise specified.)

4 Cold gray color (maximum dosage rate of 6%) additive 
to mixture.

5 Stain:
ECO STAIN By SureCrete Design Products
Color-Magnet MA02115 ( 1 to 1 mixture with water)

 Number of Coats: 2

6 Clear Coat Sealer:
 SureCrete Design Products
 XS327 / Part A and Part B (3 parts A, 2 Parts B)
 Number of Coats: 2

I Concrete Footings: Cast-in-place concrete shall meet the 
requirements of CSI section 03300 and as follows:  

1 All concrete footers are to be poured in place.

2 All concrete footers are to be poured from thoroughly 
mixed and agitated concrete in order prevent unreason �
able voids in the finished casting.

 3 Concrete to meet specified “PSI Test” for strength: 3,500 
psi minimum.

 4 Concrete to meet specified “Slump test” before pouring 
footing. 

5 All footings to extend past the frost line. 

6 Any footers or posts for signs will be placed in wet 
concrete and allowed to fully cure in place before any 
signage is attached or mounted to it in any way.

J  Adhesive tape: closed-cell foam type with adhesive surfaces 

on both faces. Thicknesses and widths of tapes shall be 
as required to safely secure signs to various wall ishes, 
but in no caseshall be less than 1/16 inch thick and 1/2 
inch wide. Adhesive tape shall be equal to Norton Sealant 
Tape No. 1001 Series.

K Liquid adhesive: Silicone Silastic 732 RTV adhesive/ 
sealant as manufactured by Dow Corning. 

L Fluorescent lighting: 

1 Unpainted fixture parts shall be either anodized 
aluminum, noncorrosive grade stainless steel or an 
equivalent noncorrosive material. 

2 Sign housings and frame shall be fully sealed against 
light leakage. 

3 In signs circuited with 277 volts, provide an aluminum 
.005 inch foil warning label with a permanent adhesive 
having a resistance to temperature ranging from minus 
40 degrees Fahrenheit to plus 300 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Labels shall be placed one on either side of ballast 
housing cover between lamps so as to be readily seen 
when servicing. Labels shall have block lettering, 5/32 
inches high, printed on the aluminum foil material and 
read “CAUTION - 277 VOLTS”.

2.06  FABRICATION 
A  Report any discrepancies between drawings, specifica-

tions and owner requirements; request direction from 
owner before proceeding. 

B  Verify measurements in field as required for work fabricat-
ed to fit job conditions. Before starting work, exam�ine 
adjoining work on which work of this section is in any way 
dependent for perfect workmanship and fit. 

C  Make work in ample time not to delay job progress and 
deliver to job at such time as required for proper coordi-
nation. Fabricate work true to line and detail with clean, 
sharply profiles. Finish surfaces smooth unless otherwise 
specified.

D Do cutting, punching, drilling and tapping required for 
attachment or other work coming in contact with signage 
work where indicated.

E  Changeability: fabricate signs in such a manner that each 
of the major mounting components may be removed and 
replaced with similar components by maintenance 
personnel, but not by unauthorized per�sonnel. 

F  Construction: fabricate all joints, corners, miters, etc., 

with work accurately machined, filed and fitted, rigidly 
framed together at joints and contact points. Carefully 
match all work to provide a perfect continuity of lines and 
design, with metal in contact having hairline joints. Make 
joints of such character and assembly to be strong and as 
rigid as adjoining sections. Make exposed joints where 
joint is least conspicuous. Corners shall be square as 
indicated. All edges shall be finished and free of saw 
marks.

   Allow for expansion and contraction of materials from 
temperature changes, especially when two materials with 
different coefficients of expansion are used together. 

   Detail signs to minimize deflection from snow, ice, water or 
their own weight. 

G  Engineering: the system shall be engineered to eliminate 
buckling of any members, failure at any points, distortions 
or other damage.

   The system shall be engineered to be rigid with minimum 
deflection and rotation under stress and shall be able to 
withstand movement, shear and torsional loads.

   Exposed areas of signs shall not oilcan. Signs shall be 
designed as structurally self-supporting units. The suspen-
sion systems and substructure shall be designed by the 
sign manufacturer to perform in accordance with the 
contract documents. 

H   Connections and accessories: weights of connections and 
accessories shall be adequate to sustain and withstand 
stresses and strains to which they will be normally subject-
ed in the sites environment. 

I   Sign panels - general 

1  Surface finishes : provide surface finishes that are 
free from lines, mottling, ridges, variations in color, 
orange peel, bubbles, pinholes, mottling, crazing, grit 
and coarse particles. This applies to all methods of 
fabrication and finishing. Use clear coatings for 
durability, surface protection, appearance and 
maintenance.

2 Material: sign panel material is stated in the sched-
ules under "Notes" and/or on drawings.

3  Opacity: except for internally illuminated signs, all 
signs shall have opaque background and opaque 
graphics. 

Note: all colors, especially in the acrylic signs, are to be 
clear and match references exactly.–Washed out 
or weak colors will not be accepted.

J   Anchors and fastenings

 1  Mechanical

a Provide anchors and fasteners required to secure 
work in place.

b Surface finish: do not expose fastenings on surface 
of sign panels unless specifically noted otherwise.  
Do not deform, distort or discolor sign face surfaces 
by attachment of concealed fastenings.

c Corrosion resistance: all fastenings shall be non�
corrosive and resistant to oxidation or other cor�
rosive action, of the same composition completely 
through their cross sections, particularly when used 
below grade. Use highest quality stainless steel 
hardware and fasteners. 

d Anchors, inserts or fasteners shall be compatible with 
sign materials, insure that they will not result in 
galvanic action or chemical interaction of adhesives 
and shall have demonstrable and sufficient strength 
for intended use. 

e Steel anchors and fastenings for exterior use shall be 
galvanized in accordance with ASTM A153. 

f  Stability: fabricate and install signs with fastenings to 
withstand all actions imposed by use; 30 psf wind 
perpendicular to surfaces, water, ice, snow loads and 
similar forces. 

g Anchor bolts in concrete shall be cast in place. 
Manufacturer shall furnish instructions for the setting 
of anchors and bearing plates. Manufacturer shall 
ascertain that the items are properly set during the 
process of the work. 

h Color: secure work with fastenings of same color and 
finish as the components they secure where they are 
exposed to view, unless noted otherwise. 

i   Security: All exposed fasteners must be vandal 
resistant and have vandal-proof "spanner" type slots 
to be removed only with a special driver head.

K Messages 

1 Layout: layouts are shown on the drawings. All 
messages including braille shall be flush left, unless 
noted otherwise. Correct line breaks are indicated in 
the "Message" column of the schedule and should be 
followed exactly. Braille line breaks shall match those 
of the raised copy. Any problems in message layout 
shall be brought to the attention of the owner for 
solution. 

2 Fabrication: execute all signs such that letterforms are 
true and clean. Letterforms with rounded corners, or 
chipped, nicked, cut or ragged edges, will not be accept-
ed. This applies to all methods of fabrication and copy 
application. 

3 Copy: message copy on detail drawings is for layout 
purposes only. Actual copy is listed in the "Message" 
column of the schedule. Additional copy may be provid-
ed later by the owner. 

4 Capitalization: directions for upper and lower case are 
found in the "Message" column of the schedule must be 
followed exactly. 

5 Single or double faces: all signs that are double sided 
will be noted as such in the drawings and message 
schedule. For double-sided signs, the message will be 
indicated as "Side A" and "Side B" or "Side C" and "Side 
D". 

L Surface-applied messages

1 Color and color fastness 
a Exposed surfaces and finishes shall show no discern-

ible color change or chalking when exposed for 1,000 
hours in an Atlas Twin Arc Weathermaster Model 
HCDL-X, or equivalent, when tested in accordance with 
ASTM D822. 

2 Interletter spacing: follow examples in drawings. Show 
sample interletter and interword spacing in sample submis-
sions as specified. 

3 Layout: positions for all messages, symbols, arrows, lines, 
etc., for all signs are clearly indicated on the drawings and 
shall be complied with. 

4 Artwork: contractor shall be responsible for all final 
reproduction artwork for all messages; symbols, arrows and 
restroom floor plan drawings.

5 Fabrication: 
a Screened messages: execute all silkscreen printing in 

such a manner that all edges and corners of finished 
letter forms are true and clean. Letterforms, color areas 
or lines with rounded corners, edge buildup or bleeding, 
sawtoothing, etc., will not be accepted. Execute all 
silkscreening from photo-screens prepared from 
typesetter's reproduction of the copy specified. Typeset-
ter's reproductions shall be no smaller than 75% of the 
actual size specified. All above work is included in this 
contract. Hand cut screens will not be acceptable. 

b Cut vinyl messages: cut, pre-spaced, pre-aligned 

messages (numbers, words, phrases and arrows) from 
3.0 mil flexible film coated with continuous adhesive 
pressure sensitive backing to meet characteristics 
specified for surface-applied messages. Execute cutting 
in such a manner that all edges and corners of finished 
letter forms are true and clean. Letter forms with round 
positive or negative corners, nicked, cut or ragged edges, 
etc., will not be acceptable. 

c  Mask and spray: messages must be sharp with clean 
edges. No broken letters, bleeding or ragged edges. 
Observe all Matthews Paint instructions to achieve ideal 
appearance.

M Illuminated signs 

1 All means of internal illumination for signs shall be positioned 
in accordance with the copy layout to provide even light 
distribution to the copy.

2 All exterior fixtures and those in wet-damp locations shall be 
fitted with seals and gaskets to form a weatherproof, 
watertight assembly and shall be of rust resistant construction 
and finish. 

3 Internally illuminated signs shall be furnished with 800 MA 
ballasts. 

a Fluorescent ballasts shall be high power factory type low 
wattage/heat, full light output, for use with rapid start 
standard lamps. Voltage shall be as required by power 
supply.

b Provide all ballasts with approved integral thermal protec-
tion conforming to requirements of the NEC; UL class “P”. 
“A” sound rating or better is required. Ballasts shall be 
CBM certified by the ETL and UL. 

c  Exterior ballasts: Low temperature type, providing reliable 
starting at -20 degrees Fahrenheit. 

d Utilize 2 lamp ballasts wherever possible. 

e Ballasts to be complete with heat radiators, capacitors 
and pressure relief devices. 

4 Lamp all signs as indicated. 

5 Provide a switch on the interior of the sign to turn off power in 
sign. 

6 Encase all electrical wiring in flexible metal conduit or metal 
raceways.

3.01  INSPECTION
A   Examine the substrates and conditions under which the 

signs are to be installed and notify the owner in writing 
of conditions detrimental to the proper and timely 
completion of the work. Do not proceed with the work 
until unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected.

3.02  INSTALLATION
A   Install sign units and components with concealed 

fasteners, unless otherwise shown. Refer to detail 
drawings for general method. Verify each surface in 
field to determine spec appropriate hardware.

    Drawings in this package may not indicate any 
below-ground or in-wall structural tie-ins or connections 
that may be necessary to assure stable and secure 
installation of signs. Sign fabricator is responsible for 
determining where such connections are necessary and 
for coordinating with related trades to make them.

B   Locations: refer to drawings for approximate locations. 
Any discrepancies or apparent deviations from drawing 
locations because of different site conditions shall be 
brought to the attention of the owner for solution. The 
owner’s representative must be present for field 
placement of sign.

 It shall be the responsibility of the Contractor to 
determine the location of underground structures and 
utilities by the use of test pit excavation prior to excava-
tion operations.

 Test pits shall be of the size, depth and location as 
approved by the Engineer. Each pit shall be tamp-back 
filled.

 Test pit excavation will be measured on the basis of the 
volume of material actually removed from within the 
limits specified. Tamped backfill will not be measured 
but shall be included in the price bid for test pit excava-
tion.

 Price quote provided shall include all excavation, 
tamped backfill, labor, tools, equipment and incidentals 
necessary to complete the installation of each sign.

C  For ground-mounted signs, provide whatever replace-
ment concrete, pavers, bricks, etc. are necessary to 
match adjacent surfaces exactly. Seams should be 
parallel or perpendicular to sign face and be symmetri-
cal around post(s). 

D  Note that this institution experiences heavy public use. 
Strong environmental conditions such as weather and 

vandalism may be routine problems. Signs must be 
securely mounted. Contractor is responsible for 
suggesting alternative fabrication or installation 
methods if required to prevent theft or vandalism.

E  Install signs to be level, plumb and at the proper 
height. Cooperate with other trades for installation of 
sign units.

F  Clean and polish, remove excess adhesive. 

3.03  CLEANUP
A  Periodically and upon completion of the installation, 

remove all waste, dirt, wrappings and excess materi-
als, tools and equipment.  Clean all surfaces to the 
satisfaction of the owner.  

3.04  PROPERTY DAMAGE
A  Protect all adjacent surfaces from damage and pay 

the cost of repairing any damage to the property 
caused by delivery or installation of materials. In all 
cases, match existing surfaces when making repairs. 
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3.6 SPECIFICATIONS

These specifications are the property of 
Rodger Motiska Design, LLC. They were 
prepared for the Kiawah Island Community 
Association. Any use of these specifications 
by any party for any other purpose other than 
the fabrication and installation of the sign 
designs by Rodger Motiska Design, LLC for 
the client noted above are prohibited.

Kiawah Island Community Association

1/2/17

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

1.01  WORK INCLUDED
A Labor, materials, equipment and services necessary for 

the fabrication, delivery and installation of signage as 
described in the detail drawings.

B Refer to the message schedule for a complete list of 
sign types and quantities.

  Signs listed on message schedule should match those 
indicated on sign location plans. Contractor to notify 
owner of any discrepancies.

C The Vendor shall secure all required sign permits and 
licenses prior to the purchase of materials or beginning 
fabrication of any signs as required by local code. The 
Vendor shall notify the Owner immediately of any 
problems that arise during the permitting process. It is 
the responsibility of the Vendor to allow time in his work 
schedule for the permitting and inspection process. 
Securing such permits and inspections in a timely 
fashion so as to allow subsequent fabrication and 
installation to be completed on schedule. 

D For all signs, all fasteners, support structures and 
electrical connections required for installation.

1.02  RELATED WORK
A General fabrication and painting requirements: all work 

to be done in a professional manner and to the highest 
trade standards.

B All electrical work to meet state and local codes.

C Use OSHA safety requirements as necessary for pedes-
trian or vehicular safety. 

1.03  REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
A Observe applicable codes, sign ordinan and ADA 

guidelines for handicapped and fire/life safety signing. 

B  For Electrical Work 

1  National Electrical Code 

2  National Electrical Safety Code 

3  Life Safety Code - NFPA 101 

4  OSHA 

5  Applicable Federal, State and Local Codes 

6  Underwriters Laboratory Inc. (UL)

1.04  REFERENCE STANDARDS
   Refer to current editions of the following:

A   ASTM B221 — Aluminum-alloy extruded bars, rods, 
wire, shapes and tubes.

B   ASTM D822 — Light and water exposure apparatus  
(carbon-arc type) for testing paint, 
varnish, lacquer and related products. 

C   ASTM E84 — Surface-burning characteristics of 
building materials.

D   FS L-P-391 — Plastic sheet, rods and tubing, rigid 
cast materials.

E FS L-P-387 —Plastic sheet, laminated, thermosetting.

F ASTM C 880 — Stone, granite flexural strength 
testing.

G  ASTM C 1354 — Stone, granite anchorage testing.

1.05  SUBMITTALS
A Requirements

1 Schedule shop drawings, product data and sample 
submittals for delivery at the same time.

2 The owner may hold shop drawings, product data 
and samples in cases where a partial submittal 
cannot be reviewed until associated items have 
been received.

3 Allocate not less than four weeks, plus mailing time, 
for processing by the owner.

B Shop Drawings 

1 Submit four (4) sets of shop drawings as outlined 
below.

2 Include plans, elevations, sections and large scale 
details of sign wording and lettering layout. Show 
anchorages and accessory items. Provide mounting 
templates.

3 Show fabrication and installation details, includ-
ing all sign components such as extrusions, 
brackets, bracing, hardware, internal framing, 
foundations, etc.

4 Provide engineering data to confirm viability of 
signs and supports, including structural stability 
of all signs, fasteners and foundation design.

5 For illuminated sign units: shop drawings shall also 
include the following:

a  Fixture type.

b  Fixture and lamp/ballast voltage.

c  Fixture and lamp wattage.

d  Complete photometric data.

e Wiring diagrams, including connection to 
building power supply.

f UL registration number (fabricator must be UL 
approved.)

C   Subcontractor qualifications information

Submit two (2) copies of credentials for any 
subcontractor selected to execute any portion of 
this contract, including personnel qualifications, 
company references and equipment

D   Samples

1 Submit four (4) of each sample required.

2 Owner reserves the right to reject any samples 
that do not satisfy the construction, finish or 
color requirements. Submit additional samples 
as required to obtain final approval.

3 Samples shall be labeled on the back, designat-
ing item number, name of manufacturer, sign 
type and location.

4 Include the following type specimens in shop 
drawings:

a Alphabet of each typestyle required by the 
contract documents; upper and lower case, with 
numerals, punctuation and accents.

b Complete a typical sign message of each sign 
type to demonstrate proper interletter, interword 
and interline spacing.

5 Each material required for fabrication of each sign 
type with finishes as specified, including extrusions 
and hardware.

6 Color samples (minimum size 5 x 5 inches) of each 
color specified.

7 Samples should represent extreme variations in 
color and texture that might occur during fabrication.

8 Sample materials, fasteners, hardware and mount-
ing hardware sufficient to get clear ideas of how 
signs are fabricated, made changeable and 
installed.

E Maintenance Data 

1  Submit two (2) copies of each manufacturer’s recom-
mendations for maintenance of all items. 

2  The instructions shall cover cleaning, repair, repainting 
and maintenance of signs, including data on cleaning 
solutions or methods of application that should be 
avoided. 

1.06 DELIVERY
A For any attic stock ordered, package separately or in like 

groups labeled as to contents.  Include installation 
hardware, adhesives and installation instructions; include 
a reasonable array of alternate adhesives, fasteners or 
materials to be able to respond effectively to varying field 
conditions. 

1.07  PROTECTION
A  Store and protect assemblies from injury at the shop, in 

transit to the job and until erected in place, com�pleted, 
inspected and accepted.

B  Take special precautions to prevent pilferage both prior to 
and after installation. Be prepared to provide replace-
ments for any material so removed from the site. 

1.08  INSPECTION
A  Materials, colors and fabricated or partially fabricated 

items shall be available for inspection at the factory or 
elsewhere, by the owner or designer during the process 
of manufacture and until final delivery, installation and 
acceptance, to determine whether or not there is compli-
ance with the requirements of these specifications.

B  Approval prior to the time of final acceptance shall not 
preclude rejection of delivered items which do not satisfy 
these specifications. 

1.09 REORDERING
A All items specified herein shall be available to the owner 

in additional quantities for a period of 10 years after 
completion of all work called for in this specification. 

1.10  WARRANTY
 All warranties on fabricator’s standard contract forms 

must be modified to match warranty criteria mentioned 
herewith.  Any changes in warranty length or criteria 
must be negotiated prior to contract signing.  Any 
discrepancies from fabricator’s contract are superseded 
by this performance specification.

A Warrant all products (including, but not limited to materi-
als, hardware and finishes) against any and all defects 
for a minimum period of 2 years from date of installation. 

B  Correct any and all defects in material and/or workman 
ship which may appear during the warranty period by 
restoring defective work to the standard of the contract 
documents at no cost to the owner and to the owner's 
satisfaction.

C   Vinyl die-cut letters shall be warrantied for five years 
against delamination from substrate.

D   Paint finishes shall be warranted for seven years against 
chalking and fading.

E   Additional corrections shall include, but not be limited to, 
the following: 

1 Bubbling, crazing, chalking, rusting or other disintegra-
tion of the sign face or of the messages or of the 
edge finish of the sign inserts or panel. 

2  Corrosion developing beneath paint surfaces of the 
support systems (except when it is the result of 
obvious vandalism or other external damage to the 
paint surfaces). 

3  Corrosion of the fastenings. 

4  The signs not remaining true and plumb on their 
supports. 

5  Fading of the colors when matched against a sample 
of the original color and material. 

6  Discoloration of metal finishes. 

7  Uneven illumination; dark or hot spots. 

F Seasonal checks, cracks and knot holes not resulting in 
structural failure to wood materials are not covered by 
warranty.

1.11  ALTERNATE FABRICATION
A  The drawings show design intent only. The fabricator is 

responsible for fabrication and overall level of quality. 
Any changes in design, materials, fabrication 
techniques or details necessary to the successful 
completion of this  project should be communicated to 
owner in a timely fashion.  Further development and 
engineering of designer's details (for fabrication and 
installation) is expected and should be shown in the 
shop drawings.

B The designer recognizes that manufacturers may have 
shop fabrication techniques that er from details shown. 
Suggested changes in fabrication that do not alter the 
design intent nor reduce the quality will be considered 
by the designer provided they are submit �ted in sketch 
form as soon as possible prior to shop drawing 
preparation.

2.01  FABRICATION “CONTROL SAMPLES”
A Prior to production, contractor shall provide one (1) 

sample construction of each sign as indicated on design 
intent drawing; showing fabrication details and finishes, 
as a “control sample” for fabrication of the signs, to the 
designer for review and approval.

B Samples shall be full size with the required colors and 
finishes to show quality, type, range, texture and other 
specified characteristics.

      C Samples shall be submitted from the same source, 
which will supply the actual job. Samples of materials or 
products, which are normally furnished in containers or 
packages, which bear descriptive labels and/or applica-
tion or installation instructions, shall be submitted with 
such labels and/or instructions.

D All Samples shall be labeled, tagged, or otherwise clearly 
identified.  Labels or tags shall set forth the name of the 
Project, Contractor, Subcontractor, and/or Supplier, the 
name of the manufacturer, fabricator, or processor, the 
date of submittal, and specific identification of each 
sample and a precise reference to the design intent 
drawing page number.

E Each label or tag shall have sufficient clear space to 
permit the application of the review stamps of the design-
er and owner.

F Fabricated signs that do not conform to the quality 
standards, colors or finish established by the 
“control sample” will be cause for rejection.

2.02  QUALITY ASSURANCE
A   Materials used for this project shall be new and not 

reconditioned or re-purposed.

B  Use only personnel thoroughly skilled and experienced 
with the products and method for fabrication and installa-
tion of signage specified.

C  The owner shall reserve the right to reject any shop 
drawings, samples or other submittals, as well as any 
finished product or installation, that does not meet the 
standard of quality established by these specifications. 
Any such decision will be considered final and not 
subject to recourse.

D  The intent of the contract documents is to provide 
everything necessary for a complete contract. In the 
event of conflict or omission, the fabricator shall consult 

the owner for resolution.

E  Materials and hardware not spec but necessary to the 
complete functioning of the sign, shall conform to the 
quality level established.

 

2.03  ACCEPTABLE MANUFACTURERS
A  As listed under specific headings.

B  Substitutions: Items of same function and performance 
are acceptable only if contractor submits samples and 
manufacturer’s data for owner's approval before ordering 
these materials or components. 

2.04 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
A Type specifications

1 Typefaces: the following typefaces are to be used  
(NO substitutions will be accepted unless samples are 
submitted and approved by designer): 

   Adobe Garamond Pro -  Regular 
   Adobe Garamond Pro -  Bold 
   Corbel -  Regular 
   Corbel -  Bold 

See design intent drawings for font and letterspacing 

2 Size: all letter heights are based on the cap height 
of a capital letter. 

3  Alignment: When setting type or installing cut 
letters,  ensure that letters are perfectly straight 
and even, with no characters set crooked or 
"popping up."

 4  Spacing 

a See drawings for samples of letterspacing 

b Contractor is responsible for visual corrections to 
the typesetting that might be necessary. Any 
problems in spacing or copyfitting should be 
brought to the attention of the owner for solution. 

B   Visual justification

1  Display type may align mechanically but not optically. 
When setting type flush left, a visual adjustment shall 
be made compensating for those letter forms that 
must be extended into the left hand margin to appear 
visually flush. For example, S and O must extend 

beyond the left margin slightly.

C   Arrow and symbol specifications

1  Symbols: symbols and pictographs shall conform to 
the symbol signs issued by the Department of 
Transportation and the American Institute of Graphic 
Arts. To obtain more information and reproduction 
artwork or digitized Macintosh compatible AIGA 
symbols, contact:

    Society for Environmental Graphic Design 
 1000 Vermont Avenue Suite 
 400 Washington, DC 20005 
 202.638.5555

2  Arrows on all signs shall use the camera ready 
artwork or digitized Macintosh compatible arrow les 
which will be provided by the owner to the fabricator.

  a  Arrow size will be dimensioned by height as 
shown in the drawings.

D  Artwork

1  The contractor shall be responsible for preparation of 
all artwork (including, but not limited to type, arrows, 
imagery, drawings, photographs, symbols) necessary 
beyond that provided with contract award and for any 
touch-up of artwork for photographic enlargement. 
Quality of artwork for finished signage shall be the 
responsibility of the contractor. The owner's represen-
tative reserves the right to reject artwork if it fails to 
meet the standard of quality established.

 

2.05  MATERIALS 
A   Aluminum extrusions: mounting plates and structural 

frames shall conform to ASTM B- 221, Alloy 6063-T6. 
Shapes, sizes and weights of members shall be as 
required for structural stability. All connections of 
aluminum members shall be heli-arc welded, continuous 
fillets, ground smooth on all exposed faces, unless 
specifically detailed otherwise. Aluminum finishes shall 
be hereinafter specified.

B   Aluminum sheet and plate: Type 5052-H-32 alloy 
aluminum, thickness as indicated. For painted finish, 
faces shall be etched to give an even satin finish and 
remove oxidation, then conversion coated to improve 
paint adhesion and inhibit corrosion. Surface shall be 
belt-sanded for a smooth finish, edges fillled and 
ground then immersed in hot alkaline cleaner to remove 

contamination. For anodized finish, prepare for finish 
AAM31-C21-A31. 

   Aluminum should have consistency of color and finish through-
out the project. 

C  Hangers, brackets and accessories: shall be of the type and 
size indicated. Where such items are not specifically called for, 
provide hangers, brackets and accessories as required for the 
proper execution of the work, as approved by the owner. 

D  Paint for aluminum

1  Paint colors are specified using the Pantone color-matching 
system (PMS.)

 Paint shall be Matthews MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint.  
MAP is a ultraviolet inhibited aliphatic isocyanate/acrylic 
system engineered for extreme color and gloss retention.  
Application shall consist of 1 coat of 74-734 & 74-735 Metal 
Pretreat @ .25 mils DFT and 2 coats of opaque semi-gloss 
Matthews Acrylic Polyurethane paint of specified color, I mil 
DFT minimum each coat for a total dry film thickness of two 
(2) mil.

 Order or mix paint for each color in quantity to assure consis-
tent application for all signs in a given color. Vendor shall 
allow paint surfaces to thoroughly air dry for a minimum of 
forty eight (48) hours prior to the application of masking film, 
which shall be applied to protects all sign surfaces during 
shipping and installation.

 All finishes are to be semi-gloss finish, free from fading, 
peeling or cracking.  Paint preparation of all exterior metal 
surfaces of the sign is to include removal of all scratches 
and imperfections, sanding and chemical etching.  
Substrate cleaning and preparation are to be in strict 
compliance with Matthews Paint Company published 
guidelines. 

Matthews Paint Company
760 Pittsburgh Drive
Delaware, OH 43015
Phone 1.800.323.6593
Fax 1.800.947.0377 

2 All coating to protect aluminum by uniformly penetrating, 
filling and sealing surface pores. Coating should provide 
an invisible barrier to weathering, airborne contaminants, 
graffiti, industrial air pollution, mildew, and salt air. Coating 
should not yellow, peel or flake. Coating should be 
guaranteed a minimum of seven years. Sign panels shall 
be predrilled in proper locations before any priming, 
painting or coating processes. Aluminum should have 

consistency of color and finish throughout the project. 

E Pressure sensitive legends 

1 Use "Scotchcal" brand film manufactured by 3M. Thickness: 
.003 inch minimum, .006 inch maximum. Material shall consist 
of a tough, flexible, pigmented, vinyl film and shall be 
processed with compatible screen printing inks and clear 
coatings as recommended by the film manufacturer. The film 
shall be pre-coated with pressure-sensitive adhesive. The 
adhesive shall be protected by a treated paper liner that shall 
be easily removable without soaking in water or other 
solvents. 

2 Use "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting manufactured by 
3M. Thickness: .0065 inch minimum, .0075 inch maximum. 
Material shall consist of transparent plastic having a smooth, 
flat outer surface embedded with spherical lens elements. 
Material shall be capable to being processed with compatible 
screen printing inks and clear coatings as recommended by 
the sheeting manufacturer. The sheeting shall be pre-coated 
by a treated paper liner that shall be easily removable without 
soaking in water or other solvents. 

3 Shall be guaranteed against delamination for a period of 5 
years. 

F Wood

1 Boards

 Western Red Cedar,  grade C and Better Clear, Surfaced 
Four Sides (S4S), kiln-dried.

 *Meeting NLGA 202b,c; WCLIB 149-b, c; WWPA 10.11, 12

2 Timbers

 Western Red Cedar, No. 2 and Better Clear, Surfaced Four 
Sides, air-dried.

 *Meeting NLGA/WCLIB paragraph 130cc upgraded for 
appearance qualities.

 * Per Western Red Cedar Lumber Association
 www.realcedar.com
 866-778-9096   

3 Stain:
 Olympic Maximum Stain & Sealant In One (Semi 

Transparent, Neutral)
 Stain Color: 913 Ebony
 Paint Color: White
 Mix Ratio is 10 Parts Ebony to 1 part White

 Number of Coats: 2

 Apply two generous coats of stain. Wood must be clean and 
dry. Apply second coat after first coat has been absorbed. 
Do not allow first coat to dry because it will limit the penetra-
tion of the second coat and leave gloss patches on the 
surface of the post.

G Silkscreen ink: formulate epoxy silkscreen inks specifically for 
surfaces on which they will be used. Add catalytic or bonding 
agents as necessary to maximize adherence and vandal 
resistance.

H Pre-cast Concrete: Pre-cast concrete shall meet the require-
ments of CSI section 034300. 

1  Design of castings should minimize visual joints.

2 All joints are to be sealed with an elastomeric sealant 
matched to color of concrete or painted to match.

3 Travertine textured faces (unless otherwise specified.)

4 Cold gray color (maximum dosage rate of 6%) additive 
to mixture.

5 Stain:
ECO STAIN By SureCrete Design Products
Color-Magnet MA02115 ( 1 to 1 mixture with water)

 Number of Coats: 2

6 Clear Coat Sealer:
 SureCrete Design Products
 XS327 / Part A and Part B (3 parts A, 2 Parts B)
 Number of Coats: 2

I Concrete Footings: Cast-in-place concrete shall meet the 
requirements of CSI section 03300 and as follows:  

1 All concrete footers are to be poured in place.

2 All concrete footers are to be poured from thoroughly 
mixed and agitated concrete in order prevent unreason �
able voids in the finished casting.

 3 Concrete to meet specified “PSI Test” for strength: 3,500 
psi minimum.

 4 Concrete to meet specified “Slump test” before pouring 
footing. 

5 All footings to extend past the frost line. 

6 Any footers or posts for signs will be placed in wet 
concrete and allowed to fully cure in place before any 
signage is attached or mounted to it in any way.

J  Adhesive tape: closed-cell foam type with adhesive surfaces 

on both faces. Thicknesses and widths of tapes shall be 
as required to safely secure signs to various wall ishes, 
but in no caseshall be less than 1/16 inch thick and 1/2 
inch wide. Adhesive tape shall be equal to Norton Sealant 
Tape No. 1001 Series.

K Liquid adhesive: Silicone Silastic 732 RTV adhesive/ 
sealant as manufactured by Dow Corning. 

L Fluorescent lighting: 

1 Unpainted fixture parts shall be either anodized 
aluminum, noncorrosive grade stainless steel or an 
equivalent noncorrosive material. 

2 Sign housings and frame shall be fully sealed against 
light leakage. 

3 In signs circuited with 277 volts, provide an aluminum 
.005 inch foil warning label with a permanent adhesive 
having a resistance to temperature ranging from minus 
40 degrees Fahrenheit to plus 300 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Labels shall be placed one on either side of ballast 
housing cover between lamps so as to be readily seen 
when servicing. Labels shall have block lettering, 5/32 
inches high, printed on the aluminum foil material and 
read “CAUTION - 277 VOLTS”.

2.06  FABRICATION 
A  Report any discrepancies between drawings, specifica-

tions and owner requirements; request direction from 
owner before proceeding. 

B  Verify measurements in field as required for work fabricat-
ed to fit job conditions. Before starting work, exam�ine 
adjoining work on which work of this section is in any way 
dependent for perfect workmanship and fit. 

C  Make work in ample time not to delay job progress and 
deliver to job at such time as required for proper coordi-
nation. Fabricate work true to line and detail with clean, 
sharply profiles. Finish surfaces smooth unless otherwise 
specified.

D Do cutting, punching, drilling and tapping required for 
attachment or other work coming in contact with signage 
work where indicated.

E  Changeability: fabricate signs in such a manner that each 
of the major mounting components may be removed and 
replaced with similar components by maintenance 
personnel, but not by unauthorized per�sonnel. 

F  Construction: fabricate all joints, corners, miters, etc., 

with work accurately machined, filed and fitted, rigidly 
framed together at joints and contact points. Carefully 
match all work to provide a perfect continuity of lines and 
design, with metal in contact having hairline joints. Make 
joints of such character and assembly to be strong and as 
rigid as adjoining sections. Make exposed joints where 
joint is least conspicuous. Corners shall be square as 
indicated. All edges shall be finished and free of saw 
marks.

   Allow for expansion and contraction of materials from 
temperature changes, especially when two materials with 
different coefficients of expansion are used together. 

   Detail signs to minimize deflection from snow, ice, water or 
their own weight. 

G  Engineering: the system shall be engineered to eliminate 
buckling of any members, failure at any points, distortions 
or other damage.

   The system shall be engineered to be rigid with minimum 
deflection and rotation under stress and shall be able to 
withstand movement, shear and torsional loads.

   Exposed areas of signs shall not oilcan. Signs shall be 
designed as structurally self-supporting units. The suspen-
sion systems and substructure shall be designed by the 
sign manufacturer to perform in accordance with the 
contract documents. 

H   Connections and accessories: weights of connections and 
accessories shall be adequate to sustain and withstand 
stresses and strains to which they will be normally subject-
ed in the sites environment. 

I   Sign panels - general 

1  Surface finishes : provide surface finishes that are 
free from lines, mottling, ridges, variations in color, 
orange peel, bubbles, pinholes, mottling, crazing, grit 
and coarse particles. This applies to all methods of 
fabrication and finishing. Use clear coatings for 
durability, surface protection, appearance and 
maintenance.

2 Material: sign panel material is stated in the sched-
ules under "Notes" and/or on drawings.

3  Opacity: except for internally illuminated signs, all 
signs shall have opaque background and opaque 
graphics. 

Note: all colors, especially in the acrylic signs, are to be 
clear and match references exactly.–Washed out 
or weak colors will not be accepted.

J   Anchors and fastenings

 1  Mechanical

a Provide anchors and fasteners required to secure 
work in place.

b Surface finish: do not expose fastenings on surface 
of sign panels unless specifically noted otherwise.  
Do not deform, distort or discolor sign face surfaces 
by attachment of concealed fastenings.

c Corrosion resistance: all fastenings shall be non�
corrosive and resistant to oxidation or other cor�
rosive action, of the same composition completely 
through their cross sections, particularly when used 
below grade. Use highest quality stainless steel 
hardware and fasteners. 

d Anchors, inserts or fasteners shall be compatible with 
sign materials, insure that they will not result in 
galvanic action or chemical interaction of adhesives 
and shall have demonstrable and sufficient strength 
for intended use. 

e Steel anchors and fastenings for exterior use shall be 
galvanized in accordance with ASTM A153. 

f  Stability: fabricate and install signs with fastenings to 
withstand all actions imposed by use; 30 psf wind 
perpendicular to surfaces, water, ice, snow loads and 
similar forces. 

g Anchor bolts in concrete shall be cast in place. 
Manufacturer shall furnish instructions for the setting 
of anchors and bearing plates. Manufacturer shall 
ascertain that the items are properly set during the 
process of the work. 

h Color: secure work with fastenings of same color and 
finish as the components they secure where they are 
exposed to view, unless noted otherwise. 

i   Security: All exposed fasteners must be vandal 
resistant and have vandal-proof "spanner" type slots 
to be removed only with a special driver head.

K Messages 

1 Layout: layouts are shown on the drawings. All 
messages including braille shall be flush left, unless 
noted otherwise. Correct line breaks are indicated in 
the "Message" column of the schedule and should be 
followed exactly. Braille line breaks shall match those 
of the raised copy. Any problems in message layout 
shall be brought to the attention of the owner for 
solution. 

2 Fabrication: execute all signs such that letterforms are 
true and clean. Letterforms with rounded corners, or 
chipped, nicked, cut or ragged edges, will not be accept-
ed. This applies to all methods of fabrication and copy 
application. 

3 Copy: message copy on detail drawings is for layout 
purposes only. Actual copy is listed in the "Message" 
column of the schedule. Additional copy may be provid-
ed later by the owner. 

4 Capitalization: directions for upper and lower case are 
found in the "Message" column of the schedule must be 
followed exactly. 

5 Single or double faces: all signs that are double sided 
will be noted as such in the drawings and message 
schedule. For double-sided signs, the message will be 
indicated as "Side A" and "Side B" or "Side C" and "Side 
D". 

L Surface-applied messages

1 Color and color fastness 
a Exposed surfaces and finishes shall show no discern-

ible color change or chalking when exposed for 1,000 
hours in an Atlas Twin Arc Weathermaster Model 
HCDL-X, or equivalent, when tested in accordance with 
ASTM D822. 

2 Interletter spacing: follow examples in drawings. Show 
sample interletter and interword spacing in sample submis-
sions as specified. 

3 Layout: positions for all messages, symbols, arrows, lines, 
etc., for all signs are clearly indicated on the drawings and 
shall be complied with. 

4 Artwork: contractor shall be responsible for all final 
reproduction artwork for all messages; symbols, arrows and 
restroom floor plan drawings.

5 Fabrication: 
a Screened messages: execute all silkscreen printing in 

such a manner that all edges and corners of finished 
letter forms are true and clean. Letterforms, color areas 
or lines with rounded corners, edge buildup or bleeding, 
sawtoothing, etc., will not be accepted. Execute all 
silkscreening from photo-screens prepared from 
typesetter's reproduction of the copy specified. Typeset-
ter's reproductions shall be no smaller than 75% of the 
actual size specified. All above work is included in this 
contract. Hand cut screens will not be acceptable. 

b Cut vinyl messages: cut, pre-spaced, pre-aligned 

messages (numbers, words, phrases and arrows) from 
3.0 mil flexible film coated with continuous adhesive 
pressure sensitive backing to meet characteristics 
specified for surface-applied messages. Execute cutting 
in such a manner that all edges and corners of finished 
letter forms are true and clean. Letter forms with round 
positive or negative corners, nicked, cut or ragged edges, 
etc., will not be acceptable. 

c  Mask and spray: messages must be sharp with clean 
edges. No broken letters, bleeding or ragged edges. 
Observe all Matthews Paint instructions to achieve ideal 
appearance.

M Illuminated signs 

1 All means of internal illumination for signs shall be positioned 
in accordance with the copy layout to provide even light 
distribution to the copy.

2 All exterior fixtures and those in wet-damp locations shall be 
fitted with seals and gaskets to form a weatherproof, 
watertight assembly and shall be of rust resistant construction 
and finish. 

3 Internally illuminated signs shall be furnished with 800 MA 
ballasts. 

a Fluorescent ballasts shall be high power factory type low 
wattage/heat, full light output, for use with rapid start 
standard lamps. Voltage shall be as required by power 
supply.

b Provide all ballasts with approved integral thermal protec-
tion conforming to requirements of the NEC; UL class “P”. 
“A” sound rating or better is required. Ballasts shall be 
CBM certified by the ETL and UL. 

c  Exterior ballasts: Low temperature type, providing reliable 
starting at -20 degrees Fahrenheit. 

d Utilize 2 lamp ballasts wherever possible. 

e Ballasts to be complete with heat radiators, capacitors 
and pressure relief devices. 

4 Lamp all signs as indicated. 

5 Provide a switch on the interior of the sign to turn off power in 
sign. 

6 Encase all electrical wiring in flexible metal conduit or metal 
raceways.

3.01  INSPECTION
A   Examine the substrates and conditions under which the 

signs are to be installed and notify the owner in writing 
of conditions detrimental to the proper and timely 
completion of the work. Do not proceed with the work 
until unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected.

3.02  INSTALLATION
A   Install sign units and components with concealed 

fasteners, unless otherwise shown. Refer to detail 
drawings for general method. Verify each surface in 
field to determine spec appropriate hardware.

    Drawings in this package may not indicate any 
below-ground or in-wall structural tie-ins or connections 
that may be necessary to assure stable and secure 
installation of signs. Sign fabricator is responsible for 
determining where such connections are necessary and 
for coordinating with related trades to make them.

B   Locations: refer to drawings for approximate locations. 
Any discrepancies or apparent deviations from drawing 
locations because of different site conditions shall be 
brought to the attention of the owner for solution. The 
owner’s representative must be present for field 
placement of sign.

 It shall be the responsibility of the Contractor to 
determine the location of underground structures and 
utilities by the use of test pit excavation prior to excava-
tion operations.

 Test pits shall be of the size, depth and location as 
approved by the Engineer. Each pit shall be tamp-back 
filled.

 Test pit excavation will be measured on the basis of the 
volume of material actually removed from within the 
limits specified. Tamped backfill will not be measured 
but shall be included in the price bid for test pit excava-
tion.

 Price quote provided shall include all excavation, 
tamped backfill, labor, tools, equipment and incidentals 
necessary to complete the installation of each sign.

C  For ground-mounted signs, provide whatever replace-
ment concrete, pavers, bricks, etc. are necessary to 
match adjacent surfaces exactly. Seams should be 
parallel or perpendicular to sign face and be symmetri-
cal around post(s). 

D  Note that this institution experiences heavy public use. 
Strong environmental conditions such as weather and 

vandalism may be routine problems. Signs must be 
securely mounted. Contractor is responsible for 
suggesting alternative fabrication or installation 
methods if required to prevent theft or vandalism.

E  Install signs to be level, plumb and at the proper 
height. Cooperate with other trades for installation of 
sign units.

F  Clean and polish, remove excess adhesive. 

3.03  CLEANUP
A  Periodically and upon completion of the installation, 

remove all waste, dirt, wrappings and excess materi-
als, tools and equipment.  Clean all surfaces to the 
satisfaction of the owner.  

3.04  PROPERTY DAMAGE
A  Protect all adjacent surfaces from damage and pay 

the cost of repairing any damage to the property 
caused by delivery or installation of materials. In all 
cases, match existing surfaces when making repairs. 
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3.7 SPECIFICATIONS

These specifications are the property of 
Rodger Motiska Design, LLC. They were 
prepared for the Kiawah Island Community 
Association. Any use of these specifications 
by any party for any other purpose other than 
the fabrication and installation of the sign 
designs by Rodger Motiska Design, LLC for 
the client noted above are prohibited.

Kiawah Island Community Association

1/2/17

KI-339
Second Phase Implementation of Master Sign Plan

PART 3 - EXECUTION

1.01  WORK INCLUDED
A Labor, materials, equipment and services necessary for 

the fabrication, delivery and installation of signage as 
described in the detail drawings.

B Refer to the message schedule for a complete list of 
sign types and quantities.

  Signs listed on message schedule should match those 
indicated on sign location plans. Contractor to notify 
owner of any discrepancies.

C The Vendor shall secure all required sign permits and 
licenses prior to the purchase of materials or beginning 
fabrication of any signs as required by local code. The 
Vendor shall notify the Owner immediately of any 
problems that arise during the permitting process. It is 
the responsibility of the Vendor to allow time in his work 
schedule for the permitting and inspection process. 
Securing such permits and inspections in a timely 
fashion so as to allow subsequent fabrication and 
installation to be completed on schedule. 

D For all signs, all fasteners, support structures and 
electrical connections required for installation.

1.02  RELATED WORK
A General fabrication and painting requirements: all work 

to be done in a professional manner and to the highest 
trade standards.

B All electrical work to meet state and local codes.

C Use OSHA safety requirements as necessary for pedes-
trian or vehicular safety. 

1.03  REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
A Observe applicable codes, sign ordinan and ADA 

guidelines for handicapped and fire/life safety signing. 

B  For Electrical Work 

1  National Electrical Code 

2  National Electrical Safety Code 

3  Life Safety Code - NFPA 101 

4  OSHA 

5  Applicable Federal, State and Local Codes 

6  Underwriters Laboratory Inc. (UL)

1.04  REFERENCE STANDARDS
   Refer to current editions of the following:

A   ASTM B221 — Aluminum-alloy extruded bars, rods, 
wire, shapes and tubes.

B   ASTM D822 — Light and water exposure apparatus  
(carbon-arc type) for testing paint, 
varnish, lacquer and related products. 

C   ASTM E84 — Surface-burning characteristics of 
building materials.

D   FS L-P-391 — Plastic sheet, rods and tubing, rigid 
cast materials.

E FS L-P-387 —Plastic sheet, laminated, thermosetting.

F ASTM C 880 — Stone, granite flexural strength 
testing.

G  ASTM C 1354 — Stone, granite anchorage testing.

1.05  SUBMITTALS
A Requirements

1 Schedule shop drawings, product data and sample 
submittals for delivery at the same time.

2 The owner may hold shop drawings, product data 
and samples in cases where a partial submittal 
cannot be reviewed until associated items have 
been received.

3 Allocate not less than four weeks, plus mailing time, 
for processing by the owner.

B Shop Drawings 

1 Submit four (4) sets of shop drawings as outlined 
below.

2 Include plans, elevations, sections and large scale 
details of sign wording and lettering layout. Show 
anchorages and accessory items. Provide mounting 
templates.

3 Show fabrication and installation details, includ-
ing all sign components such as extrusions, 
brackets, bracing, hardware, internal framing, 
foundations, etc.

4 Provide engineering data to confirm viability of 
signs and supports, including structural stability 
of all signs, fasteners and foundation design.

5 For illuminated sign units: shop drawings shall also 
include the following:

a  Fixture type.

b  Fixture and lamp/ballast voltage.

c  Fixture and lamp wattage.

d  Complete photometric data.

e Wiring diagrams, including connection to 
building power supply.

f UL registration number (fabricator must be UL 
approved.)

C   Subcontractor qualifications information

Submit two (2) copies of credentials for any 
subcontractor selected to execute any portion of 
this contract, including personnel qualifications, 
company references and equipment

D   Samples

1 Submit four (4) of each sample required.

2 Owner reserves the right to reject any samples 
that do not satisfy the construction, finish or 
color requirements. Submit additional samples 
as required to obtain final approval.

3 Samples shall be labeled on the back, designat-
ing item number, name of manufacturer, sign 
type and location.

4 Include the following type specimens in shop 
drawings:

a Alphabet of each typestyle required by the 
contract documents; upper and lower case, with 
numerals, punctuation and accents.

b Complete a typical sign message of each sign 
type to demonstrate proper interletter, interword 
and interline spacing.

5 Each material required for fabrication of each sign 
type with finishes as specified, including extrusions 
and hardware.

6 Color samples (minimum size 5 x 5 inches) of each 
color specified.

7 Samples should represent extreme variations in 
color and texture that might occur during fabrication.

8 Sample materials, fasteners, hardware and mount-
ing hardware sufficient to get clear ideas of how 
signs are fabricated, made changeable and 
installed.

E Maintenance Data 

1  Submit two (2) copies of each manufacturer’s recom-
mendations for maintenance of all items. 

2  The instructions shall cover cleaning, repair, repainting 
and maintenance of signs, including data on cleaning 
solutions or methods of application that should be 
avoided. 

1.06 DELIVERY
A For any attic stock ordered, package separately or in like 

groups labeled as to contents.  Include installation 
hardware, adhesives and installation instructions; include 
a reasonable array of alternate adhesives, fasteners or 
materials to be able to respond effectively to varying field 
conditions. 

1.07  PROTECTION
A  Store and protect assemblies from injury at the shop, in 

transit to the job and until erected in place, com�pleted, 
inspected and accepted.

B  Take special precautions to prevent pilferage both prior to 
and after installation. Be prepared to provide replace-
ments for any material so removed from the site. 

1.08  INSPECTION
A  Materials, colors and fabricated or partially fabricated 

items shall be available for inspection at the factory or 
elsewhere, by the owner or designer during the process 
of manufacture and until final delivery, installation and 
acceptance, to determine whether or not there is compli-
ance with the requirements of these specifications.

B  Approval prior to the time of final acceptance shall not 
preclude rejection of delivered items which do not satisfy 
these specifications. 

1.09 REORDERING
A All items specified herein shall be available to the owner 

in additional quantities for a period of 10 years after 
completion of all work called for in this specification. 

1.10  WARRANTY
 All warranties on fabricator’s standard contract forms 

must be modified to match warranty criteria mentioned 
herewith.  Any changes in warranty length or criteria 
must be negotiated prior to contract signing.  Any 
discrepancies from fabricator’s contract are superseded 
by this performance specification.

A Warrant all products (including, but not limited to materi-
als, hardware and finishes) against any and all defects 
for a minimum period of 2 years from date of installation. 

B  Correct any and all defects in material and/or workman 
ship which may appear during the warranty period by 
restoring defective work to the standard of the contract 
documents at no cost to the owner and to the owner's 
satisfaction.

C   Vinyl die-cut letters shall be warrantied for five years 
against delamination from substrate.

D   Paint finishes shall be warranted for seven years against 
chalking and fading.

E   Additional corrections shall include, but not be limited to, 
the following: 

1 Bubbling, crazing, chalking, rusting or other disintegra-
tion of the sign face or of the messages or of the 
edge finish of the sign inserts or panel. 

2  Corrosion developing beneath paint surfaces of the 
support systems (except when it is the result of 
obvious vandalism or other external damage to the 
paint surfaces). 

3  Corrosion of the fastenings. 

4  The signs not remaining true and plumb on their 
supports. 

5  Fading of the colors when matched against a sample 
of the original color and material. 

6  Discoloration of metal finishes. 

7  Uneven illumination; dark or hot spots. 

F Seasonal checks, cracks and knot holes not resulting in 
structural failure to wood materials are not covered by 
warranty.

1.11  ALTERNATE FABRICATION
A  The drawings show design intent only. The fabricator is 

responsible for fabrication and overall level of quality. 
Any changes in design, materials, fabrication 
techniques or details necessary to the successful 
completion of this  project should be communicated to 
owner in a timely fashion.  Further development and 
engineering of designer's details (for fabrication and 
installation) is expected and should be shown in the 
shop drawings.

B The designer recognizes that manufacturers may have 
shop fabrication techniques that er from details shown. 
Suggested changes in fabrication that do not alter the 
design intent nor reduce the quality will be considered 
by the designer provided they are submit �ted in sketch 
form as soon as possible prior to shop drawing 
preparation.

2.01  FABRICATION “CONTROL SAMPLES”
A Prior to production, contractor shall provide one (1) 

sample construction of each sign as indicated on design 
intent drawing; showing fabrication details and finishes, 
as a “control sample” for fabrication of the signs, to the 
designer for review and approval.

B Samples shall be full size with the required colors and 
finishes to show quality, type, range, texture and other 
specified characteristics.

      C Samples shall be submitted from the same source, 
which will supply the actual job. Samples of materials or 
products, which are normally furnished in containers or 
packages, which bear descriptive labels and/or applica-
tion or installation instructions, shall be submitted with 
such labels and/or instructions.

D All Samples shall be labeled, tagged, or otherwise clearly 
identified.  Labels or tags shall set forth the name of the 
Project, Contractor, Subcontractor, and/or Supplier, the 
name of the manufacturer, fabricator, or processor, the 
date of submittal, and specific identification of each 
sample and a precise reference to the design intent 
drawing page number.

E Each label or tag shall have sufficient clear space to 
permit the application of the review stamps of the design-
er and owner.

F Fabricated signs that do not conform to the quality 
standards, colors or finish established by the 
“control sample” will be cause for rejection.

2.02  QUALITY ASSURANCE
A   Materials used for this project shall be new and not 

reconditioned or re-purposed.

B  Use only personnel thoroughly skilled and experienced 
with the products and method for fabrication and installa-
tion of signage specified.

C  The owner shall reserve the right to reject any shop 
drawings, samples or other submittals, as well as any 
finished product or installation, that does not meet the 
standard of quality established by these specifications. 
Any such decision will be considered final and not 
subject to recourse.

D  The intent of the contract documents is to provide 
everything necessary for a complete contract. In the 
event of conflict or omission, the fabricator shall consult 

the owner for resolution.

E  Materials and hardware not spec but necessary to the 
complete functioning of the sign, shall conform to the 
quality level established.

 

2.03  ACCEPTABLE MANUFACTURERS
A  As listed under specific headings.

B  Substitutions: Items of same function and performance 
are acceptable only if contractor submits samples and 
manufacturer’s data for owner's approval before ordering 
these materials or components. 

2.04 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
A Type specifications

1 Typefaces: the following typefaces are to be used  
(NO substitutions will be accepted unless samples are 
submitted and approved by designer): 

   Adobe Garamond Pro -  Regular 
   Adobe Garamond Pro -  Bold 
   Corbel -  Regular 
   Corbel -  Bold 

See design intent drawings for font and letterspacing 

2 Size: all letter heights are based on the cap height 
of a capital letter. 

3  Alignment: When setting type or installing cut 
letters,  ensure that letters are perfectly straight 
and even, with no characters set crooked or 
"popping up."

 4  Spacing 

a See drawings for samples of letterspacing 

b Contractor is responsible for visual corrections to 
the typesetting that might be necessary. Any 
problems in spacing or copyfitting should be 
brought to the attention of the owner for solution. 

B   Visual justification

1  Display type may align mechanically but not optically. 
When setting type flush left, a visual adjustment shall 
be made compensating for those letter forms that 
must be extended into the left hand margin to appear 
visually flush. For example, S and O must extend 

beyond the left margin slightly.

C   Arrow and symbol specifications

1  Symbols: symbols and pictographs shall conform to 
the symbol signs issued by the Department of 
Transportation and the American Institute of Graphic 
Arts. To obtain more information and reproduction 
artwork or digitized Macintosh compatible AIGA 
symbols, contact:

    Society for Environmental Graphic Design 
 1000 Vermont Avenue Suite 
 400 Washington, DC 20005 
 202.638.5555

2  Arrows on all signs shall use the camera ready 
artwork or digitized Macintosh compatible arrow les 
which will be provided by the owner to the fabricator.

  a  Arrow size will be dimensioned by height as 
shown in the drawings.

D  Artwork

1  The contractor shall be responsible for preparation of 
all artwork (including, but not limited to type, arrows, 
imagery, drawings, photographs, symbols) necessary 
beyond that provided with contract award and for any 
touch-up of artwork for photographic enlargement. 
Quality of artwork for finished signage shall be the 
responsibility of the contractor. The owner's represen-
tative reserves the right to reject artwork if it fails to 
meet the standard of quality established.

 

2.05  MATERIALS 
A   Aluminum extrusions: mounting plates and structural 

frames shall conform to ASTM B- 221, Alloy 6063-T6. 
Shapes, sizes and weights of members shall be as 
required for structural stability. All connections of 
aluminum members shall be heli-arc welded, continuous 
fillets, ground smooth on all exposed faces, unless 
specifically detailed otherwise. Aluminum finishes shall 
be hereinafter specified.

B   Aluminum sheet and plate: Type 5052-H-32 alloy 
aluminum, thickness as indicated. For painted finish, 
faces shall be etched to give an even satin finish and 
remove oxidation, then conversion coated to improve 
paint adhesion and inhibit corrosion. Surface shall be 
belt-sanded for a smooth finish, edges fillled and 
ground then immersed in hot alkaline cleaner to remove 

contamination. For anodized finish, prepare for finish 
AAM31-C21-A31. 

   Aluminum should have consistency of color and finish through-
out the project. 

C  Hangers, brackets and accessories: shall be of the type and 
size indicated. Where such items are not specifically called for, 
provide hangers, brackets and accessories as required for the 
proper execution of the work, as approved by the owner. 

D  Paint for aluminum

1  Paint colors are specified using the Pantone color-matching 
system (PMS.)

 Paint shall be Matthews MAP polyurethane semi-gloss paint.  
MAP is a ultraviolet inhibited aliphatic isocyanate/acrylic 
system engineered for extreme color and gloss retention.  
Application shall consist of 1 coat of 74-734 & 74-735 Metal 
Pretreat @ .25 mils DFT and 2 coats of opaque semi-gloss 
Matthews Acrylic Polyurethane paint of specified color, I mil 
DFT minimum each coat for a total dry film thickness of two 
(2) mil.

 Order or mix paint for each color in quantity to assure consis-
tent application for all signs in a given color. Vendor shall 
allow paint surfaces to thoroughly air dry for a minimum of 
forty eight (48) hours prior to the application of masking film, 
which shall be applied to protects all sign surfaces during 
shipping and installation.

 All finishes are to be semi-gloss finish, free from fading, 
peeling or cracking.  Paint preparation of all exterior metal 
surfaces of the sign is to include removal of all scratches 
and imperfections, sanding and chemical etching.  
Substrate cleaning and preparation are to be in strict 
compliance with Matthews Paint Company published 
guidelines. 

Matthews Paint Company
760 Pittsburgh Drive
Delaware, OH 43015
Phone 1.800.323.6593
Fax 1.800.947.0377 

2 All coating to protect aluminum by uniformly penetrating, 
filling and sealing surface pores. Coating should provide 
an invisible barrier to weathering, airborne contaminants, 
graffiti, industrial air pollution, mildew, and salt air. Coating 
should not yellow, peel or flake. Coating should be 
guaranteed a minimum of seven years. Sign panels shall 
be predrilled in proper locations before any priming, 
painting or coating processes. Aluminum should have 

consistency of color and finish throughout the project. 

E Pressure sensitive legends 

1 Use "Scotchcal" brand film manufactured by 3M. Thickness: 
.003 inch minimum, .006 inch maximum. Material shall consist 
of a tough, flexible, pigmented, vinyl film and shall be 
processed with compatible screen printing inks and clear 
coatings as recommended by the film manufacturer. The film 
shall be pre-coated with pressure-sensitive adhesive. The 
adhesive shall be protected by a treated paper liner that shall 
be easily removable without soaking in water or other 
solvents. 

2 Use "Scotchlite" brand reflective sheeting manufactured by 
3M. Thickness: .0065 inch minimum, .0075 inch maximum. 
Material shall consist of transparent plastic having a smooth, 
flat outer surface embedded with spherical lens elements. 
Material shall be capable to being processed with compatible 
screen printing inks and clear coatings as recommended by 
the sheeting manufacturer. The sheeting shall be pre-coated 
by a treated paper liner that shall be easily removable without 
soaking in water or other solvents. 

3 Shall be guaranteed against delamination for a period of 5 
years. 

F Wood

1 Boards

 Western Red Cedar,  grade C and Better Clear, Surfaced 
Four Sides (S4S), kiln-dried.

 *Meeting NLGA 202b,c; WCLIB 149-b, c; WWPA 10.11, 12

2 Timbers

 Western Red Cedar, No. 2 and Better Clear, Surfaced Four 
Sides, air-dried.

 *Meeting NLGA/WCLIB paragraph 130cc upgraded for 
appearance qualities.

 * Per Western Red Cedar Lumber Association
 www.realcedar.com
 866-778-9096   

3 Stain:
 Olympic Maximum Stain & Sealant In One (Semi 

Transparent, Neutral)
 Stain Color: 913 Ebony
 Paint Color: White
 Mix Ratio is 10 Parts Ebony to 1 part White

 Number of Coats: 2

 Apply two generous coats of stain. Wood must be clean and 
dry. Apply second coat after first coat has been absorbed. 
Do not allow first coat to dry because it will limit the penetra-
tion of the second coat and leave gloss patches on the 
surface of the post.

G Silkscreen ink: formulate epoxy silkscreen inks specifically for 
surfaces on which they will be used. Add catalytic or bonding 
agents as necessary to maximize adherence and vandal 
resistance.

H Pre-cast Concrete: Pre-cast concrete shall meet the require-
ments of CSI section 034300. 

1  Design of castings should minimize visual joints.

2 All joints are to be sealed with an elastomeric sealant 
matched to color of concrete or painted to match.

3 Travertine textured faces (unless otherwise specified.)

4 Cold gray color (maximum dosage rate of 6%) additive 
to mixture.

5 Stain:
ECO STAIN By SureCrete Design Products
Color-Magnet MA02115 ( 1 to 1 mixture with water)

 Number of Coats: 2

6 Clear Coat Sealer:
 SureCrete Design Products
 XS327 / Part A and Part B (3 parts A, 2 Parts B)
 Number of Coats: 2

I Concrete Footings: Cast-in-place concrete shall meet the 
requirements of CSI section 03300 and as follows:  

1 All concrete footers are to be poured in place.

2 All concrete footers are to be poured from thoroughly 
mixed and agitated concrete in order prevent unreason �
able voids in the finished casting.

 3 Concrete to meet specified “PSI Test” for strength: 3,500 
psi minimum.

 4 Concrete to meet specified “Slump test” before pouring 
footing. 

5 All footings to extend past the frost line. 

6 Any footers or posts for signs will be placed in wet 
concrete and allowed to fully cure in place before any 
signage is attached or mounted to it in any way.

J  Adhesive tape: closed-cell foam type with adhesive surfaces 

on both faces. Thicknesses and widths of tapes shall be 
as required to safely secure signs to various wall ishes, 
but in no caseshall be less than 1/16 inch thick and 1/2 
inch wide. Adhesive tape shall be equal to Norton Sealant 
Tape No. 1001 Series.

K Liquid adhesive: Silicone Silastic 732 RTV adhesive/ 
sealant as manufactured by Dow Corning. 

L Fluorescent lighting: 

1 Unpainted fixture parts shall be either anodized 
aluminum, noncorrosive grade stainless steel or an 
equivalent noncorrosive material. 

2 Sign housings and frame shall be fully sealed against 
light leakage. 

3 In signs circuited with 277 volts, provide an aluminum 
.005 inch foil warning label with a permanent adhesive 
having a resistance to temperature ranging from minus 
40 degrees Fahrenheit to plus 300 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Labels shall be placed one on either side of ballast 
housing cover between lamps so as to be readily seen 
when servicing. Labels shall have block lettering, 5/32 
inches high, printed on the aluminum foil material and 
read “CAUTION - 277 VOLTS”.

2.06  FABRICATION 
A  Report any discrepancies between drawings, specifica-

tions and owner requirements; request direction from 
owner before proceeding. 

B  Verify measurements in field as required for work fabricat-
ed to fit job conditions. Before starting work, exam�ine 
adjoining work on which work of this section is in any way 
dependent for perfect workmanship and fit. 

C  Make work in ample time not to delay job progress and 
deliver to job at such time as required for proper coordi-
nation. Fabricate work true to line and detail with clean, 
sharply profiles. Finish surfaces smooth unless otherwise 
specified.

D Do cutting, punching, drilling and tapping required for 
attachment or other work coming in contact with signage 
work where indicated.

E  Changeability: fabricate signs in such a manner that each 
of the major mounting components may be removed and 
replaced with similar components by maintenance 
personnel, but not by unauthorized per�sonnel. 

F  Construction: fabricate all joints, corners, miters, etc., 

with work accurately machined, filed and fitted, rigidly 
framed together at joints and contact points. Carefully 
match all work to provide a perfect continuity of lines and 
design, with metal in contact having hairline joints. Make 
joints of such character and assembly to be strong and as 
rigid as adjoining sections. Make exposed joints where 
joint is least conspicuous. Corners shall be square as 
indicated. All edges shall be finished and free of saw 
marks.

   Allow for expansion and contraction of materials from 
temperature changes, especially when two materials with 
different coefficients of expansion are used together. 

   Detail signs to minimize deflection from snow, ice, water or 
their own weight. 

G  Engineering: the system shall be engineered to eliminate 
buckling of any members, failure at any points, distortions 
or other damage.

   The system shall be engineered to be rigid with minimum 
deflection and rotation under stress and shall be able to 
withstand movement, shear and torsional loads.

   Exposed areas of signs shall not oilcan. Signs shall be 
designed as structurally self-supporting units. The suspen-
sion systems and substructure shall be designed by the 
sign manufacturer to perform in accordance with the 
contract documents. 

H   Connections and accessories: weights of connections and 
accessories shall be adequate to sustain and withstand 
stresses and strains to which they will be normally subject-
ed in the sites environment. 

I   Sign panels - general 

1  Surface finishes : provide surface finishes that are 
free from lines, mottling, ridges, variations in color, 
orange peel, bubbles, pinholes, mottling, crazing, grit 
and coarse particles. This applies to all methods of 
fabrication and finishing. Use clear coatings for 
durability, surface protection, appearance and 
maintenance.

2 Material: sign panel material is stated in the sched-
ules under "Notes" and/or on drawings.

3  Opacity: except for internally illuminated signs, all 
signs shall have opaque background and opaque 
graphics. 

Note: all colors, especially in the acrylic signs, are to be 
clear and match references exactly.–Washed out 
or weak colors will not be accepted.

J   Anchors and fastenings

 1  Mechanical

a Provide anchors and fasteners required to secure 
work in place.

b Surface finish: do not expose fastenings on surface 
of sign panels unless specifically noted otherwise.  
Do not deform, distort or discolor sign face surfaces 
by attachment of concealed fastenings.

c Corrosion resistance: all fastenings shall be non�
corrosive and resistant to oxidation or other cor�
rosive action, of the same composition completely 
through their cross sections, particularly when used 
below grade. Use highest quality stainless steel 
hardware and fasteners. 

d Anchors, inserts or fasteners shall be compatible with 
sign materials, insure that they will not result in 
galvanic action or chemical interaction of adhesives 
and shall have demonstrable and sufficient strength 
for intended use. 

e Steel anchors and fastenings for exterior use shall be 
galvanized in accordance with ASTM A153. 

f  Stability: fabricate and install signs with fastenings to 
withstand all actions imposed by use; 30 psf wind 
perpendicular to surfaces, water, ice, snow loads and 
similar forces. 

g Anchor bolts in concrete shall be cast in place. 
Manufacturer shall furnish instructions for the setting 
of anchors and bearing plates. Manufacturer shall 
ascertain that the items are properly set during the 
process of the work. 

h Color: secure work with fastenings of same color and 
finish as the components they secure where they are 
exposed to view, unless noted otherwise. 

i   Security: All exposed fasteners must be vandal 
resistant and have vandal-proof "spanner" type slots 
to be removed only with a special driver head.

K Messages 

1 Layout: layouts are shown on the drawings. All 
messages including braille shall be flush left, unless 
noted otherwise. Correct line breaks are indicated in 
the "Message" column of the schedule and should be 
followed exactly. Braille line breaks shall match those 
of the raised copy. Any problems in message layout 
shall be brought to the attention of the owner for 
solution. 

2 Fabrication: execute all signs such that letterforms are 
true and clean. Letterforms with rounded corners, or 
chipped, nicked, cut or ragged edges, will not be accept-
ed. This applies to all methods of fabrication and copy 
application. 

3 Copy: message copy on detail drawings is for layout 
purposes only. Actual copy is listed in the "Message" 
column of the schedule. Additional copy may be provid-
ed later by the owner. 

4 Capitalization: directions for upper and lower case are 
found in the "Message" column of the schedule must be 
followed exactly. 

5 Single or double faces: all signs that are double sided 
will be noted as such in the drawings and message 
schedule. For double-sided signs, the message will be 
indicated as "Side A" and "Side B" or "Side C" and "Side 
D". 

L Surface-applied messages

1 Color and color fastness 
a Exposed surfaces and finishes shall show no discern-

ible color change or chalking when exposed for 1,000 
hours in an Atlas Twin Arc Weathermaster Model 
HCDL-X, or equivalent, when tested in accordance with 
ASTM D822. 

2 Interletter spacing: follow examples in drawings. Show 
sample interletter and interword spacing in sample submis-
sions as specified. 

3 Layout: positions for all messages, symbols, arrows, lines, 
etc., for all signs are clearly indicated on the drawings and 
shall be complied with. 

4 Artwork: contractor shall be responsible for all final 
reproduction artwork for all messages; symbols, arrows and 
restroom floor plan drawings.

5 Fabrication: 
a Screened messages: execute all silkscreen printing in 

such a manner that all edges and corners of finished 
letter forms are true and clean. Letterforms, color areas 
or lines with rounded corners, edge buildup or bleeding, 
sawtoothing, etc., will not be accepted. Execute all 
silkscreening from photo-screens prepared from 
typesetter's reproduction of the copy specified. Typeset-
ter's reproductions shall be no smaller than 75% of the 
actual size specified. All above work is included in this 
contract. Hand cut screens will not be acceptable. 

b Cut vinyl messages: cut, pre-spaced, pre-aligned 

messages (numbers, words, phrases and arrows) from 
3.0 mil flexible film coated with continuous adhesive 
pressure sensitive backing to meet characteristics 
specified for surface-applied messages. Execute cutting 
in such a manner that all edges and corners of finished 
letter forms are true and clean. Letter forms with round 
positive or negative corners, nicked, cut or ragged edges, 
etc., will not be acceptable. 

c  Mask and spray: messages must be sharp with clean 
edges. No broken letters, bleeding or ragged edges. 
Observe all Matthews Paint instructions to achieve ideal 
appearance.

M Illuminated signs 

1 All means of internal illumination for signs shall be positioned 
in accordance with the copy layout to provide even light 
distribution to the copy.

2 All exterior fixtures and those in wet-damp locations shall be 
fitted with seals and gaskets to form a weatherproof, 
watertight assembly and shall be of rust resistant construction 
and finish. 

3 Internally illuminated signs shall be furnished with 800 MA 
ballasts. 

a Fluorescent ballasts shall be high power factory type low 
wattage/heat, full light output, for use with rapid start 
standard lamps. Voltage shall be as required by power 
supply.

b Provide all ballasts with approved integral thermal protec-
tion conforming to requirements of the NEC; UL class “P”. 
“A” sound rating or better is required. Ballasts shall be 
CBM certified by the ETL and UL. 

c  Exterior ballasts: Low temperature type, providing reliable 
starting at -20 degrees Fahrenheit. 

d Utilize 2 lamp ballasts wherever possible. 

e Ballasts to be complete with heat radiators, capacitors 
and pressure relief devices. 

4 Lamp all signs as indicated. 

5 Provide a switch on the interior of the sign to turn off power in 
sign. 

6 Encase all electrical wiring in flexible metal conduit or metal 
raceways.

3.01  INSPECTION
A   Examine the substrates and conditions under which the 

signs are to be installed and notify the owner in writing 
of conditions detrimental to the proper and timely 
completion of the work. Do not proceed with the work 
until unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected.

3.02  INSTALLATION
A   Install sign units and components with concealed 

fasteners, unless otherwise shown. Refer to detail 
drawings for general method. Verify each surface in 
field to determine spec appropriate hardware.

    Drawings in this package may not indicate any 
below-ground or in-wall structural tie-ins or connections 
that may be necessary to assure stable and secure 
installation of signs. Sign fabricator is responsible for 
determining where such connections are necessary and 
for coordinating with related trades to make them.

B   Locations: refer to drawings for approximate locations. 
Any discrepancies or apparent deviations from drawing 
locations because of different site conditions shall be 
brought to the attention of the owner for solution. The 
owner’s representative must be present for field 
placement of sign.

 It shall be the responsibility of the Contractor to 
determine the location of underground structures and 
utilities by the use of test pit excavation prior to excava-
tion operations.

 Test pits shall be of the size, depth and location as 
approved by the Engineer. Each pit shall be tamp-back 
filled.

 Test pit excavation will be measured on the basis of the 
volume of material actually removed from within the 
limits specified. Tamped backfill will not be measured 
but shall be included in the price bid for test pit excava-
tion.

 Price quote provided shall include all excavation, 
tamped backfill, labor, tools, equipment and incidentals 
necessary to complete the installation of each sign.

C  For ground-mounted signs, provide whatever replace-
ment concrete, pavers, bricks, etc. are necessary to 
match adjacent surfaces exactly. Seams should be 
parallel or perpendicular to sign face and be symmetri-
cal around post(s). 

D  Note that this institution experiences heavy public use. 
Strong environmental conditions such as weather and 

vandalism may be routine problems. Signs must be 
securely mounted. Contractor is responsible for 
suggesting alternative fabrication or installation 
methods if required to prevent theft or vandalism.

E  Install signs to be level, plumb and at the proper 
height. Cooperate with other trades for installation of 
sign units.

F  Clean and polish, remove excess adhesive. 

3.03  CLEANUP
A  Periodically and upon completion of the installation, 

remove all waste, dirt, wrappings and excess materi-
als, tools and equipment.  Clean all surfaces to the 
satisfaction of the owner.  

3.04  PROPERTY DAMAGE
A  Protect all adjacent surfaces from damage and pay 

the cost of repairing any damage to the property 
caused by delivery or installation of materials. In all 
cases, match existing surfaces when making repairs. 
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3.8 SPECIFICATIONS

Kiawah Island Community Association

These specifications are the property of 
Rodger Motiska Design, LLC. They were 
prepared for the Kiawah Island Community 
Association. Any use of these specifications 
by any party for any other purpose other than 
the fabrication and installation of the sign 
designs by Rodger Motiska Design, LLC for 
the client noted above are prohibited.
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SUPPLIERS

Paint
Matthews Paint
760 Pittsburgh Drive
Delaware, OH 43015

P: 1.800.323.6593
F: 1.800.947.0377

W: www.ppg.com/coatings/matthewspaint

Vinyl

3M Corporate Headquarters
3M Center
St. Paul, MN 55144-1000

P: 1-888-364-3577

W: http://solutions.3m.com

Wood Stain

PPG Industries
Attention: Olympic® Paints & Stains
One PPG Place
Pittsburgh, Pa 15272 USA

Toll-Free: 1-800-426-6306

E: www.olympic.com/contact
W: www.olympic.com

Concrete Stain

SureCrete Design Products 
15246 Citrus Country Drive
Dade City, FL 33523
 
P: 352-567-7973
F: 352-521-0973

E: www.surecretedesign.com/contact

W: www.surecretedesign.com/contact

Digital Image Impregnated HPL

iZone Imaging
2526 Charter Oak Drive,
Suite 100
Temple, TX 76502

Toll Free 888.464.9663 
T:  254.778.0722 
F: 254.778.0938 

E: info@izoneimaging.com
W: www.izoneimaging.com/contact/



KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION    MASTER SIGN PLAN

Sign Location Plans



1

1

Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

A1 101

*

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type A1
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2

Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

B2 103

B1 104              

B1 102

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Types B1 & B 2
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C1    401

C1    402

C1    403

C1    400

C1    404

C1    405
C1    406

C1    407

C1    408

C1    409

Master Sign Plan

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN 

Match Line

JUSLY 25, 2018

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type C1
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4

Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

C1    410

C1    411

C1    412 C1    414

C1    413

C1    416

C1    415

C1    418

C1    419

C1    420

C1    421

C1    422

C1    423     

C1    425
C1    424

C1    426

C1    427

C1    429
C1    430                     

C1    428

C1    431

C1    432

C1    417

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type C1
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Match Line

JUSLY 25, 2018
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C2    450

C2    449C2    448C2    433
C2    434

C2    435
C2    436

C2    437
C2    438

C2    439

C2    440

C2    441

C2    442

C2    444

C2    443

C2    445

C2    446

C2    447

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type C2
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Match Line

JUSLY 25, 2018
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6

Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

C2    452

C2    454

C2    451

C2    455 C2    456
C2    457

C2    463
C2    465

C2    466
C2    468

C2    473

C2    474
C2    475

C2    482C2    458
C2    459

C2    460
C2    462

C2    461
C2    464

C2    467
C2    469

C2    470
C2    471

C2    472
C2    476

C2    478
C2    479

C2    480

C2    483

C2    484

C2    485

C2    486

C2    487

C2    488

C2    489

C2    481

C2    508
C2    509

C2    510
C2    511

C2    512

C2    513
C2    514

C2    515
C2    516

C2    498

C2    497

C2    496

C2    495

C2    494

C2    493
C2    492

C2    491

C2    490

C2    540
C2    539

C2    538

C2    537

C2    536

C2    535

C2    534

C2    533

C2    532

C2    531
C2    530

C2    529

C2    528

C2    527
C2    526

C2    525
C2    524

C2    523
C2    522

C2    521

C2    520
C2    519

C2    518
C2    517

C2    499
C2    500

C2    501

C2    502

C2    503

C2    504
C2    507

C2    506
C2    505

Master Sign Plan

Sign Location Plan - Sign Type C2
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7

Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

D1 500 

D2 501 

D2 502  

D1 503 

D2 504 

D2 505 

D2 506

D2 507 
D2 508 

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type D1 & D 2
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In island on left
side of road

E 105

E 1 06

E 1 07

E 1 08

E 1 10    

E 1 11
E 1 12

E 113

E 1 14

E 1 15

E 116

E 117

E 118

E 1 19

E 1 20

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type E
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9

Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

E 121

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type E
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F 132

F 123

F 124

F 125

F 126

F 127      

F 128

F 129

F 130

F 131

F 133

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type F
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Match Line
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11

Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

F 134

F 135

F 136

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type F

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN 

Match Line

JUSLY 25, 2018
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12

G1.1 800

G1.1 801

G1.1 833

G1.1 834

G1.1 835

G1.1 836 G1.1 837

G1.1 838

G1.1 839

G1.1 840

G1.1 841

G1.1 842

G1.1 843

G1.1 844

G1.1 846

G1.1 845

G1.1 847

G1.1 848

G1.1 850

G1.1 849

G1.1 851

G1.1 853

G1.1 852

G1.1 854

G1.1 855

G1.1 856

G1.1 858

G1.1 857

G1.1 859

G1.1 860

G1.1 861

G1.1 862

G1.1 864

G1.1 863

G1.1 865

G1.1 866

G1.1 867

G1.1 869
G1.1 868

G1.1 870

G1.1 871

G1.1 872

G1.1 873

G1.1 874

G1.1 875

G1.1 876

G1.1 878

G1.1 879      G1.1 800

G1.1 801

G1.1 833

G1.1 834

G1.1 835

G1.1 836 G1.1 837

G1.1 838

G1.1 839

G1.1 840

G1.1 841

G1.1 842

G1.1 843

G1.1 844

G1.1 846

G1.1 845

G1.1 847

G1.1 848

G1.1 850

G1.1 849

G1.1 851

G1.1 853

G1.1 852

G1.1 854

G1.1 855

G1.1 856

G1.1 858

G1.1 857

G1.1 859

G1.1 860

G1.1 861

G1.1 862

G1.1 864

G1.1 863

G1.1 865

G1.1 866

G1.1 867

G1.1 869
G1.1 868

G1.1 870

G1.1 871

G1.1 872

G1.1 873

G1.1 874

G1.1 875

G1.1 876

G1.1 877

G1.1 881

G1.1 878

G1.1 879      

G1.1 880

G1.1 882

G1.1 883

G1.1 884

G1.1 885

G1.1 886

G1.1 887

G1.1 888 

G1.1 889

G1.1 890

G1.1 891

G1.1 892

G1.1 893

G1.1 894

G1.1 895

G1.1 1202

G1.1 1204

G1.1 896

G1.1 897 G1.1 898 G1.1 1200

G1.1 899

G1.1 1201

G1.1 1240

G1.1 1241

G1.1 1242

G1.1 1243

G1.1 1244

G1.1 1245

G1.1 1247

G1.1 1246

G1.1 1248

G1.1 1249

G1.1 1251

G1.1 1250

G1.1 1252

G1.1 1203

G1.1 1210

G1.1 1205
G1.1 1206

G1.1 1207

G1.1 1208

G1.1 1212

G1.1 1213

G1.1 1209

G1.1 1211

G1.1 

G1.1 12161214G1.1 

1215
G1.1 1217

Master Sign Plan
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Match Line

JUSLY 25, 2018

Sign Location Plan - Sign Type G1.1
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13

Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G1.1 827

G1.1 828

G1.1 1200

899

G1.1 1201

G1.1 1210

G1.1 1205
G1.1 1206

G1.1 1207

G1.1 1208

G1.1 1212

G1.1 1213

G1.1 1209

G1.1 1211

G1.1 

G1.1 12161214G1.1 

1215
G1.1 1217

G1.1 1219

G1.1 1218
G1.1 1220      

G1.1 1221

G1.1 1222

G1.1 1223

G1.1 1224
G1.1 1226

G1.1 1225

G1.1 1227

G1.1 1228

G1.1 1229

G1.1 1230

G1.1 1231

G1.1 1232 

G1.1 1234
G1.1 1233

1238

G1.1 1236

G1.1 1239

G1.1 1240

Master Sign Plan

Sign Location Plan - Sign Type G1.1
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14

Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G1.1 827

G1.1 828

G1.1 1200

899

G1.1 1201

G1.1 1210

G1.1 1205
G1.1 1206

G1.1 1207

G1.1 1208

G1.1 1212

G1.1 1213

G1.1 1209

G1.1 1211

G1.1 

G1.1 12161214G1.1 

1215
G1.1 1217

G1.1 1219

G1.1 1218
G1.1 1220      

G1.1 1221

G1.1 1222

G1.1 1223

G1.1 1224
G1.1 1226

G1.1 1225

G1.1 1227

G1.1 1228

G1.1 1229

G1.1 1230

G1.1 1231

G1.1 1232 

G1.1 1234
G1.1 1233

1238

G1.1 1236

G1.1 1239

G1.1 1240

Master Sign Plan

Sign Location Plan - Sign Type G1.1
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15

Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G1.2 803
G1.2 802

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G1.2
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Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G1.3 1405

G1.3 830

G1.3 831

G1.3 1404

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G1.3
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Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G1.4 1263

G1.4 1262
G1.4 1264

G1.4 1265

G1.4 1257

G1.4 1255

G1.4 1254

G1.4 1256

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G1.1
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Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G1.11 1316

G1.11 832

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G1.11
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G2.1 1320

G2.1 1335

G2.1 1336

G2.1 1339

G2.1 1341

G2.1 1342

G2.1 1345 G2.1 1347

G2.1 1366      

G2.1 1367

G2.1 1368    

G2.1 1371

G2.1 1319

G2.1 1379

G2.1 1380

G2.1 814

G2.1 1349     

Master Sign Plan

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN 

Match Line

JUSLY 25, 2018

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G2.1
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Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G2.1 1349     

G2.1 1355

G2.1 1353

G2.1 1354

G2.1 1358      

G2.1 1359

G2.1 1364

G2.1 1362 G2.1 1363

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G2.1

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN J USLY 25, 2018
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G2.2 1308

G2.2 1308

G2.2 1310

G2.2 1309

G2.2 1315

G2.2 820

G2.2 816

Master Sign Plan

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN 

Match Line

JUSLY 25, 2018

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G2.2
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Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G2.2 820

G2.2 825

G2.2 822

G2.2 816

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G2.2

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN J USLY 25, 2018
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23

Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G2.3 815

G2.3 824

G2.4 809

G2.4 804

G2.4  -805

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G2.3 & G2. 4

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN J USLY 25, 2018
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G2.6 1317

G2.7 1328

G2.7 1325

G2.7 1322

G2.7 1329
G2.7 1331

G2.7 1374

G2.7 1381

G2.6 1317

G2.7 1328

G2.7 1325

G2.7 1322

G2.7 1329
G2.7 1331

G2.7 1374

G2.7 1381

Master Sign Plan

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN JUSLY 25, 2018

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G2.6 & G2. 7
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25

Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G2.7 1358      

G2.7 1359

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G2.6 & G2. 7

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN J USLY 25, 2018
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Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G2.8 1373

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G2.8

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN J USLY 25, 2018
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27

Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G3.1 808

G3.1 821

G3.1 823

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G3.1

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN J USLY 25, 2018
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28

Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G3.2 819

G3.2 817
G3.5 818

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G3.2 & G3. 5

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN J USLY 25, 2018
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Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G3.3 1352      G3.3 1354   

G3.3 826

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G3.3

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN J USLY 25, 2018
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Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G3.4 812

G3.4 811   

G3.4 1330

G3.4 1321

G3.4 1323

G3.4 1318

G3.4 1337
G3.4 1346

G3.4 1356

G3.4 1357

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G3.4

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN J USLY 25, 2018
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Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G3.6 1370G3.6 1370

G3.7 1369G3.7 1369

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G3.6 & G3. 7

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN J USLY 25, 2018
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Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G3.8 1324G3.8 1326

G3.8 1338

G3.8 1340

G3.8 1372         

G3.8 1360

G3.9 1344

G3.9 1343

G3.10 1333

G3.10 1354

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G3.8, G3.9 & G3.10

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN J USLY 25, 2018
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Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G3.11 1334

G3.12 1312

G3.12 1392

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G3.11 & G3.1 2

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN J USLY 25, 2018
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Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G3.13 1311

G3.13 1393

G3.13 1388

G3.13 1389

G3.14 1386

G3.14 1387

G3.15 1313

G3.16 1314

Master Sign Plan

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN J USLY 25, 2018
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35

Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G4.1 1302

G4.1 1306

G4.1 1304

G4.1 1300

G4.1 1383

G4.1 1385

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G4.1

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN J USLY 25, 2018
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Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G5.1 1303

G5.1 1305

G5.1 1307

G5.1 1301

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G5.1

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN J USLY 25, 2018
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Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G6.1 1600

G6.1 1602
G6.1 1601

G6.1 1604G6.1 1603

G6.1 1605

G6.1 1606

G6.1 1607

G6.1 1608

G6.1 1610

G6.1 1611

G6.1 1609

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G6.1

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN J USLY 25, 2018
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Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G7.1 1382

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G7.1

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN J USLY 25, 2018
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Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

G8.1 1350

G8.1 1352

Master Sign Plan

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type G8.1

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN J USLY 25, 2018
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H1 600

H1 615

H1 618

A
B

A

B

A
B

A
BH1 625 A

B

H1 642

A
B

H1 649

A

B

H1 650

A

B

H1 660 A
B

H1 664 A B

H1 668

A
B

H1 671

A

B
A

B

H1 678

H1 776
H1 777

A
B

A B

H1 684

H1 683
A

B

A

B

A
B

A
B

H1 691

H1 690

H1 692

H1 693 A
B

A
B

A
B

H1 697
H1 699

H1 698 
H1 700

A
B

H1 629

A
B

Master Sign Plan

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN JUSLY 25, 2018

Sign L ocation Plan - Sign Type H1
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Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300

<

Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300

C2   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

H1 H - Primary Street Signs  600

N

A
B

H1 717

A
B

H1 714

A
B

A
B

A B

AB

A
B

A
B

H1 723
H1 724

H1 725

H1 726

H1 731

H1 732
A

B

A
B

H1 737 H1 739

H1 741

A
B

A

B
A

B

H1 742

H1 743

A B

AB

H1 744

H1 754

A
B

A B
AB

H1 756

H1 746

H1 755

A
B

A
B

A

B

H1 747

H1 748

H1 757

A
B

AB

A

B

H1 750
H1 758

H1 759 A

B H1 765

A

B

H1 769

A
B

H1 770

A
B

¯

Master Sign Plan

Sign Location Plan - Sign Type H1

©KIAWAH ISLAND COMMUNITY ASSOC. KIAWAH ISLAND MASTER SIGN PLAN JUSLY 25, 2018
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Legend

C1   400 C - Villa/Condo Identity

D 400 D - Amenity Identity

J 200 J - Trail Directional

K 200 K - Trail Markers

A 100 A - Primary Identity

P - Boardwalk Identity (on beach)P 300

S 1600 S - Dog Zones & Emergency Access

Q - Digital Information SignsQ 1500

R - Auxillary SignsR 1500

SIGN TYPE SIGN LOCATION

M M - Trail Interpretive Signs/Small1000

B B- District Identity100

E E - Vehicular Directional/Primary  100

I 200 I - Trailheads

L 1000 L - Trail Interpretive Signs/Large

F F - Vehicular Directional/Secondary100

G G - Vehicular Regulatory800

H2 H - Secondary Street Signs  600

H3 H - Directional Street Signs  700

N N - Beach Access 300
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Symbol indicates orientation of sign;
points to face of sign

0 O - Boardwalk Entry 300
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